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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

ASSESSING STRESS BIOMARKERS AS EMBODIED IDENTITY IN KENTUCKY’S
GREEN RIVER ARCHAIC
The primary goal of this bioarchaeology dissertation research is to investigate the
relationship between evidence of social identity and indicators of biological stress in the
Green River region of Kentucky during the Late Archaic period (5,000-3,000 BP).
Utilizing a biocultural perspective, I examine the ways that aspects of identity and social
organization are embodied through the experience of biological stress. This research
explores how social differences influence the patterning of osteological stress markers in
an Archaic population while problematizing categories of difference that are often
naturalized in bioarchaeology, such as gender or age cohorts. In so doing, it contributes to
current anthropological discussions, including those on the biological impacts of social
identity, the experiences of difference in past societies, and the social organization of the
Late Archaic Green River region.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The interaction between social identities and individuals’ experience of biological
stress has long been an area of interest in biological anthropology. This dissertation
project explores the potential correlation between osteological markers of stress and
aspects of identities in skeletal populations from the Late Archaic period of the Green
River Valley of Kentucky. There are several trends of the Late Archaic in the Green
River region that mark the period as ideal for examining identity and stress within forager
groups. During this era, site and population density within the region increased and the
shell-bearing archaeological sites that define the period became prominent on the
landscape (Jefferies 2008). In general, the Late Archaic in the Green River region
represents a period of increasing inter-regional interaction, population pressure, and
sedentism. Importantly, it lacks evidence of clear social stratification or inequality that is
often associated with increasing population and incipient horticulture. This work
examines embodied identity in the Late Archaic by analyzing osteological stress of past
peoples, evidence of how these experiences were associated with potential indicators of
individuals’ social positioning, and intraregional variation in stress and identity.
This project considers the potential of skeletal stress indicators in Archaic samples
to be evidence of embodied identity in these communities. It connects current theory and
methods of stress to an understanding of the body as a reflection of the social
circumstances of the individual and their community. Thus, stress indicators can be
combined as a form of osteobiography, or a means of reading life history in the bones
(Saul 1972, Saul and Saul 1989). These osteobiographies illustrate the intersecting
1

aspects of identity that were influencing access to resources, exposure to risk, and the
communities’ choices in mortuary program. This work looks for relationships between
the commonly measured stress indicators for these groups, embracing that further
research beyond the scope of this project will continue to illustrate the complexities of
lived identities within these communities.
This dissertation understands identity as a multi-facet process that exists at the
nexus of the individual and their society. Within this project, identity is defined as
“people’s perceptions of themselves and how they relate to larger social phenomena that
characterize their existence” (Knudson and Stojanowski 2009:1). This definition allows
archaeological data to be used to determine potential components of identity, from
evidence of osteological stress to the mortuary record. This interpretation of identity
relies on the concept of embodiment (Sofaer 2006), which operationalizes the
manifestation of individual’s social phenomena within their skeletal remains. These
social phenomena are understood through the work of Scheper-Hughes and Lock (1987),
who analyze the body as a site of experience on the individual, social, and political levels.
Thus, the body becomes both a point of social negotiation, reflecting the individuals
“social phenomena” and individual experience. The individual both enacts their identity
and has their identity enacted upon them by their society.
Recognizing the body as a reflection of the individual and their society
necessitates an understanding of the body as inherently relational and embedded within
its culture. Thus, the body is not the “bounded, biological entity” (Appleby 2019:34)
wherein bodily processes and ill-health are consistent across time and space. Instead of a
biological body that is impacted by culture, the body is understood as innately cultural,
2

unable to be separated from its culture and era. Building on the work of Lock (1993), it
rejects the idea of a universal physical body. Culture and biology do not interact, they are
one and the same, creating a biocultural understanding of the body. This analysis calls
into question ideas about and ways of studying biology rooted in western worldviews and
practices that have come to be taken for granted as universal truths
This project is structured to address three research objectives concerning the
experience of stress within each site, the relationships between stress and potential
indicators of social difference, and the regional variation in these relationships.
Combined, the objectives of this project are to begin to understand the relationships
between stress, mortality, and identity in the Green River region.

1.1

Objective #1: Evaluate the Experience of Stress for the Study Samples.

Question 1: What were the lifelong experiences of stress for adult individuals buried
within these sites?
The primary objective of this project is to evaluate the experience of stress for the
samples from three prehistoric hunter-gatherer communities in the Green River Archaic:
Barrett, Butterfield, and Ward. Thus, I tested Hypothesis 1: Within each sample, the six
recorded indicators of childhood and adult stress will vary in correlation with risk of
death, or conversely, survivorship. I hypothesized there will be differential risk of death
when individuals exhibit a particular biomarker. This allows for inference on what forms
of stress had the greatest impact on mortality—the ultimate manifestation of stress.

3

1.2

Objective #2: Examine the Relationship Between Skeletal Stress and Social
Differences.

Question 2: Do skeletal markers of stress correspond to social differences within each
sample?
The second objective of this study was to examine the relationship between
skeletal stress and social differences. This research will determine if skeletal markers of
stress correspond to social differences within each sample, leading to Hypothesis 2:
Indicators of stress will correlate with social identity based on biological categories and
the documented mortuary characteristics. The mortuary characteristics documented
during data collection were analyzed with the osteological stress information to explore
differences and similarities in their distributions within each sample. The results are used
to understand how these aspects of individuals’ identity demarcated by mortuary
practices and biological categories (e.g., age and sex) may have influenced their
experiences of stress and mortality.

1.3

Objective #3: Determine the Regional Variation in Measures of Stress.

Question 3: Do experiences of identity and stress vary among communities within the
Green River region?
The final objective of this work was to document the regional variation in measures
of stress. Data were analyzed both by site and in a combined Regional sample. The
Regional sample was used to determine broad patterns of mortuary characteristics and
stress biomarkers within the Green River valley. This allows me to address Hypothesis 3:

4

Differences in frequencies and relationships between stress markers and social identity
(based on biological categories and mortuary characteristics) are expected between the
sites.

1.4

Organization of this Dissertation
Chapter 2 begins with a consideration of the history of research on hunter-gatherers

and Archaic peoples, highlighting the ways that early anthropological work, which is
problematized, continues to affect modern interpretations of these populations. It then
shifts to provide the archaeological background for Kentucky’s Green River Region,
highlighting the characteristics that led to questions on embodied identity and why this
research will increase our understanding of these communities’ lives.
Chapter 3 covers the theoretical foundations of this project. It presents a history of
bioarchaeological research on health and stress, focusing on the recent shifts in
perspectives in the field. This chapter then highlights the ability of bioarchaeological
research to examine social circumstances through embodied identity and covers the
foundational research on embodiment and identity.
Chapter 4 begins by reintroducing this project’s objectives: to evaluate the
experience of stress in the Green River Archaic, to examine the relationship between
stress indicators and putative indicators of social difference, and to explore the regional
variation in the expression of these relationships. It then discusses how these objectives
led to the three hypotheses tested herein: Hypothesis 1: Within each sample, the six
recorded indicators of childhood and adult stress will vary in correlation with risk of
death, or conversely, survivorship; Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with
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social identity based on biological categories and the documented mortuary
characteristics; and Hypothesis 3: Differences in frequencies and relationships between
stress markers and social identity, based on biological categories and mortuary
characteristics, are expected between the sites. This chapter then covers the osteological
and statistical methods used to collect the data for this project.
Chapter 5 is the first of two results chapters, focusing on the osteological data
collected. It starts with the frequencies of the six collected stress indicators, but the focus
is on the survival and hazard analysis of the stress indicators, and other osteological
characteristics that may have been associated with identity. These data address
Hypothesis 1 and parts of Hypotheses 2 and 3.
Chapter 6 details the results of the mortuary analysis of this project, which allow
Hypotheses 2 and 3 to be addressed in full. This chapter provides an overview of the
mortuary programs at the sites and gives the results of the survival and hazard analysis of
several mortuary characteristics.
Chapter 7 overviews the interpretations of these results. It begins with a review of
the analysis of each hypothesis and discusses the meanings of these results. Then, it
discusses the implications of these results for the Green River Archaic, broadening the
impact of this work by demonstrating this project’s unexpected contributions to
archaeologists’ understanding of gender in the region. Finally, this chapter offers a brief
reflection on my research project considering current circumstances. This section reflects
my own musings. It does not diminish the important and timely research many other
bioarchaeologists are creating.
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CHAPTER 2. THE GREEN RIVER ARCHAIC
2.1

Introduction
This chapter highlights the archeological concerns that precipitated my research

objectives and provides background on the concepts and locales involved in this work.
My research objectives are to: evaluate the experience of stress for the study samples,
examine the relationship between skeletal stress and social difference, and to determine
the regional variation in the measured stress indicators. This chapter begins by outlining
the historical trajectory of research on hunter-gatherer populations to highlight the
necessity of research that searches for differences in embodied identity in hunter-gatherer
groups. The history of research in Kentucky’s Green River region is then broadly
summarized to provide context for the bioarchaeological samples, which were excavated
during the Works Progress Administration (WPA) in the late 1930s. Finally, each site is
examined in detail to highlight their similarities and differences.

2.2

Social Complexity
Social complexity is often discussed in archaeology, but there is no universal

definition, or even generally agreed upon way of conceptualizing, “complexity” in the
past. Is complexity found in state bureaucracies, large-scale trade networks, or kinship
organization? Can it be found inscribed on human bodies, or does it exist only in the
surplus and control of labor that goes into building monuments?
In the chapter titled “Social Complexity” in The Oxford Handbook of The
Archaeology and Anthropology of Hunter-Gatherers (Cummings, Jordan, and Zvelebil,
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eds. 2014), Hayden provides a traditional definition. He asserts that social complexity in
archaeology “generally means the development of hierarchical (and/or heterarchical)
social, economic, and political structures” (Hayden 2014: 644, see also Arnold 1996) that
manifest in the archaeological record as evidence of surplus, inequality, and prestige
objects, among other traits. Importantly, Hayden notes that hunter-gathers may be
complex, but not all are. Crothers and Bernbeck (2004) assert that most measures of
complexity rely on political and economic institutions, which, by definition, are absent
from most hunter-gatherer societies. They remind us that in the search for complexity,
“different criteria of measurement produce different results and there is no objective way
to prioritize such criteria” (Crothers and Bernbeck 2004:402, referencing Marquardt
1985:71-84). Thus, complexity becomes measurable and definable, but intrinsically
determined by the researcher. This fact of complexity and that while some huntergatherer societies may be complex, but all non-hunter-gatherer societies are inherently
complex, highlights the origin of the concept of hunter-gatherer (expanded below): an
intellectual

“other”

to

which

enlightenment

philosophers

compared

superior

“civilization” (Barnard 2014, Kelly 2013, Pluciennik 2014).
This section will highlight research on hunter-gatherers, focusing first on how
social complexity has been presumed absent from hunter-gatherer societies, and then how
its (re)discovery illustrates the value of mortuary and bioarchaeological analysis in
understanding social experiences of the past. My own research shies away from the
colonial discourse surrounding a search for social complexity. I am interested instead in
examining differences in lived experiences embodied in osteological stress indicators.
These differences, when associated with bioarchaeological (i.e., age, sex, etc.) or
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mortuary (i.e., body positioning, burials goods, etc.) data may be used to search for
manifestations of identity that exist at the interaction of embodiment and materiality. This
premise informs my Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with social identity
based on biological categories and the documented mortuary characteristics. Current
research on the variation found in hunter-gatherer populations informs this project’s third
objective of examining differences in embodied stress within the Green River Archaic.
2.2.1

Creation of the Hunter-Gatherer Stage

The concept of “hunter-gatherer” is a product of the European Enlightenment’s
intellectual milieu, and its connotations continue to reflect the era’s theoretical landscape
and colonial worldview (Barnard 2014, Kelly 2013, Pluciennik 2014). Barnard (2014)
argues that hunter-gatherers conceptually emerged from 18th century Scotland, but the
foundations of the idea are a product of the Enlightenments’ goal of managing the natural
world. The attempts to classify human societies into a handful of groups based on their
“essential” characteristics, which were determined by outsiders, reflects the naturalists’
tendencies of creating categories and sequences of progression (Pluciennik 2014). Soon
thereafter, the earliest Social Evolutionists borrowed this idea to create their
understanding of humans’ innate, natural, social organization: mobile, egalitarian,
foragers that lived in small groups (Barnard 2014, Pluciennik 2014).
The term hunter-gatherer gained traction during the later 18th century, with the
predominance of Social Evolutionist theory (Barnard 2014, Kelly 2013, Pluciennik
2014). These theorists found focus for their understandings of social complexity through
the idea of the economy—thus, economies became the primary means of organizing
societies, and were linked to a variety of social characteristics. The traits listed above
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were still associated with hunter-gatherer groups, but subsistence strategy subsumed the
others in importance (Barnard 2014).
These morality-laden definitions supported colonial mindsets and maintained
European dominance. The early anthropology of hunter-gatherers was intrinsically
connected to colonial goals and endeavored to study these groups before they were
influenced, or even contaminated, by contact with “civilization”. The value of studying
groups deemed hunter-gatherers was solidified in the 19th and 20th centuries because of
the predominance of social evolutionary theories in anthropology (Lee and Daly 1999:7).
Boas’ rejection of social evolution and focus on historical particularism (Boas 1912,
1920, 1932) is a notable exception (Barnard 2014, Kelly 2013, Lee and Daly 1999,
Pluciennik 2014).
Hunter-gatherer research in the 20th century attempted to move beyond the
colonial beginning of the field, but often struggled to escape the social evolutionary
mindset. The Man the Hunter (Lee and DeVore 1968) conferences demonstrate the ways
that Western assumptions of the natural/innate may be reified in anthropological research
(Dahlberg 1981; Rosaldo and Lamphere 1974). However, the importance of Man the
Hunter (Lee and Devore 1968) in progressing hunter-gatherer studies cannot be
overstated, particularly the behavioral implications of a hunter-gatherer subsistence
strategy, which continue to be habitually presumed. While concerns about defining the
“nomadic” type was first brought up at the Man the Hunter conference (Murdock 1968;
Lee and Devore 1968; Jordan and Cummings 2014), they only gained substantial ground
in the 1970s and continue today, leading to the splintering of hunter-gatherer studies into
a variety of theoretical directions, including adaptive (i.e., cultural ecology, human
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behavioral ecology, etc.) and interpretative approaches (i.e., revisionist) (Jordan and
Cummings 2014:36-39).
2.2.2

Hunter-Gatherer Research Today

Regardless of its lack of overarching definition, the category persists: sometimes
as a heuristic tool (Kelly 1995), a point of departure (Pluciennik 2014:65), and sometimes
argued as a meaningful way to classify societies (Barnard 2014:52). Generally, any group
that does not practice foodways based in agriculture or pastoralism may be deemed
hunter-gatherer. The aim of this section is to illustrate the ways that early
conceptualizations of hunter-gatherers subtly influence modern research. By defining
hunter-gatherers as the foundational social structure for humanity, and marking these
groups by specific traits, Social Evolutionists successfully created a homogenized
category for the majority of human history, while simultaneously naturalizing the traits
that reinforced their social narratives (Pluciennik 2014). For example, Winterhalder
(2001) argued that the general traits of hunter-gatherer groups include underproduction,
egalitarianism, and a sexual division of labor. There is little discussion of how these
traits, particularly the idea of underproducing, reflect a capitalist worldview, or how traits
such as egalitarianism and sexual divisions of labor are socially maintained. The
universalization of these traits in hunter-gatherer groups renders them innate to humanity,
and the social structures that enable sexual divisions of labor and egalitarianism are
rendered nonexistent. While there is research that focuses on “complexity” in huntergatherers, it can often reinforce worldviews that perhaps reflect modern Western values
more than universal human progress (i.e., Arnold 1996 and Hayden 2014 identifying
complexity through inequality and control of other’s production, among other traits).
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2.2.3

Evidence of Social Maintenance in
Hunter-Gatherers

This section is not attempting to argue against hunting and gathering as
humanity’s earliest form of subsistence, though scavenger-forager may be a more
accurate description of early subsistence modes (Robinson 2014). My aim is to assert that
hunter-gatherers have histories and social structures to maintain their lifeways, often
including components such as sexual divisions of labor and egalitarianism. While both
traits are often universalized in hunter-gatherer research, they serve as poignant examples
of the variation within, and historical trajectories of, hunter-gatherer groups. In this
project, egalitarianism is understood as a social structure within which material
inequalities are minimal. It should be noted that this is often portrayed as the result of
mobile lifestyles reducing the individual’s ability to accrue objects (Jordan and
Cummings 2014:9; Kelly 2013:10). This project attempts to looks for evidence of
egalitarianism in the embodied experiences of people living in the Archaic Green River
Region, moving the focus away from inequality in material goods to differences in access
to resources and exposure to risk.
Some have argued that if egalitarianism were innate, it would be reasonable to
expect to see it in other great apes. However, in primatology we see substantial evidence
that our closest extant cousins, the chimpanzee and bonobo, both live in groups that
exhibit clear social hierarchies. Importantly, even between our two closest cousins, the
mechanisms of the hierarchies differ between the pan species. However, both rely largely
on ascribed status, a trait not presumed in hunter-gatherer research. While it is
contentious to apply human concepts (e.g., the idea of social differences) to non-human
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animals, I agree with the argument that egalitarianism is an invented social structure
(Klaus, Harvey, & Cohen 2018:4) that must be socially maintained. The assumption that
it is innate to Homo sapiens is the result of the social history of hunter-gather research.
2.2.4

Hunter-Gatherer Diversity

The above discussion raises the pernicious question: is hunter-gatherer a
meaningful category for human populations? One of the most-often cited reasons for
performing research on hunter-gatherer groups is that for most of human history people
have relied on a forager mode of subsistence (Jordan and Cummings 2014; Barnard
2014). However, as Kent (1996) notes, while a general theme of anthropology is to
discuss and understand human variation, most of the work on hunter-gatherer groups has
focused on similarity, including assuming similarities across tens of thousands of years of
human existence. Hunter-gatherer is a broad category which includes groups whose
subsistence rely on hunting, foraging, and fishing, as well as innumerable combinations
of these modes and others (i.e., small-scale horticulture). Subsistence, it should be noted,
is just one activity that these groups perform (Kusimba 2005), and it is the defining trait
of these groups because of a historical European focus on economics, not emic
categorizations of these societies. Thus, to continue research on hunter-gatherers, we are
better served by focusing on historical trajectories, differences, and complexities, rather
than presumed similarities (Cannon 2014; Pluciennik 2014), an aim of this project.
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2.2.5

Hunter-Gatherer Mortuary
Complexity

Current research on hunter-gatherers is often regionally focused, thus, particular
regions have long histories of research in the idea of social complexity in huntergatherers and their mortuary program, particularly Siberia. Siberia is often credited with
being one of the early regions where complexity was “discovered,” or acknowledged,
within hunter-gatherer groups. Other authors have laudably summarized these projects,
primarily O’Shea and Zvelebil (1984), which focused on discerning complexity through
the mortuary program. I will summarize the main points of the research.
Bioarchaeological and mortuary analysis in the Cis-Baikal region of Siberia
suggest that while kinship was the primary structuring principle, there were significant
differences in grave goods and mortuary rituals between age cohorts, the sexes, as well as
individuals who spent their childhood within the region and those who did not, as
indicated by strontium analysis (O’Shea and Zvelebil 1984, Shepard 2012, Weber and
Goriunova 2013). In fact, O’Shea and Zvelebil (1984) were able to discern seven, though
they acknowledge there could be more, components of identity that affected individuals’
mortuary treatment. Those components were band membership, age, sex, personal
wealth, and three specialized ritual positions. These ritual positions were determined by
unusual and uncommon burial features: those buried standing, the presence of carved
effigy figures and males buried with only a bone projectile point.
The research in the Baltic region demonstrates the ways that mortuary and
bioarchaeological data can be used to ascertain how aspects of past peoples’ identities
influenced their mortuary treatment. This project, which adds the analysis of stress
biomarkers accrued at distinct stages of individuals’ lives, builds upon this research, but
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instead examines how different axes of identity affected individuals’ experiences of stress
in life, and their treatment in death. In so doing, it strives to better address queries on the
lived experiences of past peoples, and how social structures, understood through
components of identity, may have influenced access to resources and experiences of illhealth in an Archaic hunter-gatherer population.
Research on the hunter-gatherer societies of the Archaic period has moved
beyond the notion that these groups were socially “simple,” or strictly egalitarian in their
social roles and access to resources (Claassen 2015; Jefferies 2008; Price and Brown
1985; Sassaman 2004; Thompson 2001). Previous research suggests there is no evidence
of strong social hierarchies based on burial goods or mortuary practices (Jefferies 2008;
Milner et al. 2009; Pedde and Prufer 2001). However, nor does it appear that these groups
were socially homogenous—there are differences in frequencies of grave goods, the
presence of non-local burial goods, and body positioning (Jefferies 2009: 657; Webb
1950; Webb and Haag 1939, 1940, 1947).
Thus, this research will contribute to a regionally focused understanding of the
ways that social structures and differences may be embodied through stress experiences.
Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with social identity based on biological
categories and the documented mortuary characteristics tests for the existence of social
structures and differences in stress based on components of identity. The characteristics
of the Green River Archaic make it an ideal era to explore the potential for embodied
identity in hunter-gatherer populations. The regions long history of research provides the
necessary archaeological context for this project.
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2.3

History of Research in Kentucky’s Green River Region
The archaeology of “Archaic” societies cannot be separated from anthropological

studies of hunter-gatherer societies. Ritchie’s (1932; 1936) and Ford and Willey’s (1941)
conceptions of what constituted an Archaic society were informed by concurrent
ethnographic research on non-sedentary groups and the cultural evolutionary mindset of
the field. Research on Archaic societies and hunter-gatherer societies has been, and in
many ways continues to be, discursive, with research into one topic defining and limiting
research into the other. In this project I use the term Archaic to refer to the period of time
between 10,000 and 3,000 years ago in the midcontinental United States. During this era,
the sites within the Green River region of Kentucky share certain attributes, including a
hunter-gathering subsistence strategy. As mentioned above, hunter-gathering subsistence
strategies are generally defined by what they are not: pastoral or agricultural. Within the
Green River region this subsistence strategy included hunting deer and turkey, fishing,
and the collection of mussels and nuts, among other food stuffs (Crothers and Bernbeck
2004:403.) These groups also practiced seasonal sedentism and used non-ceramic
containers. Illuminating some of the differences between these sites and the individuals
within them is one of the aims within this study.
The Archaic peoples of the Green River region in Kentucky created a landscape
dotted with shell and dirt midden heaps; modifications that sparked curiosity from early
Euro-American settlers and scientists. While earlier naturalist had mapped several sites
and others were mentioned as known to locals, Moore (1916) was the first to conduct
extensive excavations. He traveled by boat, known as The Gopher, to dig at 10 sites along
the Green River, most notably Indian Knoll (15Oh2). Moore’s interest was explicitly in
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burials, particularly burials that contained grave goods or stone box graves (Polhemus
2002). When burials were excavated, the human remains were not always saved, and
certain elements, primarily the skull, were prioritized. For the Indian Knoll site, Moore
records that “two hundred and ninety-eight burials were taken out by us (exclusive of
many scattered bones)” (Moore 1916 in Polhemus 2002:445), and that sixty-six skulls,
“often with most of their skeleton saved” (Moore in Polhemus 2002:448), were sent to
the United States National Museum as a gift. When discussing the entire season’s
excavations, Moore (1916; Moore in Polhemus 2002:438) explains that the “pathological
specimens” were sent to the Army Medical Museum, whereas all other saved skulls and
skeletons were sent to United States National Museum, excluding a site in Tennessee that
was sent to the Royal Ethnographic Museum of Sweden. Most of the archaeological
material excavated by Moore was sent to the Academy of Natural Sciences in
Philadelphia, and later sold to what is now the National Museum of the American Indian
at the Smithsonian. However, nearly two thousand artifacts from these excavations were
sent back to Harvard’s Peabody Museum (Polhemus 2002).
William S. Webb and William D. Funkhouser continued this work in the 1920s.
They built a comprehensive archaeological program in the Green River region and an
anthropological department at the University of Kentucky. Their early archaeological
work (Webb and Funkhouser 1929) was on Archaic sites along the Green River,
continuing the focus of Moore (1916). In their 1933 publication, Funkhouser and Webb
considered shell “mounds” to be evidence of Kentucky’s earliest inhabitants, though it is
important to note that these sites are not equivalent to later flat-top mounds.
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2.3.1

The Works Progress Administration

The importance of depression-era job-relief programs in Kentucky archaeology
cannot be overstated, especially the Works Progress Administration (WPA). With the
extensive excavation crews provided this program, Webb, along with his colleague
William Haag, continued their earlier research. They excavated numerous sites they
characterized as mounds and villages in the Green River region. While many of these
excavations focused on large shell and dirt-midden sites such as Indian Knoll (15Oh2)
and Carlston Annis (15Bt5), they also dug habitation sites, such as Reynerson (15McL8),
and the Smith (15McL5) rock shelter site (Webb 1948; Webb and Haag 1939; 1940;
1947). The three sites examined in this study, Barrett (15McL4), Butterfield (15Mcl7),
and Ward (15McL11), were all excavated by WPA crews during this time. Overall, the
Works Progress Administration excavated over a dozen sites in the Green River region,
immensely expanding the knowledge about the state’s earlier inhabitants and creating an
invaluable research collection.
Many of the sites excavated during the WPA era have long histories of being
utilized in archaeological and bioarchaeological projects, dating to Snow’s (1948) work
on the human remains found at Indian Knoll. Works Progress Administration excavations
were consistent with, and often better than, the standards of their time. Features,
including burial pits, were carefully measured and drawn during excavation. Photographs
were taken when possible. Artifacts were systemically logged, collected, and taken to a
lab for further analysis. However, as archaeological methods have changed over time, the
limitations of these projects have emerged. These excavations had no screening, the
method of systematically pouring excavated dirt through a mesh screen. This process
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catches all material above a certain size, which is then carefully examined by
archaeologist to identify small artifacts. The WPA notes can be incomplete, and pictures
were taken selectively. Some projects, including the Barrett site (15McL4) analyzed in
this study, were shut down prior to completed excavation. However, there continues to be
substantial value in re-examining previously excavated sites. The macroscopic analysis of
these burials requires no destructive analysis, allowing for new questions to be answered
without damaging the bioarchaeological record. The continued advancements in
bioarchaeological theory and methods have expanded the types of question we can ask
analyzing these sites, demonstrating their continued value to archaeology.
2.3.2

The Shell Mound Archaeological
Project

Established in 1971 by William Marquardt and Patty Jo Watson, the Shell Mound
Archaeological Project (SMAP) was designed to be a long-term study of subsistence
during the Late Archaic in the Green River region. The goal was to compare shell
“mounds”, particularly Carlston Annis (15Bt5) to nearby cave sites and look for evidence
of early domesticates (Marquadt and Watson 2005). As these cave sites had evidence of
domesticated plants in the Early Woodland, and hunter-gatherers did use the sites,
Marquardt and Watson set out to look for evidence of early cultigens in the Late Archaic.
However, the project expanded far beyond initial expectations, eventually lasting over 30
years, and culminating in the publication of Archaeology of the Middle Green River
Region, Kentucky (Marquardt and Watson 2005), generally considered to be the seminal
research of the Green River region. The study on subsistence never found the early
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cultigens they were looking for at Carlston Annis, but their work covered the
bioarchaeology, geomorphology, and formation of the site.
2.3.3

This Project

The long history of archaeological research in the Green River region situates the
region as being well-suited for continuing studies: on hunter-gathers, on stress, and on
topics that are often considered transient in archaeology, like identity. This region has a
uniquely rich comparative collection necessary for a study on hunter-gatherer identity but
has primarily focused on a few sites in the region (Indian Knoll; Carlston Annis), while
other sites (and thus regional variation) have been underserved. This project hopes to
contribute to the research program within this region by incorporating sites that have a
relative dearth of research performed on them.

2.4

The Green River Archaic
This project will focus on the experience of identity in the Green River region of

Kentucky, investigating Late Archaic sites on the Green River, the Pond River, and in the
uplands. The evidence for social structure and group identity within this region is not yet
understood. Previous research has found general stylistic uniformity in artifacts
throughout the area, long distance trade networks, and evidence of participation in a
regional interaction sphere (Burdin 2004; Jefferies 1997, 2008). However, variation
between sites in trophy taking (Schmidt and Osterholt 2014) and mortuary practices
(Burdin 2004; Driskell 1979; Glencross 2011) suggests that there may be differences in
embodied identity and behavior within the Green River Region Archaic.
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The Archaic period (10,000-3,000 B.P.) of the North American midcontinent has
a rich archaeological record and substantial mortuary samples, creating ideal
circumstances for work that continues the endeavor of peopling the past by exploring the
dialectical between individuals’ places in society and their biological experiences. This
project will enhance archaeological understandings of the Lower Ohio River Valley,
exploring regional change in mortuary programs and the lived experiences of the
populations.
By the Late Archaic (5,000-3,000 B.P.), the warmer and dryer period in the
midcontinental United States known as the hypsithermal was coming to an end. The
Midwest, which was primarily grassland, was returning to oak and hickory forests. For
the people of the midcontinent, this likely resulted in an abundance of available food
stuffs. Cave sites, due to their excellent preservation, have provided evidence of a diet
based predominately of white-tailed deer, though nuts were also an important component
(Carstens 1996:9). At midden sites, it is generally assumed subsistence was tied to the
surplus of mussel shells often found within the midden, though not all midden sites have
heavy shell components. Socially, the Late Archaic is generally characterized as semisedentary, with hunter-gatherer communities who occupied sites based on resource
availability. Archaeological analysis has suggested that there were “aggregation” sites
along the rivers, or larger sites that were occupied seasonally or strategically positioned
near stable resource supplies, often mussel shoals (Hensley 1994). The sites near the river
usually contain a considerable mussel shell component in their midden, supporting the
importance of aquatic resources. These sites were usually midden mound sites either
directly on the riverbank or on a nearby bluff overlooking the river. These “mounds” are
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generally relatively gentle rises, not the starkly vertical mounds seen in other regions and
eras. Hence, I often refer to them as shell-midden heaps, to draw a distinction between
these deposits and later mound sites.
Late Archaic shell heap sites in the Green River region are characterized by a
primary mortuary component, with little direct evidence of habitation. Whether this lack
of habitation is due to the transitory nature of Late Archaic occupation or because these
sites are primarily ceremonial/burial is a topic of debate (Claassen 1996). However,
analysis of microstratigraphy at Carlston Annis (15Bt5) has found that the mound there is
likely the result of many years (hundreds to thousands) of small-scale occupation (Gorski
2005), rather than an intense construction period that is seen at other large-scale
ceremonial mound sites (Marquardt and Watson 2005). Still, these sites would have
“dominated” (Jefferies 2008) the landscape: they were large, visible on the bluffs, and
located within resource-rich areas. During the winter or periods of scarcity, the
communities likely broke into smaller, more sustainable, groups and occupied upland
base camps. Caves and rock shelters were another important component of the social
landscape, though their use may have been more sporadic than seasonal.
There are several trends of the Late Archaic in Kentucky’s Green River region
that mark the period as ideal for examining identity and stress within forager groups.
While shell-dense middens first began to appear in the Midcontinent during the Middle
Archaic, they increased in size and number during the Late Archaic, as do shell-free
middens and heaps. During this time, site and population density within the region also
increase (Jefferies 2008). Many sites show evidence of longer occupations, suggesting
increasing sedentism and repeated site use (Milner and Jefferies 1998). Non-local burial
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goods, including marine shell beads from the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic coasts and
copper artifacts from the Great Lakes region, indicate participation within interaction
networks that span much of the Eastern United States (Marquardt and Watson 2005).
However, there is no evidence that access to nonlocal goods was restricted to a particular
social group (Jefferies 2009). In general, the Late Archaic in the Green River region
represents a period of increasing inter-regional interaction, population pressure, and
sedentism. Importantly, it lacks evidence of clear social stratification or inequality that is
often associated with increasing population and agriculture.
While these are some of the general characteristics associated with the Late
Archaic in the Green River region, it is not a homogenous area. There are differences in
site type (e.g., shell and rock-dirt middens, rock shelters, and cave sites), location (e.g.,
riverside, bluff-top, or upland), and demographic make-up of the sites (Haskins and
Herrmann 1996; Jefferies 2008, 2009; Marquardt and Watson 2005; Meindl et al. 2001;
Mensforth 2005). Burial goods have shown considerable variability between sites, both in
the types and distribution (Jefferies 2009: 657; Rothschild 1979; Watson 2005). Initial
site reports document inter-site variation in frequencies of the presence of grave goods,
frequencies of non-local goods, and burial positioning (Webb 1950; Webb and Haag
1939, 1940, 1947). Previous research in biodistance has indicated that there may be
biologically meaningful subpopulations within the region (Herrmann 2002), suggesting
that there may be differences in how communities interacted with one another as well.
Herrmann’s work may indicate that some communities were exogamous, while others
were endogamous. This project looks for variation in the experiences of stress that were
associated with mortality between these sites.
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2.5

Study Samples
This project makes several essential assumptions common to bioarchaeology.

Firstly, that each site, several of which may have had occupations spanning hundreds of
years, can be meaningfully considered socially and biologically bounded groups. This
assumption will be interrogated through the regional analysis of this work performed to
address Hypothesis 3. Secondly, if a site primarily contains diagnostic artifacts from
either the Middle or the Late Archaic period, all burials present within the site are also
assumed to date to the same time. These assumptions reflect the reality of the
archaeological record, and the data that are available for this project. Their innate bias
will be considered during analysis and interpretations.
This research examined approximately 320 adult (≥15 years) individuals from
three Late Archaic (5,000-3,000 BP) sites within the Green River region: Barrett,
Butterfield, and Ward (see Table 2.1). Barrett (15McL4) and Ward (15McL11) are
located on tributaries of the Green River; Barrett is on the Pond River and Ward is on a
bluff overlooking Cypress Creek. Butterfield (15McL7) is located on the Green River
itself. Figure 2.1 shows a map of the three sites.
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Figure 2.1 Map of the three sites in this study. From left to right: Barrett (15McL4), Ward
(15McL11), and Butterfield (15McL7).
Table 2.1 outlines the sites, their location, the total skeletal samples for this project,
including non-adults, and the total samples for the stress analysis.
Table 2.1: Site information for the skeletal samples to be analyzed for this study.
Site

River

Location Midden

Barrett (15McL4)
Butterfield
(15McL7)
Ward (15McL11)

Pond River
Green River

On-River
On-River

Cypress
Creek

Ridgetop

Adult Sample

Rock
Shell

Total
Sample
400
153

Rock

419

143

138
37

Table 2.1 highlights the differences between the sites in geography and skeletal
sample size. While the sites are on different rivers, they are within 13-miles of each other
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in McLean County, Kentucky. The sites exhibit similar cultural features, including
artifact types and general mortuary programs. In Hermann’s (2002) biodistance analysis,
Barrett and Ward grouped together, suggesting that these sites were inhabited by either a
single community, or communities that biologically interacted. However, there are
important differences between the sites. Barrett and Butterfield are river-side sites,
located nearly directly on their respective rivers. Ward, however, is a ridge/buff-top site
that is on a steep ridge above Cypress Creek. While Barrett is located on the Pond River,
it has a relatively low density of shell within its midden, which is more like Ward than
Butterfield. Ward and Barrett are both larger sites than Butterfield.

2.6

Barrett (15McL4)
Barrett is located on the banks of the Pond River, a southern tributary of the Green

River, and is located around twelve miles away from the rivers’ confluence. The site was
excavated under the Works Progress Administration supervised by John Elliot. The
excavation began in November 1938, was paused for several months, and the project was
ended by the termination of the McClean County WPA crew (Webb and Haag 1947). It
should be noted that the excavation faced several difficulties: while the land had only
been cleared fifty years prior, the presence of a sawmill and house in the area was noted
to have badly disturbed features, including burials found near the surface. The site is very
close to the Pond River and experienced more pronounced flooding than it did during
prehistory due to modern interventions in the Green River. This flooding became a
problem during January of 1939, when the water level began to prevent the use of a field
truck for the crew and supplies. By February excavation had to be completely halted, as
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the water had risen to nearly seven feet over the entire site. Water issues continued
through April, often preventing excavation entirely and leading to extensive damage to
the partially excavated site. This flooding undoubtably contributed to the taphonomic
issues found during analysis. When the excavations were concluded in July, it was
estimated that only one third of the total site had been uncovered (Webb and Haag 1947).
Barrett is likely an aggregation site (Hensley 1994) that consists of a dirt-rock
midden with nearly no shell. Aggregation sites are those that represent a repeated use,
often on an annual cycle. Thus, Barrett likely represents a common meeting ground used
during the summer for a larger population that would break into smaller groups during
the winter or periods of scarcity. To complicate matters, all three sites are also
palimpsests, or sites used repeatedly over thousands of years.
At Barrett, there are 13 heavy artifact caches which are often associated with
hearth features. Calibrated radiocarbon dates for the site range from 5620 to 4520 BP,
suggesting a relatively long use-period (Hermann 2002; Herrmann 2007) that complicates
the bioarchaeological analysis. The approximately 400 burials excavated from the site are
the primary archaeological features, though artifact caches and potential hearths were
found. Hermann’s (2002) biodistance study found that Barrett individuals show little
significant sexual dimorphism, and cluster significantly with the Ward sample, an
uplands site that is only around seven miles away from Barrett. Based on the initial site
reports summarized by Watson (2005), Barrett shows 26% of burials with goods, and is
one of only three sites in the region to include copper burial goods.
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2.7

Butterfield (15McL7)
Butterfield is a shell-midden “heap” site located on the banks of the Green River

opposite its confluence with Rough River (Webb and Haag 1947). The site is located on a
series of small hills (river levees) that were likely once the banks of the Green River. The
sandy nature of these river levees created a situation that allowed considerable seepage
from river water into the site and contributed to the acidic soil. These conditions
contributed to the site’s relatively poor preservation. Butterfield was excavated over the
winter of 1938-1939 while the flooding of the river prevented the WPA crews from
accessing Barrett and other sites. The excavation was supervised by Marion Baugh and
John Swart, while John Elliot checked the field notes and completed the field report that
was included in Webb and Haag (1947:31). The Introduction in the microfilm copy of the
Butterfield excavation notes housed at University of Kentucky’s William S. Webb
Museum note that permission to excavate the site was stipulated on a gift of a small
representative collection of artifacts to the landowner. At this point, I am unable to
determine the specific artifacts included in this gift or if they were ever included in the
excavation notes. Unfortunately, there was inconsistent labeling and other problems in
determining burials and linking the skeletal remains with the burial forms detailing their
grave goods.
Butterfield has typical features of the Green River Archaic, including seven
artifact caches (closely grouped heavy artifacts) and a hearth. Butterfield notably has
twelve potential “storage” pits, ranging from 2.5-5.4 feet in diameter. These pits held no
artifacts but were filled with dark midden soil. Webb and Haag (1947) suggest that they
may have been burial pits of individuals who were later reburied elsewhere. The site also
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had several mussel shell deposits, which differentiates it from Barrett and Ward and
suggests that there may have been a prehistoric shoal in the area.
This site has a smaller sample of 150 individuals; 11% have burials goods,
suggesting the mortuary program may be similar to Ward in terms of burial good
frequency. While no carbon dating has been done on Butterfield, the artifact types and
density suggest a slightly earlier occupation than Ward and Barrett. However, Butterfield
suffered from relatively poor skeletal preservation: nearly 40% (n=59) of this sample do
not have clear age or sex indicators and could only be classified as “Adult”. When I
began analysis, the overall samples for Butterfield were often fewer than 20 individuals
on whom the stress indicators or skeletal characteristics were observable. I decided to
remove Butterfield from individual site analysis and include it in the Regional sample.
Butterfield’s samples were so small they were not statistically meaningful, but the site
could be used in the consideration of the region. Butterfield’s data analysis is included in
Appendix A.

2.8

Ward (15McL11)
Occurring between February and September of 1938, Ward’s excavation was also

overseen by John B. Elliot (Webb and Haag 1940). Work at Ward was terminated in late
August when the landowner demanded the crew either leave the site or pay $1000. This
led to an expedited “trench” excavation of around fifty burials (Webb and Haag 1940).
These burials were not included in the present study as their records were incomplete and
there was considerable commingling.
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While Ward has artifacts spanning the entire Archaic, its densest occupation was
during the Late Archaic, with carbon dates of 5120-4800 (Herrmann 2007:84). Ward is
located on a prominent and steep bluff-top that overlooks Cypress Creek, another Green
River tributary. Despite being a few hundred feet up a steep ridge from the river (Webb
and Haag 1940), Ward has a partial component of shell comprising its midden, which
would have required mussel shell to be brought from the river and deposited at the site.
Barrett, in contrast, is directly on the riverbank but has little shell. Ward’s shell is largely
found in pits, but not integrated into the midden of the site. The site is large, with a cross
axis of nearly 600 feet. The midden pits present at Ward appear to contain large
quantities of refuse, unlike the larger storage pits at Butterfield. Ward also had 13 caches
of heavy artifacts (hammerstones, axes, etc.), and several hearths. Only 12% of
individuals at Ward were buried with burial goods and there is no non-local material, a
program comparable to Butterfield but much lower than Barrett. An unusual feature
(Feature 61) of the Ward site is a rectangular structure with a round grave in the
Northwest corner. This feature and burial were not included in this study’s sample as they
are evidence of an occupation after the Late Archaic.

2.9

Regional Sample
While Barrett and Ward differ in location relative to the river, they are notably

similar in many other ways. Both sites have relatively low proportions of shell in their
middens, suggesting that their primary function was not directly related to the nearby
mussel shoals. Both sites were occupied relatively early in the Late Archaic, and both are
large aggregate sites that are likely the result of hundreds, if not thousands, of years of
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occupational use. Hermann’s (2002) PhD dissertation on the Archaic Green River sites
used non-metric cranial features to examine how genetically similar the individuals at the
sites were. He found that Barrett clusters with Ward as more genetically similar (and thus
more closely related). This supports the combination of Barrett and Ward in this study;
the two sites may have been either one community utilizing the two river-side locations,
or two communities that are heavily interacting. Butterfield, however, was not included
in Hermann’s (2002) work, so while it is around ten miles away, I cannot say for sure that
the population was the same.
Combined, the aims of this project are to explore the relationships between stress,
mortality, and identity in the Green River region. However, even when analyzing sites
with hundreds of burials, the sample sizes of adults on whom transition analysis and
stress indicator observation could be conducted were relatively small. Combining
Barrett’s, Butterfield’s, and Ward’s samples created a Regional sample for more robust
testing. The results of the biodistance research (Herrmann 2002) finding similarities
between Barrett and Ward was one of the reasons these sites were selected: while they
have differences that can be explored, their biodistance suggest that their combination
would still yield meaningful results. As with any project, further research and an increase
in the number and variety of sites included in the study will strengthen a regional
perspective on embodied identity in the Green River Archaic.

2.10 Conclusions
The objectives of this study are to: evaluate the experience of stress for the study
samples, examine the relationship between skeletal stress and social difference, and to
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determine the regional variation in the measured stress indicators. This chapter
established the archaeological reasoning for these research objectives. While historical
research assumed homogeneity and “simplicity” in hunter-gatherer societies, recent
research has shown the depth of social differences that may be elucidated in these
communities through mortuary and bioarchaeological analysis. The large cemetery
populations and long history of archaeological research in the Green River Archaic create
an ideal region to explore the potential for embodied identity in hunter-gatherers, as
shown in this chapter. The archaeological background of each site was provided to create
context for the interpretations, and to demonstrate the value of a combined Regional
sample.
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CHAPTER 3. SKELETAL EMBODIED IDENTITY
As outlined above, the objectives of this project are to explore the stress indicators in
the Green River Archaic, to determine if stress experiences correlated with differences in
potential indicators of identity, and to determine if sites had unique or regional stress
experiences.
My research objectives are to: evaluate the experience of stress for the study
samples, examine the relationship between skeletal stress and social difference, and to
determine the regional variation in the measured stress indicators. Thus, this project looks
for evidence of embodied identity through the exploration of generalized stress
indicators, bioarchaeological characteristics, and mortuary contexts. This chapter will
provide an overview of the complexities of understanding skeletal data. It begins with a
background on the history of interpreting osteological stress indicators and introduces the
complication of localized biologies to bioarchaeological work. From there, it discusses
the ways that identity can be embodied through biological experiences. Finally, it
expands on the theoretical implication of the project’s methods, including determining
skeletal stress and age, as well as performing mortuary analysis.

3.1

Skeletal Stress Research
This section provides a basic timeline of the study of health and stress in

bioarchaeological research. For the earlier portions of the section, stress and health are
discussed and framed as being opposite of each other: a lack of stress indicators is
understood as the presence of “health”. Understanding stress and health as osteologically
observable conditions that are universal in human populations through time and space
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reflect the researchers understanding of the body as a biological entity that exists outside
the impact of human culture. I problematize this perspective to reflect the shifting trends
in bioarchaeological interpretations reflecting the reality of the biocultural body. It should
also be noted that while this literature review is roughly chronological, it should not be
taken to represent bioarchaeological research as a homogenous field. While I focus on the
Osteological Paradox by Wood et al. (1992) and the Health Problem edited by Reitsema
and McIlvaine (2014), these works do not represent universal turning points in the field.
Researchers had discussed the issues of interpreting health from skeletons prior to these
seminal works, and some research has made important contributions to bioarchaeological
knowledge without engaging with either of these publications. This section is not meant
to represent an overview of bioarchaeological literature. Instead, it provides a focused
background on the perspectives that have enabled the current research.

3.1.1

Heath and shifting subsistence
strategies

One of the earliest trends in the bioarchaeology of the midcontinental United
States was to examine the role that broad social processes had on osteological indicators
of stress (see Cohen and Crane-Kramer 2007 for an overview), particularly changes in
subsistence strategies. In that endeavor, there were numerous research projects that
examined either the general frequencies of health indicators in Archaic peoples or
compared the quality of health between hunter-gatherers and agriculturalists (Cohen and
Crane-Kramer 2007; Larsen 1995). These projects started in the 1980s and continued into
the 21st century, demonstrating bioarcheology’s long focus on the interactions between
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subsistence strategies and health (Cohen and Cane-Kramer 2007, see also Buikstra and
Beck 2006 for a historical overview of bioarchaeology).
The focus on subsistence strategies is consistent with interest in broad social
changes or processes mentioned in the previous chapter and the environmental-oriented
questions seen in archaeological research around the same time (Buikstra 2006).
However, the studies that looked at the differences between hunter-gathers and
agriculturalists focused on comparing percentages of traits between populations and
interpreted an increase in the frequency of stress indicators as evidence of a less healthy
population. This direct relationship, and the tendency to assume homogeneity within all
hunter-gatherers and all agriculturalists (Smith 1996) will be problematized in this work.
From those data on stress indicators, the research elucidated the general traits of huntergatherers (when compared to agriculturalists) as: having greater degrees of dental wear
but lower frequencies of carious lesions (cavities), having more robust long bones (both
arms and legs), having lower frequencies of infectious disease (particularly
treponematosis and tuberculosis), and lower frequencies of non-specific indicators of
stress (Adkins 1988; Bridges 1989; Cassidy 1984; Smith 1996). These patterns
challenged the long-standing idea that transitioning to an agriculturalist lifestyle resulted
in higher quality of living due to decreased effort in obtaining food and increased food
security (Cohen and Cane-Kramer 2007). Instead, it appeared that agriculturalists had to
work harder and were more likely to suffer periods of resource-scarcity. Thus, these
projects established important contributions to understanding the repercussions of
adopting agriculture within the midcontinental United States and lifeways of huntergatherers.
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3.1.2

The Osteological Paradox

The osteological paradox, described in detail in 1992 (Wood et al. 1992),
highlighted three issues inherent to mortuary samples: demographic nonstationarity,
selective mortality, and the hidden heterogeneity of risk. Examining cemetery populations
as a direct representation of the living population assumes that skeletal populations were
demographically stationary, or had a growth rate of zero, no migration, and no shifts in
age distribution. Wood et al. (1992) assert that bioarchaeologists must contend with
demographic nonstationarity, or that cemetery populations experienced non-zero growth
rates, migration, and other demographic impacts. For example, increased fertility in a
population with no change in infant mortality may lead to an increase in the number of
the very young within the skeletal population. Assuming demographic stationarity, this
would be interpreted as increased childhood mortality due to the increased presence of
children in the mortuary record. However, differences in demographic structure may
more accurately describe shifts in fertility than populational experiences of mortality.
Interpreting the number and severity of osteological lesions in a cemetery
population as directly reflective of the experience of disease within the once-living
population was also problematized. The process of being included in a skeletal
population is inherently biased towards the un-well; the individuals who enter that
population as members of a given age-cohort represent those that were the most stressed
within that group and did not survive the experience. This process was deemed selective
mortality, highlighting the inadequacies of using the deceased population to understand
the health experiences in a living group. Furthermore, most lesions on bone take time to
manifest—individuals that are the frailest are more likely to die before osteological
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evidence of stress appears, whereas a healthier individual may live long enough for the
bones to react. Therefore, skeletal evidence of disease paradoxically indicates some
degree of survivorship—the individual’s ability to live long enough to respond to the
stress.
Finally, assuming every person in a population was equally likely to experience
sickness or death, called “risk”, must also be challenged. Hidden heterogeneity of risk
highlights that in all populations, the likelihood of death or sickness is unevenly
distributed due to a variety of factors. These potentially confounding factors can range
from genetic differences or prior health conditions. Importantly for this project, these
factors can include social circumstances such as inadequate access to resources or
differential exposure to pathogens due to occupation, etc. Thus, ideas about the
experience of health within a skeletal population are confounded by innumerable
combinations of subpopulations with hidden heterogenous risk. Wood et al. (1992) argue
that it is nearly impossible to work back from the populational experience of health to the
individual’s experience due to this heterogeneity of risk.
The publication of the osteological paradox shifted understandings of how
population structure and health could be uncovered in the past. Wood et al. provided
many suggestions on how bioarchaeology could move forward, including increased
consideration of the interactions of many stress indicators and actively looking for some
of the subpopulations that contribute to differences in risk, both of which informed the
creation of this projects research objectives and hypotheses.
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3.1.3

Exploring the Paradoxes

While there was some initial panic about the implications of the Osteological
Paradox and the future for bioarchaeology as a field, the next two decades saw an
explosion of theoretically engaged research on stress and health in past populations. This
research, particularly work focused on the midcontinental United States, was influenced
by the passing of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or
NAGPRA, in 1990. NAGPRA encouraged bioarchaeologists to produce research on sites
that had not yet been analyzed or were previously under-utilized in research. NAGPRA
also directly led to the publication of one of the most influential works in the field:
Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains (Buikstra and Ubelaker
1994). This field guide still serves as the essential guide to research in bioarchaeology.
With the incorporation of Standards in bioarchaeological data collection, there
was an increased ability to conduct large scale comparisons between sites and research
projects. This renewed the earlier interest in understanding the biological and social
implications of shifting subsistence strategies. This research varied in its engagement
with the osteological paradox: some mentioned it in passing or as potential limitations to
their conclusions without incorporating it into their methods, others began to create new
ways of collecting and analyzing skeletal data. Hoppa and Vaupel (2002) produced an
edited volume, Paleodemography: Age Distributions from Skeletal Samples that proposed
using new methods and analyses to address some of the demographic issues summarized
in the Osteological Paradox. These included the incorporation of new statistical methods
to create age distributions that reflect known cemetery samples and a new method to
address the issues in skeletal age methods, Transition Analysis (Boldsen et al. 2002).
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While methods and forms of analyses were evolving to better reflect the realities
and limitations of skeletal data, there was a drive to “ground” bioarchaeological research
in more theoretically robust research projects. Projects that worked to incorporate
political ecology, identity studies, and embodiment theory, among many others, increased
in number and scope. These include such work as Social Bioarchaeology (Agarwal and
Glencross 2011), which explicitly sought to de-emphasize the methodological discussion
of the chapters to center the theory that contributed to the projects. This volume
demonstrated how bioarchaeology can provide unique data and perspectives to theoretical
discussions occurring in archaeology and other fields.
While theory, methods, and analysis were shifting to account for the
considerations brought to light by the Osteological Paradox (Wood et al. 1992),
bioarchaeology was still positioning health and stress as analytical opposites- health
could be found in the absence of stress. However, other fields, particularly medical
anthropology, had established that health was socially constructed.

3.1.4

Reconciling Health and Stress

Reitsema and McIlvaine’s (2014) special addition of the American Journal of
Physical Anthropology highlights that bioarchaeology has yet to fully theorize the ways
that the field approaches health and stress in past populations. Critically, health is a
culturally dependent construct, with differing definitions and requirements based upon
the values of a particular group (Reitsema and McIlvaine 2014b). Bioarchaeology cannot
determine the health of past populations because health incorporates essential emotional
and social components of an individual’s life that are not available within the
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archaeological record (Reitsema and McIlvaine 2014). Similarly, health is not dependent
on the absence of stress, they are separate phenomenon that may interact, but do not
predict one another.
Previously within bioarchaeology, stress was assessed but not theorized beyond
the absence of health (e.g., Goodman 1998). Hence, stress was and continues to be rarely
defined, but its presence is relied upon in the field’s methodology. For example, in
biocultural studies, stress has been defined as the bodily expression of one’s positioning
within local, global, and historical conditions (Adelson 2008) or one's immediate physical
response to environmental pressure—the reaction of nervous, hormonal, and immune
systems (Sobo 2011). In bioarchaeology, the definitions of stress have been even more
variable; from stress as load bearing (Bridges 1984) to simply a vague term to refer to an
osteological feature assumed to be not-healthy (Temple and Goodman 2014).
Reitsema’s and McIlvaine’s (2014a) edited volume of The American Journal of
Physical Anthropology serves as a call to action and asserts that bioarchaeologists must
actively incorporate medical anthropology and biocultural perspectives on health and
stress. Two main themes emerge from this special edition: health status, as understood by
past peoples, cannot be determined from osteological remains and that stress cannot be
considered a purely “biological” phenomenon: the body exists as a nexus for the
interactions between the individual and society—the social body (Scheper-Hughes and
Lock 1987). Thus, osteological stress is not just evidence for an “un-healthy” individual
or the presence of pathological conditions in the past but represent traces of social
structures whose influence on resources and risk have become embedded in the bones of
individuals. Positioning stress indicators as a manifestation of the social body allows
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bioarchaeologists to use stress experiences and patterning in past populations as a
potential lens through which to see the social structures of the deceased’s community.
However, to understand these meanings of stress experiences, we need to localize our
bioarchaeology.

3.2

Localizing the Bioarchaeology of Stress
While Reitsema and McIlvaine (2014a) highlighted the ways that social stress can

influence both physiological stress and health, they did not question the acceptance of
western biology. While social stress is shown to create biological stress and/or impact
health, there is an underlying assumption that this relationship is universal, and that stress
indicators have the same etiologies across time and space. However, work in medical and
biocultural anthropology that has problematized human biologic universals must be taken
into consideration to create a theoretically robust bioarchaeology.
First detailed by Lock (1993), local biologies is a biocultural concept that seeks to
acknowledge the interactions of culture and human biology by demonstrating that
situated knowledges impact the physiology of the body. In her work on aging Japanese
women, Lock described their experiences of kōnenki, or “change of life” (Lock 1993:
167). Cultural understanding of gender and women’s roles in Japanese society are
reflected in physiological experiences at change of life. Western menopause includes hot
flashes, hormonal “imbalances”, and is often seen as a disorder to be treated. Lock argues
that this may be a manifestation of western medical misogyny framing the aging female
body as inherently pathological. Kōnenki, however, is primarily understood as
neurological degradation, and is commonly characterized by headaches and worsening
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vision. Kōnenki marks a shift in expected labor and its severity is impacted by women’s
perceptions of their usefulness in the household. Thus, local biologies is a means of
understanding the interactions between the individual, society, and their physiology.
However, while the manifestation and underlying social perceptions that interacted with
one another differ between societies, in both cases negative health outcomes are
associated with those marginalized in their societies.
Later, Lock defined local biologies as “the way in which the embodied experience
of physical sensations, including those of well-being, health, illness, and so on, is in part
informed by the material body, itself contingent on evolutionary, environmental, and
individual variables” (Lock 2001: 483). This research demonstrates that cultures do not
just influence the way biology or health is understood, but that local contexts can directly
impact the biologies of the individual (biology becomes biologies, plural and contextspecific).
When applied to bioarchaeology, the underlying assumptions of the field—that we
can understand past bodies using modern clinical data and known skeletal samples,
collapses. Local biologies creates a loss of certainty between a homeostatic disruption
(stress) and symptom (osteological stress indicator), potentially unraveling the goals of
bioarchaeology. However, the integration of local biologies in bioarchaeology marks a
point of departure, a new avenue of future studies, in the same way that the osteological
paradox once did.
If the body is best conceptualized as a nexus for the interaction between biocultural
variables, then disruptions to the body, particularly those severe enough to result in
changes to the bone, are the manifestation of this interaction. Stress indicators, as defined
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above, represent evidence of disturbed homeostasis—disturbances that were severe
enough to manifest macroscopically on the bone. In previous research, the stress
indicators observed in this study have been associated with specific etiologies, such as
infection or anemia. No matter the underlying biocultural cause of the stress, the
disruption to homeostasis is observable. There is no reason to suspect that the body will
disrupt homeostasis without cause, even if the specific reason is culturally contextualized.
Thus, by focusing on the presence of non-specific indicators, without assumptions of, or
attempts to determine, universal biological causes, bioarchaeologists can frame
osteological stress as a culturally dependent experience that is inherently dependent on
the local biology. Looking at multiple stress indicators over the life course allows us to
consider these interactions through time and perceive how social structures impact one
another throughout an individual’s life (Appleby 2019). Thus, this research project
localizes the bioarchaeology by avoiding assumptions about the universality of stress
indicators etiology and focuses instead on the relationships between stress indicators and
potential components of identity.

3.3

Identity
Considerations of identity have a long history in bioarchaeology, even if they were

not always conceptualized as such. Early work on ethnicity/ethnogenesis, gender, and
status have all considered aspects of what falls under the current understanding of
identity. This work uses identity to see the potential interactions between the different
components of identity, acknowledging that identity is both a process and multi-faceted.
Within this project, identity is understood as “people’s perceptions of themselves and
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how they relate to larger social phenomena that characterize their existence” (Knudson
and Stojanowski 2009:1). Bioarchaeological data are used in this process to determine
potential components of identity, from osteological sex to differences in stress
experiences, which will be contextualized using the mortuary record as further material
evidence of identity.

3.3.1

Embodied Identity

Embodiment here follows Sofaer (2006), as an approach to understand the
material structure of the body as reflective of the social milieu in which the individual
lived and acted (Sofaer, 2006: 21-24), constrained by genetics, but heavily influenced by
the biosocial environments. Embodiment provides the operationalization of how the
social context of individuals is manifested within their osteological remains. Thus, this
work looks at the physical embodiment of social constructs (ideas of the differences that
matter) to understand the social organization and people within the past. By focusing on
non-specific stress that occurs throughout the life course, bioarchaeology can discover
patterns in stress and mortality that are the localized result of the creation and
maintenance of social differences (Martin et al. 2013)—the “body politic” of ScheperHughes and Lock (1987).
Scheper-Hughes and Lock (1987) developed a paradigm that allowed the
materiality of the body to be viewed through three separate but interrelated analytical
lenses that created a framework which allowed one to move from the individual,
phenomenological approach to the body (i.e. body-self), to the body as a representation of
the social order (social body), and finally to seeing the body as a result of the political
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regulation and control (body politic). By operationalizing the body as a site of experience
on the individual, social, and political levels, Scheper-Hughes and Lock (1987) allow for
an approach to the body as being simultaneously a point of social negotiation and
individual experience. Thus, researchers can create projects that look at patterns of stress
indicators within a population to understand the ways that social differences, or identity,
were categorized and experienced within a given society.
Aspects of an individual’s identity (i.e., gender, age cohort, status, kinship group,
community, etc.) are enacted and performed in their day-to-day life to create difference
(Butler 1990; Diaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005; Hollimon 2011, Joyce 2000). Thus, identity
is not merely a status, but a process or performance that can be found in the coalesced
experiences visible in cultural and biological remains (Casella and Fowler 2005). These
acts do not simply reflect an individual’s choices, but also maintain the regulatory norms
and structures of the society (Bourdieu 1977; McNay 1999). Their repeated practice
inscribes these performances onto the body (Butler 1990; Joyce 2000), revealing identity,
as action, to bioarchaeologists through its embodied effects and material artifacts.
Bioarchaeology is well-suited to explore this life-long process of embodied identity- it is
inherently longitudinal, allowing researchers to gather data on a lifetime, or life course, of
embodied identity. While the focus on this project is identity embodied in stress
experiences, identity is also material, and some components may be seen in the
archaeological record (Diaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005).
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3.3.2

Mortuary Identity

The manipulation of the body through mortuary practices can reflect worldviews
within a given community (Martinez et al. 2012), represent the social order (sensu
Douglas 1970), and the individual’s social position. This project understands identity as
identification with broader groups that are deemed socially important (Diaz-Andreu and
Lucy 2005), which is expected to be manifested in material goods associated with
individuals. This definition allows the researcher to recognize aspects of identity in the
archaeological record using proxies such as burial goods or bodily processing, or the
“social body” (Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987). Grave goods that appear predominantly
with a particular sex may be evidence of gender roles in the society, or higher frequencies
of childhood stress markers in individuals buried outside the primary mortuary area may
indicate a life-long inability to access resources for a particular social group.
Considerations of identity have been a component of mortuary analysis for decades.
Early researchers looking at the bioarchaeological record made note of which burials
contain goods, their ages, and their osteological sex. However, these data were not
theorized as evidence of identity, but innate properties of the burials. A few of the innate
complications of categorizing burial goods will be outlined below.

3.4

This Project
Projects that explore stress in past populations must consider the methodological

implications of previous research and theory in bioarchaeology and biocultural
anthropology. This dissertation project collects data on the presence of six non-specific
stress indicators: enamel hypoplasia (EH), cribra orbitalia (CO), porotic hyperostosis
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(PH), stature (ST), dental abscesses (DA), and tibial periostitis (TP). Looking at stress
markers that develop both in childhood and adulthood allows for the examination of
stress experiences throughout the individual’s life, creating a shorthand of an osteological
biography. Examining both childhood and adult stress indicators also moves this study
away from regarding osteological lesions as direct measures of health and reframes the
interpretation in terms of survivorship and mortality (Temple and Goodman 2014: 190).
This process addresses concerns about selective mortality as it allows the researcher to
determine if individuals who died within an age-cohort experienced stress earlier in their
life. Thus, this work shifts interpretations to survivorship, controlling for some of the
selective mortality. This analysis of survivorship attempts to elucidate some of the ways
that risk is differentially experienced within and between social groups, or the hidden
heterogeneity in frailty in the population. This work on identity also contributes to
research on some of the potential underlying social factors in differences in frailty,
including gender and other identities.
By focusing on stress markers that have complex etiologies and can be influenced
by social conditions, the “differences that mattered” within the society will be those that
manifest through osteological indicators of stress. This does not assume a particular
category of difference is a stressor; it looks to find the culturally specific stressors for
these groups and examines how these stressors are embodied. It does not assume a
universal body, but instead explores the embodiment of social discourse within these
groups- while the social conditions and etiologies of stress indicators differ, there is no
evidence that the body will present stress indicators when no biocultural stressor is
present. Thus, osteobiographies, or a process of reading life history from the bones (Saul
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1972, Saul and Saul 1989; Stodder and Palkovich 2012) can be used to explore the
localized manifestation of stress, accounting for local biologies (Applyby 2019). It is
unlikely that these specific osteological “symptoms” would register to the individuals
themselves—modern people rarely complain about enamel hypoplasias or cribra
orbitalia. However, their presence and absence can inform us on the experiences of past
peoples by alerting us to cultural conditions that disrupted skeletal development or
homeostasis, processes constrained by the material nature of the body (Sofaer 2006).
Focusing on exploring patterns between stress indicators and aspects of identity within a
cultural context suggests that the local biologies of that culture will innately be uncovered
in this analysis.
One of the lasting impacts of the osteological paradox is the uncertainty of meaning
of the presence of stress indicators. If previous research had been able to assume an
association between the presence of stress and poor “health”, then modern research must
consider the potential interpretation of stress indicators as markers of survival and stress
events, and thus overall greater “health”. However, Reitsema and McIlvaine’s (2014)
AAPA special edition established that trying to determine health in past populations
normalizes a western biomedical interpretation of well-being and silences the variation in
human biologies. Thus, a different understanding of stress was necessary and for this
project, I chose to explore if the indicators of stress were associated with differences in
mortality experiences. Mortality, in its most basic understanding, is a stress experience
that surmounted the well-being of the individual. While mortality is often considered
random, medical anthropology has established that the risk of mortality, or hazard of
death, differs between socially defined populations, reflecting heterogeneity in access to
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resources, exposure to danger, and other factors. Hence, by exploring relationships
between the presence of stress indicators and differences in mortality, this project looks
for hidden heterogeneity of risk as a potential means of identifying components of
identity that were socially meaningful to these groups.
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CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES, METHODS, & PRELIMINARY RESULTS
While the embodiment of social identity has become a common theme in
bioarchaeological research, there is a lack of studies that attempt to explore this
phenomenon in hunter-gatherer populations. My research objectives are to: evaluate the
experience of stress for the study samples, examine the relationship between skeletal
stress and social difference, and to determine the regional variation in the measured stress
indicators. This chapter will outline the methods utilized to achieve the aim of the
project: exploring embodied social differences in the Green River Archaic by looking for
relationship between potential indicators of identity and stress.
Earlier chapters have discussed the history of studying stress in bioarchaeology,
and how recent research has sought to theorize stress beyond the presence of osteological
lesions or the lack of “health.” This project builds upon that work to examine stress
indicators as a means of approaching embodied social identity. The starting point of this
project was the biocultural contextualization of the presence of stress indicators that
manifest throughout the life course in a hunter-gatherer population. Enamel hypoplasia,
cribra orbitalia, porotic hyperostosis, stature, dental abscesses and tibial periostitis were
chosen based on their ability to record stress experienced throughout the life course and
for their comparability to existing research (DeWitte and Stojanowski 2015).
Preliminary data are included throughout this chapter: the demographic data for
each sample and the observable frequencies for the stress indicators. However, formal
statistical analysis and results are presented in chapters five and six. While I quantified
the presence of stress indicators through their frequencies, the primary crux of their
analysis is exploring relationships between these stress indicators, their association with
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differences in survival, and looking for significant impacts on the samples’ hazard of
death. This analysis moves my project beyond determining frequency of stress indicators
in these communities to determining which stress indicators are associated with
significant differences in the other measured stress indicators. It also determines if the
presence of stress indicators was associated with overall changes in mortality. These
relationships are not always positive; the presence of a stress indicator can be associated
with a decreased risk of mortality, indicating that the survival of stress experiences may
be associated a lower overall risk of death. Understanding the relationship between the
presence of stress indicators, impacted mortality, and potential indicators of identity
allows for a more nuanced interpretation of stress in past populations.
As a part of my consideration of identity, I wanted to explore the potential impact
of commonly researched bioarchaeological characteristics on stress experiences and
survival. This included testing for skeletal sex-based differences in stress or survival
experiences. In so doing, I sought to question the practice of a priori assumptions of
skeletal sex as a meaningful category of analysis in the Green River Archaic. Using
osteological sex as a category of analysis without testing for meaningful differences
between the sexes, particularly in smaller samples, can unintentionally naturalize modern
conceptions of sex-based differences into prehistoric communities and reify a direct link
between bones and cultural determinations of sex and gender. This project sought to
question a link between osteological sex and differences in stress and mortality.
The second component of this line of inquiry was exploring osteological evidence
for the presence of pathological conditions and trauma. These features have been
interpreted as potential outcome of embodied identity, theorized as the social body or
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social organization. This project looked at these potential relationships broadly. While it
is likely that many different components of social differences or identity could be
encapsulated in trauma or disease, I only broke these conditions down into three
categories: healed trauma or pathological conditions, active pathological conditions, and
peri-mortem trauma (injury that occurred close to the time of death). These categories are
not attempting to differentiate these experiences as they would have been considered by
the once-living community (e.g., a “healed” bone injury may result in a limp that was
very much an “active” part of a person’s life, for example), but represent their
relationship to mortality experiences, as explored in survival and hazard analysis.
This research seeks to determine if osteological sex, pathological conditions,
and/or trauma are associated with the observed stress indicators or differences in survival.
By exploring the relationships between these bioarchaeological characteristics (i.e., sex,
pathological conditions, and trauma) and stress experience and mortality, this research
broadens the examined potential manifestations of embodied identity without a priori
assumptions of the meaningfulness of these conditions. The following section details the
research hypotheses addressed through this research.

4.1

Research Objectives
This dissertation project has three research objectives: document the experience of

stress within each site, look for relationships between stress and potential indicators of
social difference, and determine if there is regional variation in these relationships.
Overall, I seek to explore the evidence for relationships between stress, mortality, and
identity in the Archaic Green River region.
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4.1.1 Objective #1: Evaluate the
Experience of Stress for the Study
Samples.
Question 1: What were the lifelong experiences of stress for adult individuals buried
within these sites?
I analyzed the demographic characteristics and evidence of stress indicators for
the Barrett, Ward, and Regional samples, allowing me to address Hypothesis 1: Within
each sample, the six recorded indicators of childhood and adult stress will vary in
correlation with risk of death, or conversely, survivorship. I hypothesize there will be
differential risk of death when individuals exhibit a particular biomarker- i.e., differences
in stress will be associated with differences in mortality. These differences will support
interpretations on the stress experiences within the three samples.
4.1.2 Objective #2: Examine the
Relationship Between Skeletal Stress
and Social Differences.
Question 2: Do skeletal markers of stress correspond to social differences within each
sample?
This research will determine if the measured stress indicators correspond to
social differences evidenced by differences in bioarchaeological or mortuary features,
Thus, it addresses Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with social identity
based on biological categories and the documented mortuary characteristics. This
analysis examines the evidence for relationships between indicators of skeletal stress
and potential social differences. Bioarchaeological characteristics (e.g., age, sex, etc.)
and mortuary characteristics (e.g., body positioning, grave goods, etc.) were documented
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to be used as potential indicators of social identity. These results can elucidate how
aspects of individuals’ identity demarcated by mortuary practices and/or biological
categories may have influenced their experiences of stress.
4.1.3

Objective #3: Determine the Regional
Variation in Measures of Stress.

Question 3: Do experiences of identity and stress vary among communities within the
Green River region?
I seek to address Hypothesis 3: Differences in frequencies and relationships
between stress markers and social identity (based on biological categories and mortuary
characteristics) are expected between the sites by analyzing data on both a site and
regional scale. The Regional sample is used to find evidence for broad patterns of
mortuary characteristics and stress indicators within the Green River Archaic, while the
examining the individual sites may elucidate differences between geographically close
sites. This will allow me to determine if experiences of identity and stress varied among
the sites, potentially suggesting different communities.

4.2

Osteological Age and Sex Determination
Determining the skeletal age and sex of an individual is the starting point of most

bioarchaeological analysis (Sofaer 2011). There is emerging research that questions the
assumptions inherent in these processes, such as the presence of a sexual binary, or the
ability of modern reference samples to accurately portray variation in aging processes.
However, the methods used herein are established means of determining these
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osteological characteristics that allow for comparability to past research and provide a
starting point for considering embodied social identities.

4.2.1

Age

This project only considered “adults,” or individuals who have the dental
characteristics or fused epiphyseal plates consistent with being at least 15 years old at
death. For this study, young adulthood was extended from 20 to 15 to reflect transition
analysis (Boldsen et al. 2002), which can give point age estimations to this age. While
data on the stress seen in those who died prior to the completion of maturation will be
beneficial in future projects, starting this line of inquiry with the adult sample streamlined
the data collection and analysis, as well as circumvented the inherent issues of non-adult
preservation in skeletal samples. I want to emphasize here that this project determines
adulthood

osteologically,

which

likely

does

not

reflect

these

communities’

understandings of aging and adulthood.
Age-at-death was scored both as a category (young adult, middle adult, older
adult) and using the point-age estimation determined by transition analysis (Boldsen et al.
2002). Adult age can be determined in a variety of ways, depending on what traits are
present. For this study, the most-used skeletal characteristics were the pubic symphysis
(Brooks and Suchey 1990, Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994, Suchey and Katz 1986, Todd
1921a; 1921b) and auricular surface (Lovejoy et al. 1985, Meindl and Lovejoy 1989,
Ubelaker 1989), both of which are the osteological surfaces of non-mobile weightbearing joints of the pelvis. Due to their immobility, these joints’ senescence is not
influenced by activity, which makes them ideal for determining age. The pubic
symphysis is the cartilaginous joint of the anterior pelvis where the pubic bones meet,
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and the auricular surface refers to the pelvic surface of the sacroiliac joint. The symphysis
is generally regarded as the most reliable indicator of age in adults, but the bone’s
delicate traits are often obscured by taphonomic conditions, whereas the auricular surface
is more robust. This project used two methods to determine the age of pubic symphyses:
the Todd (Katz and Suchey 1986, McKern and Stewart 1957, Todd 1921a; 1921b) and
Suchey-Brooks systems (Brooks and Suchey 1990, Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994, Katz
and Suchey 1986, Uhl 2013). The Lovejoy method was used for the auricular surface
(Lovejoy et al. 1985, Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994, Osborne et al. 2004, Ubelaker 1989).
Cranial suture fusion is another means of determining adult age, which entails
scoring the fusion of the bones in skull. The joints of the skull, called sutures, will
naturally fuse with age, and in these methods several sutures are scored as “open,”
“minimal closure,” “significant closure,” or “complete obliteration” (Baker 1984,
Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994, Mann et al. 1987, Meindl and Lovejoy 1985, Todd and
Lyon 1924). However, the cranial suture method requires a composite score of suture
data from four, six, or nine points on the skull (depending on the method). For this
project, cranial preservation was rarely complete enough for the necessary data to be
collected. Furthermore, well-preserved skulls from the WPA era were often glued
together, obscuring their suture scores. Thus, cranial suture data were rarely utilized for
age determination in this study due to preservation and taphonomic issues.
The above aging methods were combined, when possible, to place these samples
into the broad categories of “young adult” (15-29), “middle adult” (30-50), and “older
adult” (50+) (categories reflect Boldsen et al. 2002). If the individual’s remains were too
poorly preserved for the methods outlined above, the available epiphyses or dental data
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were used to confirm the individual was an osteological adult and they were simply
categorized as “Adult.” These age groups were used throughout later analyses; however,
survival and hazard analysis require an estimation of the exact age at which an individual
died, which was determined using transition analysis.
Transition analysis is a Bayesian method of aging that uses hazard analysis on
characteristics of cranial sutures and the non-mobile joints of the pelvis to determine the
maximum likelihood estimated age of the individual based on a known-age sample
(Boldsen et al. 2002, Uhl 2013). It is preferred for its accuracy, reliance on known
cemetery samples, and precision in point-age estimation (Boldsen et al. 2002). Transition
analysis builds on the methods outlined above, particularly those focused on the pubic
symphysis, the auricular surface, and cranial sutures.
Transition analysis considers each cranial and pelvic characteristic individually,
and thus can provide an age estimation on individuals too poorly preserved for the phasedetermination methods. In this project, transition analysis was performed using the
computer program ABDOU 2.1, coded by Milner, Boldsen, and Hylleberg, modified and
made available by Ousley (2016, http://statsmachine.net/software/ADBOU2/). This
software uses maximum likelihood functions from an archaeological reference sample, so
the functions did not need to be calculated specifically for the samples used in this study.
4.2.2

Sex

Biological sex is a complex phenomenon that is determined through numerous
socially determined means, some of which include genetics, primary and secondary sex
attributes, and culturally significant differences. Due to the nature of bioarchaeological
samples, the only determinate of sex that can be seen in these individuals are osteological
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indicators, most often the shape and other characteristics of the pelvis and the rugosity of
cranial muscle attachment sites. While these features are useful, they only reflect the
characteristics of an individual’s skeleton, which may not correlate to the traits that their
society used to determine sex. This study uses the term osteological sex to clarify that the
only characteristics used to determine sex in this study were the skeletal traits that have
been deemed important in the bioarchaeological literature.
Osteological sex was determined using the combined methods discussed in
Standards for Data Collection of Human Skeletal Remains (Standards), which utilize
cranial and pelvic features and morphology (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994). Phenice
(1969) developed a method of determining sex using the three traits of the subpubic
region: the ventral arch, subpubic concavity, and ischiopubic ramus ridge, that is wellestablished in reliability (Ubelaker and Volk 2002). The ventral arc is an elevated ridge
on the anterior (ventral) surface of the medial pubis, which is more commonly found in
females. The subpubic concavity refers to the pubis’ concave inferior angle seen in
females, whereas the male pubis is more likely to be straight or convex. The ischiopubic
ramus ridge is more commonly seen in females and is a ridge-like structure of the
ischiopubic ramus, which is broad and flat in males. Each of these traits is scored as
male, female, or ambiguous.
Bruzeck (2002) expanded on the Phenice (1969) method, including the greater
sciatic notch and the preauricular sulcus. The greater sciatic notch refers to a feature of
the lateral pelvis, which is generally larger in females than males. The preauricular sulcus
refers to the variable presence of a groove along the inferior-anterior edge of the auricular
surface. The sulcus is more commonly seen in females than males. Both traits are scored
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on a 5-point scales, with 1 being “female” and 4 being “male.” The fifth score for the
preauricular sulcus is 0 for absent, which is consistent with a male.
Pelvic features are considered more reliable than cranial, as they are a means of
determining overall pelvis shape which has faced unique selective pressure in females
(Inskip et al. 2019; Uhl 2013). However, cranial features are also scored for sex
determination and may have better preservation than the delicate pubic traits. Five cranial
traits are scored on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being likely female and 5 being likely male.
These traits are the nuchal crest, mastoid process, supra-orbital margin, supra-orbital
ridge (or glabella), and the mental eminence.
These traits have considerable interpopulation variation (Buikstra and Ubelaker
1994, Uhl 2013), and thus some subjective interpretation relying on the observer’s
familiarity with similar populations is necessary. If there were inconsistencies between
pelvic and cranial sex, the pelvic data were prioritized. To account for population
variation in characteristics deemed sexually dimorphic, individuals were assigned to one
of six sex categories: “Likely Female,” “Probable Female,” “Ambiguous,” “Probable
Male,” “Likely Male,” and “Indeterminate.” Ambiguous refers to individuals that have
osteological traits consistent with both sexes that cannot be comfortably considered more
likely male or female. Indeterminate refers to individuals who have so few sex
characteristics remaining, due to mortuary or taphonomic reasons, that sex could not be
assigned. However, due to preservation issues and sample sizes, these categories were
later reduced to female, male, and unobservable (NA).
The concept of a sexual binary between males and females that can be determined
through osteological features has been problematized in recent work (Cobb 2005; Geller
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2005; Hollimon 2011). Indeed, it seems increasingly apparent that bioarchaeological
research is approaching another paradigm shift, one in which the categories that have
been normalized by Western intellectual traditions (i.e., age and sex) will face the same
scrutiny that osteological race once did (Geller 2005; Hollimon 2011; Gilchrist 2007).
However, the limitations presented by working with the sites in this study precluded a
more detailed consideration of sex beyond exploring the influence of binary osteological
sex on stress and mortality experiences. Future research that complicates the sexual
binary in these populations will enhance understandings of the past.

4.3

Study Demography
Age and sex determination are essential to establishing the basic demographic

structure of a sample. When conceptualizing demography in bioarchaeology, it is
important to remember that the individuals in each age group only represent the members
of a community that entered the mortuary record at that age. Thus, a bioarchaeological
sample captures the frailest members of these age groups and may not reflect the
experience of the entire population (i.e., those who survived), or accurately reflect the
demographic breakdown of a community. In demography, samples’ ages are generally
expected to follow what is considered a “bathtub curve,” or having high mortality at birth
and infancy, relative stability for much of the life course, and then increasing mortality in
older ages. When graphed, the population mortality looks like the edges of a bathtub—
high, low, and then high again. These curves reflect the high frequencies of individuals
dying very young and very old, and not a snapshot into the actual demographic structure
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of a community in the past. This section will present the demographic breakdown of each
sample in this study, which will later be built on in my results chapter.
For the demographic data, the data on nonadult individuals were obtained from
the original burial forms, as bioarchaeological analysis of nonadults was outside the
scope of this project. Thus, the categories used (Infant, Child, Juvenile) reflect the age
categories used during the WPA excavation. The only exceptions to this were juveniles—
as this project considered individuals 15 and above to be adults, juveniles were verified to
be younger than 15, but no further analysis was performed on the nonadults.

4.3.1

Barrett (15McL4)

When the original burial forms and osteological data are combined, Barrett has a
total sample of 400 individuals, which are broken down by age and sex in Table 4.1. NA
indicates when there was not sufficient data to determine the age or sex, and “Adult” was
applied to individuals who had had fully developed observable characteristics, but whose
taphonomic damage did not allow more specific age determination.

Table 4.1: Demographic breakdown of the Barrett site. N=400. Individuals labeled NA
were unobservable due to preservation.
Infant

Child

Juvenile

Female

-

-

-

Male

98
(25.1%)
98
(25.1%)

33
(8.3%)
33
(8.3%)

18
(4.6%)
18
(4.6%)

NA
Total

Young
Adult
14
(3.6%)
14
(3.6%)

Middle
Adult
4
(1%)
12
(3.1%)

Older
Adult
28
(7.2%)
31
(7.9%)

0
28
(7.2%)

0
16
(4.1%)

2 (0.5%)
61
(15.6%)
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Adult
14
(3.6%)
15
(3.8%)
95
(24.3%)
124
(29.2%)

NA
0
0
22
(5.6%)
22
(5.6%)

At the Barrett site, almost 25% of the sample consists of infants (n=98), and
nearly 40% of the sample is comprised of nonadults (n=149), who will not be considered
for most of this study. Another 30% could only be classified in the broad adult category,
with no data on a more specific age group. Seven percent of the sample is young adult
(n=28), 4% is middle adult (n=16), and 15% of the sample is older adult (n=61). For a
more visual representation of this information, refer to the Figure 4.1 below.

Barrett Demography
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Figure 4.1: Demographic breakdown of the Barrett site.
As can be seen from the blue (female) and orange (male) bars, males and females
are generally equally represented within each adult age category. However, the middle
adult group has three times as many males (n=12) than females (n=4). Higher frequencies
of males than females are a common trend in bioarchaeological studies and may be the
result of several factors, including preservation. This sample shows a rough bathtub
curve, again with very high frequencies of infants and higher frequencies of young adults
than middle adults.
4.3.2

Butterfield (15McL7)

Butterfield does not have the preservation or sample sizes necessary to be
considered independently in the stress and mortuary analysis and will not be included in
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the rest of the chapter (See Appendix A for Butterfield’s analysis). However, it
contributes to the Regional sample and was thus included in this section. The total sample
for the Butterfield site is 153 individuals, outlined in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Demographic breakdown of the Butterfield site. N=153. Individuals labeled
NA were unobservable due to preservation.
Infant

Child

Juvenile

Female

-

-

-

Male

16
(10.5%)
16
(10.5%)

20
(13.1%)
20
(13.1%)

7
(4.6%)
7
(4.6%)

NA
Total

Young
Adult
1
(0.7%)
3
(2.0%)
1
(0.7%)
5
(3.3%)

Middle
Adult
3
(2.0%)
6
(3.9%)

Older
Adult
4
(2.6%)
4
(2.6%)

0
9
(5.9%)

0
8
(5.2%)

Adult
4
(2.6%)
8
(5.2%)
59
(38.6%)
71
(46.4%)

NA
0
0
17
(11.1%)
17
(11.1%)

At Butterfield, there is a smaller proportion of infants (just over 10%; n=16),
though non-adults in general still represent nearly 30% of the overall sample (n=43).
Three percent of the sample is young adult (n=5), 6% is middle adult (n=9), and 5% is
older adult (n=8). Due to preservation issues, nearly 40% (n=59) of this sample do not
have clear age or sex indicators. A visual representation of these data is shown in Figure
4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Demographic breakdown of the Butterfield site.
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As can be seen, there are nearly equal numbers of males and females within the
age groups, except for middle adult, which has twice as many males (n=6) than females
(n=3), mirroring Barrett. However, Butterfield is unusual in the demographic breakdown
of the sample, including unexpectedly low frequencies of infants and older adults. As
preservation impeded further consideration of this site, the dearth of these individuals is
likely the result of taphonomic destruction of the more delicate bones of the youngest and
oldest members of a community. However, it is possible the absence of these individuals’
remains are the result of mortuary programs of differential burial practices.
4.3.3

Ward (15McL11)

At the Ward site, the total sample represented 419 individuals when osteological
and burial form data were combined, details are given in Table 4.3, below.

Table 4.3: Demographic breakdown of the Ward site. N=419. Individuals labeled NA
were unobservable due to preservation.
Middle
Adult
17
(4.0%)
17
(4.0%)

Older
Adult
29
(6.9%)
26
(6.2%)

Adult
2
(0.5%)
6
(1.4%)

NA

-

Young
Adult
21
(5%)
20
(4.8%)

34 (8.1%)

2
(0.5%)

0

1
(0.2%)

74
(17.6%)

27
(6.4%)

34 (8.1%)

43
(10.3%)

34
(8.1%)

56
(13.3%)

82
(19.5%)

27
(6.4%)

Infant

Child

Juvenile

Female

-

-

-

Male

-

NA

92
(22.0%)

Total

92
(22.0%)

51
(12.1%
)
51
(12.1%
)

0
0

Over 20% of the Ward sample were considered infants (n=92), and over 40%
were non-adults (n=177). Ten percent were young adults (n=43), 8% were middle adults
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(n=34), and 13% were older adults (n= 56). Another 20% could only be determined to be
adult (n=82). These data are shown more visually in Figure 4.3.

Ward Demography
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Figure 4.3: Demographic breakdown of the Ward site.
As shown above in Figure 4.3, males and females are equally represented in each
adult age group. Like Barrett and the Regional sample below, Ward shows a rough
bathtub curve, heavily skewed towards high infant mortality and with more young adults
than middle adults.
4.3.4

The Regional Sample

The Regional sample consists of the combined samples from the three sites in the
study: Barrett, Butterfield, and Ward. Shown in Table 4.4, the total sample is comprised
of 972 individuals. As mentioned above, NA indicates when there was not sufficient data
to determine the age or sex, and “Adult” was applied to individuals who had had fully
developed observable characteristics, but whose taphonomic damage did not allow more
specific age determination.
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Table 4.4: Demographic breakdown of the combined samples of Barrett, Butterfield, and
Ward. N=972.
Infant

Child

Juvenile

Female

-

-

-

Male

206
(21.25)
206
(21.2%)

104
(10.7%)
104
(10.7%)

59
(6.1%)
59
(6.1%)

NA
Total

Young
Adult
36
(3.7%)
37
(3.8%)

Middle
Adult
24
(2.5)
35
(3.6%)

Older
Adult
61
(6.3%)
61
(6.3%)

3 (0.3%)
76
(7.8%)

0
59
(6.1%)

3 (0.3%)
125
(12.9%)

Adult
20
(2.1%)
29
(3.0%)
228
(23.5%)
277
(28.5%)

NA
0
0
66
(6.8%)
66
(6.8%)

Infants comprised over 20% (n=206), and all nonadults were nearly 40% (n=369).
Young adults consist of 8% (n=76), middle adults of 6% (n=59), and older adults of 13%
(n=125) of the sample. Nearly 30% of the sample could not be more precisely classified
than “adult” (n=277), meaning that the observable dental characteristics or epiphyses
were skeletally mature. Figure 4.4 shows the age and osteological sex data in a visual
manner.

Regional Demography
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Figure 4.4: Demographic breakdown of the Regional sample.
Males (orange) and females (blue) are equally represented within each adult age
category, which will be expanded upon in Chapter Five. When looking at Figure 4.4, a
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rough bathtub curve is apparent, with a considerably greater frequency of infants than
other age groups. This frequency may reflect either a high infant mortality, high fertility,
or both (Wood et al. 1992). Also, in the Green River region there are more young adults
present than middle adults, suggesting that there may be social or biological factors
influencing the sample away from a standard bath tube curve, and potentially increasing
the chance of death for young adults. This will be further examined in later chapters.
It should be kept in mind that these data represent the mortuary sample, and not
the once-living population. The relatively high percentage of nonadults, particularly
infants, and older adults is to be expected in bioarchaeological data. The adult age
distribution will be further expanded upon in later analysis, but for the moment the
following points can be made. Childhood (or non-adulthood, as individuals in these
societies may have been entering adult social roles before osteological maturity)
represents a period of varying, or heterogeneous, risk. Infants representing nearly 20% of
the mortuary sample is consistent with other prehistoric samples and represents their
increased risk. The high child frequency may also indicate weaning as a period of
biological hardship. While this study will examine the role of childhood stress indicators
in individuals who survived to adulthood, these initial results demonstrate the value of
further studies on stress and survivorship that include non-adults as those who succumbed
to these initial life course stresses.
There are two recurring trends that appear in the demographic breakdown of both
the individual sites and the Regional sample that should be explained in more detail: the
greater frequencies of males than females and the higher frequencies of young adults than
middle adults. The higher frequency of males in all samples and demographic groups is
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common in bioarchaeological analysis. Males tend to have more robust bones, and they
may survive taphonomic damage better, whereas females may be more likely to be
categorized as “NA,” or unobservable, for bioarchaeological sex determination. The high
frequencies of young adults within the samples suggests young adults are experiencing
unique mortality stress, which will be explored in greater detail in the following chapter.
With the age and sex determination complete and basic demographic characteristics of
the sites laid out, the next section will outline the methods used to record osteological
stress indicators.

4.4

Stress Methods
Biomarkers that manifest during development (herein referred to as “childhood

stress”) must be considered within research on stress to provide a more comprehensive
context for adult experiences and survival. Four manifestations of non-adult stress will be
recorded: enamel hypoplasias (EH), stature (ST), cribra orbitalia (CO), and porotic
hyperostosis (PH). EH and ST are permanent records of perturbations in growth and
development, whereas it is possible for CO and PH to heal. Thus, while individuals who
experienced EH and ST will have those indicators for their adult lives, individuals who
experience stress resulting in CO or PH may not retain evidence of these childhood
experiences into adulthood, a potential limitation of their use.
All childhood stress indicators reflect heterogeneous risk during maturation,
information necessary to address the osteological paradox (Wood et al. 1992).
Consideration of these indicators in adults allows for discussions of differential
experiences of stress, potentially based on social identities, prior to completed
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maturation. These stress markers will also be used to test possible long-term influences of
embodied childhood stress, such as nutritional deficiencies or infection (Walker et al.
2009), on adult morbidity and mortality. When analyzed with markers of childhood
perturbation, skeletal indicators of biological stress experienced during adulthood will
elucidate the embodiment of identity throughout the individual’s life. The two conditions
scored, dental abscesses (DA) and tibial periostitis (TP), are commonly used skeletal
features that will facilitate future comparisons with previous and future research
(DeWitte and Stojanowski 2015). To maximize sample size, both indicators were
analyzed as either present or absent in this analysis (DeWitte 2014).
4.4.1

Enamel Hypoplasias

Enamel hypoplasias are permanent dental indicators of stress experienced during
childhood that persist in the skeleton throughout an individual’s lifetime. Enamel
hypoplasias are small defects, often linear furrows or pits, on the external surface of the
teeth. They are caused by brief cessations in amelogenesis, the process of laying down
enamel during tooth development (Duray 1996, Hillson 1996). In general, enamel
hypoplasias indicate the individual has undergone enough biological perturbation,
potentially caused by any number of biological or social stressors, to briefly halt
development. Enamel hypoplasias are considered non-specific stress indicators, meaning
that teir manifestation cannot be tied to a specific etiology. Their manifestation has been
associated with fever, malnutrition, and other illnesses (Hillson 1996). Thus, they are
ideal for this study, as they indicate that the body is stressed to the point that it must
redirect energy from development to allostasis (Hillson 1996: 165) but are not tied to
only a single nutritional or pathological issue. Like all the childhood indicators of stress
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in this study, EH observed in adults are indicators of survival: the individual was stressed
but was able to overcome the incident and resume amelogenesis.
While the frequency of teeth with enamel hypoplasias in the observable dentition
was recorded, for this project only the presence or absence of EH was used in the
analysis. Their presence was recorded based on macroscopic observation of the labial
surface of permanent incisors and canines according to Standards for Data Collection
from Human Skeletal Remains (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994). To be included in this
study, individuals had to have at least one mandibular or maxillary canine or incisor.
Focusing on incisors and canines allows for insight into a relatively tight window of
development, as the crowns of these teeth are usually completed prior to six years of age.
While linear enamel hypoplasias are the most common form of EH (Hillson 1996, Larsen
2015), this study also recorded diffuse enamel pits, as they are also the result of disrupted
amelogenesis. Table 4.5 details the sample size and shows that EH was consistently
observable in about 30% of individuals at each site. Enamel hypoplasias was the least
frequently observable stress indicator, likely due to the prevalence of extreme tooth wear
in older adults in the Green River Archaic.

Table 4.5: Frequency of observable EH for each sample.
Total Adult Sample EH Sample Percent Observable
Barrett

138

48

35%

Ward

143

46

32%

Regional

318

108

34%
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4.4.2

Cribra Orbitalia

Cribra orbitalia refers to pinpoint porosity present in the roof of the eye orbit. This
porosity is the result of the expansion of the interior spongey bone of the cranium (i.e.,
diploë) through the external cranial surface. Diploë expansion is a means of increasing
production of red blood cells as a response to anemia, which has been linked to parasitic
load, nutritional deficiencies, general inflammation, and specific conditions including
scurvy and sickle-cell anemia (Angel 1966, Stuart-Macadam 1987, Stuart-Macadam and
Kent 1992, Ortner 2003, Walker et al. 2009). During development, the production of red
blood cells moves to the bone marrow of the long bones, leaving CO as a semi-permanent
manifestation of childhood stress (Larsen 2015).
CO was scored as present or absent based on the diagnostic criteria outlined by
Stuart-Macadam (1985). For CO to be considered observable, individuals must have had
at least 50% of an orbit with intact cortical bone. Table 4.6 gives the frequency of
observable CO within each sample, which was consistently near 100%.

Table 4.6: Frequency of observable CO for each sample.
Total Adult Sample CO Sample Percent Observable
Barrett

138

124

90%

Ward

143

123

86%

Regional

318

275

86%
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4.4.3

Porotic hyperostosis

Porotic hyperostosis is also caused by diploë expansion during infancy or
childhood resulting from varied etiologies, including nutritional deficiency and/or
infection (Larsen 2015, Smith 2013, Stuart-Macadam 1985; Walker et al. 2009). Porotic
hyperostosis is found on the parietals and occipital, usually on the superior or posterior
cranium. Like cribra orbitalia, these lesions often persist into adulthood but may be
subject to remodeling.
Porotic hyperostosis was scored as present or absent based on the diagnostic
criteria outlined by Stuart-Macadam (1985). PH was only recorded for individuals who
had at least 50% of the lambdoid region, either parietals, occipital, or both. Table 4.7
shows the percent of individuals for whom PH was observable, which was slightly lower
(around 75%) in Barrett than Ward and the Regional samples (around 85%).

Table 4.7: Frequency of observable PH for each sample.
Total Adult Sample PH Sample Percent Observable
Barrett

138

104

74%

Ward

143

119

83%

Regional

318

245

86%

While they are not universally permanent markers of stress, PH and CO provide
valuable insight into populations’ experiences of childhood stress (Walker et al. 2009).
There is a long history of research in paleopathology that considers CO and PH to be
different manifestations of the same process: the expansion of diploë and into
simultaneously thinning cranial surfaces (Angel 1966, Stuart-Macadam 1989). However,
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recent research has called into question the shared etiologies of cribra orbitalia and
porotic hyperostosis (Rivera and Lahr 2017; Walker et al. 2009), demonstrating that in
some samples the conditions are not associated. These results suggest that porotic
hyperostosis and cribra orbitalia are the results of different conditions, and further
research, like this project, is necessary to understand their expression in past populations
4.4.4

Stature

Adult stature is a permanent record of childhood growth influenced by both
genetics and stress experienced during development (Moore and Ross 2013). While mean
stature differs significantly between populations, within-population variations in stature
have been shown to correspond to experiences of stress, both social and biological,
during maturation. To observe differences in stature, the bicondylar length of the femur
and the anatomical length of the tibia, (not including the medial malleolus), were
collected with an osteometric board. These measurements capture the anatomical length
of the leg bones. Only individuals who had complete tibia, femur, or both, with no
damage to the measured portions were considered to have observable stature. In this
study, direct measurements of the leg bones were used as a proxy for stature (DeWitte
2006; DeWitte and Bekvalac 2011). The equations that estimate stature using the leg
bones were avoided for several reasons: they are population specific (Holliday and Ruff
1997; Ross and Konigsberg 2002), rely on modern samples and anatomical data; and
introduce error due to variations in the relationship between long bone length and overall
stature in the observed samples. Finally, stature formulae would end up comparing both
long bones, as both tibial and femoral measurements were taken. For this study, tibiae
and femora were compared separately.
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For Barrett and Ward, an independent sample t-test determined that the means of
males and females in each sample were significantly different: females have smaller
means for both measurements, which is consistent with research on other populations
(Moore and Ross 2013). This sexual dimorphism warranted separate analysis, so the
height differences between the sexes was not mistaken as stress (i.e., females being
disproportionately placed in the stressed category). Butterfield had too small of a sample
for the t-test, and so the sexes were not separated, and no stature stress was found in that
sample. Following DeWitte (2006) and Usher (2000), individuals who had any maximum
length shorter than one standard deviation below the sample mean were considered to
have stature stress present. The sample sizes of observable stature for each group are
given in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Frequency of observable ST for each sample.
Total Adult Sample ST Sample Percent Observable
Barrett

138

46

33%

Ward

143

74

52%

Regional

318

130

41%

This table demonstrates one of the problems with observing stature: requiring
whole bones, even the robust leg bones, reduces the observable sample to between 30%
(Barrett) and 50% (Ward). The low percent of individuals for whom stature could
recorded was the second only to enamel hypoplasias in this study.
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4.4.5

Dental Abscesses

Dental abscesses (Dias and Tayles 1997; Nelson 2016) were used as a measure of
the dental health of the individual. Dental abscesses are the result of a puss-producing
infection draining through the bones of the jaw (Hillson 2002 284-286). These infections
are usually the result of bacteria entering the pulp cavity of the tooth through carious
lesions and then spreading to the alveolar bone. Thus, abscesses are often a severe and
long-term result of carious lesions. While carious lesions are commonly used to observe
dental health, extreme tooth wear often precludes their observation in Archaic samples.
Dental abscesses’ preservation in older adults make them a more accurate representation
of dental health throughout the life course for this study. It should be noted that it is more
precise to consider these lesions periapical voids (Dias and Tayles 1997; Nelson 2016) as
it can be impossible to determine the etiology of non-active abscesses. However, to
maintain consistency with dental anthropology literature (Hillson 1996; Larsen 2015), the
term dental abscesses will be used throughout this work.
Dental abscesses were measured as present by the guidelines in Standards
(Buikstra and Ubelaker 1992). Individuals had to have at least one intact tooth socket for
dental abscesses to be considered observable. Table 4.9 shows the frequency of these
individuals for each sample, which were around 80% of the total adult sample.
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Table 4.9: Frequency of observable DA for each sample.
Total Adult Sample DA Sample Percent Observable
Barrett

138

115

83%

Ward

143

109

76%

Regional

318

255

80%
4.4.6

Tibial Periostitis

Periostitis refers to the growth of new cortical bone as a result of insult to the
periosteum, a dense layer of tissue firmly attached to bone (Ortner 2003, Smith 2013). In
bioarchaeology, the anterior surface of the tibia has been shown to be the most-common
site for periosteal reactions in the body and the tibiae are likely to preserve (DeWitte
2011; Eisenberg 1991; Milner 1991; Larsen 2015). Tibial periostitis is a non-specific
indicator of stress—it is the boney response to a number of physiological perturbations,
including moderate impact and infection (Ortner 2003). Its frequencies have been
demonstrated to correspond to the general stress experienced by the population (DeWitte
2014; Larsen 2015; Klaus 2014).
Tibial periostitis was deemed present (both active lesions exhibiting woven bone
and healing/healed lesions with sclerotic bone) or absent based on macroscopic
observation of individual with at least 50% of an intact tibia. See Table 4.10 for these
frequencies, which were nearly 90% of the total sample.
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Table 4.10: Frequency of observable TP for each sample.
Total Adult Sample TP Sample Percent Observable

4.5

Barrett

138

129

93%

Ward

143

124

87%

Regional

318

284

89%

Paleopathological and Trauma Methods
Data on the presence of active pathological conditions, healed pathological

conditions, and peri-mortem trauma were collected as part of this research as potential
indicators of embodied social stress. Disease and violence are not random: their
patterning in communities may reveal undercurrents of structural violence, even in smallscale societies. Their frequencies were collected to explore potential relationships
between the manifestation of the above osteological indicators of stress and embodied
social inequalities later in life. The purpose of collecting these data was to add depth to
this project’s considerations of stress and identity, and this project does not attempt to
provide an in-depth overview of pathological conditions of trauma in the Green River
Archaic. Thus, in this project, active pathology, healed pathology, and trauma are all
understood as three potential manifestations of social stress, but they are analyzed
separately due to their different meanings. Pathological conditions suggest social
differences that were manifesting through experiences associated with exposure to
disease, malnutrition, or other factors, whereas peri-mortem trauma indicates social
violence or exposure to hazardous conditions (i.e., risk of failing). Healed pathological
conditions indicate that a potential stress experience was survived, whereas active
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pathological conditions indicate a stress experience that was associated with mortality,
even if it may not have contributed to death. Thus, while all three categories of
bioarchaeological conditions are potential manifestations of embodied hazard, their
differences in timing related to mortality and social identity necessitated separate
analysis. Due to the broad nature of these categories, these data were collected on all
available individuals—even a heavily fragmented burial may have evidence of a fracture
or show woven bone deposition. The observable samples for each site were n=138 for
Barrett, n=143 for Ward, and n=318 for the Region.
4.5.1

Active Pathological Conditions

Active pathological conditions were considered present when individuals had any
osteological lesions that were not fully healed at the time of death. This is a broad
category that included cases of periostitis on elements other than the tibia, bone infections
(osteomyelitis), and lesions consistent with tuberculosis of the hip, among many others.
The goal of this category was the inclusion of individuals who had disrupted osteological
homeostasis at death, regardless of the severity.
4.5.2

Healed Pathological Conditions

Data on healed pathological conditions were taken as a potential means of
exploring survivorship—the evidence of healed conditions indicates that the individual
did not die due to a said stressor. While the manifestation of stress may be the same as
those seen in active pathological conditions (such as periostitis or osteomyelitis) or perimortem trauma (broken bones), their healed status indicates that these embodied social
stressors were not insurmountable for the individual. It should be noted that several of
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these conditions are considered perimortem trauma when they occur around the time of
death. For this study, it is more relevant that these individuals had the ability to survive
the stress than if the stress was caused by disease, accident, or interpersonal violence.
4.5.3

Peri-mortem Trauma

Peri-mortem trauma was considered present when there was evidence of violence
or accident around the time of death. The traits considered as evidence of trauma varied,
with some individuals exhibiting butterfly fractures and others having projectile points
embedded in their bones. For this study, broken bones, blunt force trauma, cut/chop
marks, and embedded projectile points were all considered peri-mortem trauma.
However, the limitations of these data should be considered: it is nearly impossible to
determine the difference between accidents and interpersonal violence except in extreme
cases. Thus, like active pathological conditions, these data may be better understood as
potential evidence of embodied social stress present at the time of death, rather than an
intentional, violent, death.
4.5.4

Statistics Analysis

Previously in bioarchaeological analysis, it was common for the frequencies of
the presence of stress indicators to be directly translated into the living population, and
thus of “health” overall (DeWitte and Stojanowski 2015). However, as has been
discussed in previous chapters, frequencies of stress in skeletal populations do not
accurately represent the living population (Wood et al. 1992), and stress is not the
opposite of health (Reitsema & MclIvaine 2014). Studies that present frequencies of
stress indicators or disease in cemetery populations as representative of the once-living
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communities do not consider the fact that mortuary samples represent only the frailest
members of a community: those who died. Thus, they do not reflect the conditions’
prevalence in the living groups. All members of a skeletal population had to die to be
included in the sample, inherently making a skeletal sample inappropriate to understand a
living population. However, death can also be understood as a form of stress, evidence of
stress that an individual could not overcome (DeWitte & Stojanowski 2015). In this
project, I will begin by discussing the frequency of each stress indicator in the samples as
a means of setting up the core of this project- looking for relationships between the
presence of stress indicators and differences in survival and hazard of death (evidence of
insurmountable stress). This shifts the question from “how many people have stress
indicators?” to “how is the presence of stress indicators associated with differences in
mortality in this sample?”.
To look for these associations, survival and hazard analysis will be used. Survival
analysis was estimated using Kaplan-Meier curves, analyzed in the statistical software
programs R and JMP. Survival analysis determines the probability that an individual will
survive a given time (herein, determined by age-at-death). For this project, Kaplan-Meier
curves were used to look for differences in the overall survival probabilities for
individuals with/without the observed stress indicators. For an example, see Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Kaplan Meier survival curve of those with/without childhood stress in the
Regional (n=227) sample. Blue is those with CS and red is those without.
In Figure 4.5, the Kaplan Meier curves of those with evidence of childhood stress
(blue) and those without evidence of childhood stress (red) are shown. The solid lines
represent the observed percentage of people alive in each category (y-axis) at a given
point-age (x-axis). As this study only includes adults, 100% of both samples are alive
until around 15 years-at-death (the lowest age transition analysis can determine). The
colored bands around each line represent an estimated error rate based on the number of
people alive and a measure of the probability of death at any given age. In general, lower
sample sizes result in wider bands due to greater potential error. When the lines and error
bands are clearly differentiated, as seen in Figure 4.5, there is evidence of different
survival experiences related to the categories graphed. In this case, experiencing
childhood stress is associated with lower survival throughout adulthood. Throughout this
analysis, it is important to remember that survival and mortality are the inverse of each
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other, as a Kaplan-Meier curve provides information on survival rates and hazard
analysis determines a variable’s association with mortality.
Cox Proportional Hazard analysis can provide p-values for a variable’s
association with risk (“hazard”) of mortality in these samples (Boldsen 2007; DeWitte
2010). For this test, survivorship at a given time is a function of whether a variable
increases death. Cox proportional hazard builds a “model” to look for a significant
association between variable(s) and changes in mortality, and the entire model is tested.
Thus, discretion must be used in the creation and interpretation of these models, as
improperly constructed models can produce meaningless p-values. The Log Likelihood
Ratio (LLR) test determines if a model “predicts” mortality more accurately than random
chance: a non-significant LLR means that the tested model is no more accurate than
chance and should not be considered further. However, even if the LLR is significant, the
individual variables in the model may not be associated with significant differences in
mortality, so the p-values of the variables must be considered as well.
Throughout this project, I tested for significant differences between the presence
of stress indicators and other variables using Fisher’s Exact test and Chi-Square tests.
Fisher’s Exact test determines if there is a significant difference in frequencies between
binary categorical variables. It allows for the exact calculation of the deviation of the
tested samples from the null hypothesis (i.e., there is no difference) and is particularly
useful for small samples. However, Fisher’s Exact test can only test two binary variables,
which was inappropriate for some of the categorical data observed, particularly in the
mortuary data. While Chi-Square tests can be calculated when the data are placed in more
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than two categories, they are inappropriate for small data sets, and should be avoided for
samples fewer than five.

4.6

Mortuary Methods
In archaeological research, mortuary data have been established as a potential

means of elucidating information that is now considered part of an individual’s identity,
including status, kinship, gender, etc. These data are population-specific, and often
includes information on the individual’s positioning, the presence of grave goods, and
idiosyncrasies compared to others in their community. In the above consideration of
stress, identity has been primarily framed as evidenced through its embodied impacts—
potential social differences result in differential access to resources and exposure to
homeostatic stress. However, identity is also enacted on people and bodies after death in
the burial record. For example, in a modern context people may be buried with weddings
rings to indicate their marital status or religious iconography to symbolize their spiritual
identity. These items create a material record of identity for the deceased. However, the
unique creation of the burial record necessitates careful consideration in their
interpretation. While embodied stress is accrued throughout an individual’s life and
reflects their biological experiences, the mortuary record is created after an individual’s
death and should be understood within a community context. The deceased does not
determine their burial record; it is the result of the community that cared for their remains
after death. Hence, in this project, the focus is on exploring mortuary categories that
correspond to embodied experiences, not trying to determine the manifested social
identity (i.e., gender, status, etc.). For example, from the iconography example,
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researchers may be able to determine if categories of people determined by similar
mortuary programs relate to different experiences in stress.
In the archival research, mortuary data from the WPA excavation was obtained
through the burial forms, drawings, and the site maps and photographs saved as
microfiche at the William S. Webb Museum. While the WPA era excavations were
consistent with, and often exceeded the standards of their time, it should be noted that
there was some inconsistency in the types and quality of observations in these forms.
However, body positioning and burial goods were consistently observed. I made minor
modifications to mortuary data in cases where I felt it was necessary for consistency and
accuracy. The most common example is that I did not consider individuals whose burial
included the re-interred fragments of a disturbed individual to be buried in a commingled
context.
For the mortuary data, I relied on emergent themes in the data (Given 2008), and
previous analysis of the Green River region to identify the potential variables related to
identity. Emergency themes are patterns that become apparent to the researcher while
coding data. They represent attempts to understand the mortuary data by an outside
observer and should be carefully considered. However, looking for emergent themes
presented the opportunity to discover mortuary characteristics that may have been
socially meaningful but have not yet been used as analytical categories. I also considered
variables that would allow for comparisons to past and future research. Most of these
themes reflect the data emphasized in the burial form, including body position and the
presence of burial goods. However, many of the mortuary variables that presented as
emergent themes, such as human trophies, concurrent dog burials, and different types of
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multiple burials, did not have large enough samples for statistical analysis. Instead, this
project focuses on four mortuary characteristics that were consistently recorded and had
large samples: burial positioning, body placement, burial goods, and multiple burials.
4.6.1

Burial Positioning

Burial positioning refers to the placement of the limbs of the individual. In the
Green River region people are primarily found fully flexed, partially flexed, or extended,
which are categories that reflect the positioning of the legs. Fully flexed refers to
individuals that are buried with the angle of their hip joint as less than 90 degrees. Partly
flexed individuals have angles in their hip joints between 90 and 180 degrees. Extended
individuals are found with straight legs. These categories reflect the standard
observations made during the WPA excavations. Burial positioning could not always be
determined, particularly for those that appear to have been secondary burials, heavily
taphonomically damaged, or disturbed by later burial/farming activity.
4.6.2

Body Placement

Body placement is a means of categorizing the side of the body on which people
were buried: their back, stomach, left or right sides. Body placement became an emergent
theme in the mortuary data as it was being collected, as stomach placement was unusual
in these samples (around 6% of individuals, primarily non-adults). Previous research has
noted stomach burials as uncommon, but they have rarely been statistically analyzed.
While collecting mortuary data, I noticed that it seemed common for the adults buried on
their stomachs to also have other unusual mortuary conditions (i.e., buried in multiburials or with perimortem trauma). I decided to explore if burial placement could reflect
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some component of burial circumstances that marked these individuals as potential
“others,” especially if that characteristic could be tied to stress experiences in life or
violent experiences in death.
In this project, an unexpected “sitting” (individual was buried upright) burial was
found in the non-adults’ burial records. However, as there was only one and they were
not an adult, they could not be further considered in this project.
4.6.3

Burial Goods

There has been a considerable amount of research on associations between grave
goods and aspects of identity, including sex and/or gender, age, status, etc. Exploring the
patterning of burial goods and the observed stress markers tests if these proposed
associations are supported by osteological evidence of differential experiences in stress.
To this end, several aspects of burial goods were collected: presence, number, source, and
function. The simplest, and broadest, category of analysis was the presence of any grave
goods at all. If the excavators found items in the context of the internment, the
individuals were considered to have goods. However, the burial forms would sometimes
mention pebbles in the midden, which I did not consider as goods, nor did I consider
projectile points associated with perimortem trauma as grave goods.
I categorized whether individuals were buried with one or more than one good to
determine “number.” The last two characteristics are more interpretative. For source,
goods were placed into either “local” or “non-local” categories. Local goods were made
of materials that could be found in either the Green River region, or the nearby areas.
Non-local goods were goods that would have come from outside of the lower Ohio River
valley, including marine goods from the Atlantic and Gulf coast and copper from the
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Great Lakes region. Finally, I attempted to categorize these goods into utilitarian or
decorative groups. Goods were considered utilitarian if they could be associated a
functional activity: items like projectile points, awls, and ground-stone tools. Decorative
items were those that did not seem to have a direct function, such as jewelry, animal
jaws, and potential hairpins. The interpretive nature of these categories must be stressed
for intellectual honesty. It should be noted that the categories presented in this analysis
reflect both my own personal biases and the generational biases present in archaeological
research. There is no way of knowing how Archaic people in the Green River region
would have categorized the goods they included in interments, and it is important to
emphasize that the binary categories outlined below probably do not reflect the ways
these goods were understood or the meaning they had within these communities.
My starting point in this analysis was considering if there were burial goods
present at all. However, I am only able to find evidence of goods that would have
survived the archaeological record; all organic material is lost, particularly prior to the
implementation of water flotation. Thus, many components of burial goods that are
important in cultures today (flowers, food, textiles, etc.) cannot be considered in this
analysis. Also, I bring a modern bias in the interpretation of what makes a single good or
multiple goods. For example, a modern person buried with chess set would be considered
in my analysis as having more than one good, whereas the society burying the individual
would consider it a singular item. Similarly, there were occasionally several items
grouped together in such a way that it seemed to suggest they were a meaningful
collection of goods that may have represented a single item but were considered more
than one in this study.
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I want to emphasize the fact that these categories, while they reflect groupings
that are often found in archaeological analysis, are modern and reflect modern biases.
When considering local vs non-local goods, the region I’ve defined as local as a
sedentary person may not reflect how these non-sedentary groups understood their
landscape. Understanding the limits of modern interpretation is particularly relevant to
attempts to discern if goods were utilitarian or functional. While I have attempted to
create a binary of these characteristics, most material goods have both functional and
decorative purposes. Jewelry is a good example- it may be “decorative” but in many
modern contexts it also serves an important function to the community—perhaps
indicating status (diamonds), affiliation (class rings), or spiritual guides (rosaries).
Similarly, it is likely that burial goods in the Archaic had both decorative and utilitarian
functions, but these categories still serve as an important starting point in trying to
understand the diversity in mortuary practices.
4.6.4

Multi-Burials

The final mortuary characteristic I collected data on was whether individuals were
buried alone or with others. This was a means of examining if there was a patterning in
who was buried in groups, or if there were connections between the group burials and the
presence of stress indicators. Multi-burials have been considered as potential evidence for
unusual death, as they suggest several people died within a short enough time to merit a
single burial pit. In some cases, there were clear indicators of peri-mortem trauma. For
example, at Ward a group of juvenile and young adult males and females were found
with embedded projectile points. However, in other interments, the circumstances
surrounding death was unclear. At Ward and Barrett, both males and females of all ages
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were found with infants at their heads or feet. In the multi-burials with evidence of
violence, like the one seen at Ward, it should be considered that these burials may not
represent community members, especially when they are associated with other unusual
traits (stomach burials, unusual limb placement).

4.7

Conclusions
This project seeks to explore the potential presence of embodied social identities in

the Green River Archaic. To do so, I recorded the experience of stress within these sites
using the six stress indicators outlined above. Using standard bioarchaeological data and
mortuary data, it contextualizes stress experiences as potential evidence of embodied
social differences. Finally, by comparing the site samples and having a combined
Regional sample, this study can examine regional trends and site variation while utilizing
under-analyzed archaeological samples. While it includes an overview of the stress
experiences of the samples, the focus of this work is looking for interactions between the
presence of six stress indicators that occur throughout life and differences in survival and
hazard of death. The methods outlined above demonstrate that focusing on survival and
hazard analysis using Kaplan-Meier curves and Cox Proportional Hazard tests positions
stress not as a purely biological experience, but a manifestation of social differences in
access to resources, exposure to risk, and other factors. This framework positions death as
another indicator of stress and asks, “Are these stress indicators associated with impacted
mortality?”. Looking for significant differences in stress experiences associated with
potential components of identity, such as sex or mortuary characteristics, tests to see if
there are the undifferentiated experiences of stress expected in egalitarian hunter-gatherer
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populations. When significant relationships are found, it can suggest social structures
manifesting osteologically. The outcomes of these analysis will be discussed in later
chapters.
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CHAPTER 5. BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
This chapter will present the bioarchaeological analysis utilized in this project. It
will begin by outlining the data collected to address Hypothesis 1: Within each sample,
the six recorded indicators of childhood and adult stress will vary in correlation with risk
of death, or conversely, survivorship. These data include the osteological markers of
stress, sex, pathological conditions, and perimortem trauma. After reviewing the six
stress indicators and discussing their frequencies, I explore the expression of stress
markers through survival and hazard analysis to determine if Hypothesis 1 is supported.
Focusing on Hypotheses 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with social identity based
on biological categories and the documented mortuary characteristics and Hypothesis 3:
Differences in frequencies and relationships between stress markers and social identity
(based on biological categories and mortuary characteristics) are expected between the
sites requires further data. In this chapter, I discus other potentially relevant
bioarchaeology data for considerations of stress experiences in these communities:
sex, presence of pathological conditions, and evidence of perimortem trauma. These data
will be used with mortuary data in the following chapter to fully address hypotheses two
and three.

5.1

Hypothesis 1: Within each sample, the six recorded indicators of childhood and
adult stress will vary in correlation with risk of death, or conversely, survivorship.
This chapter outlines the data for the six observed skeletal stress markers. The

chosen indicators of childhood stress are permanent and semi-permanent records of
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perturbations in growth and development that reflect heterogeneous frailty during
maturation. The non-adult stress indicators recorded are enamel hypoplasias (EH), cribra
orbitalia (CO), porotic hyperostosis (PH) and stature (ST). These data contextualize the
stress indicators that manifest during adulthood: dental abscesses (DA) and tibial
periostitis (TP). The sections below will review the methods discussed in the previous
chapter before focusing on the bioarchaeological analysis of this project.
Due to the persistent issues with preservation, the sample sizes for several aspects
of this project were small enough to impede statistical analysis. As a means of dealing
with the issue, I created broader categories that were less precise but still illuminate
important trends in stress experience: “childhood stress” (CS) and “adulthood stress”
(AS). Any individual who exhibited evidence of EH, CO, PH, ST, or for multiple
indicators, was scored as present for childhood stress. Individuals who had DA, TP, or
both, were considered present for adulthood stress. While these analyses are less precise
than the individual indicators, they are useful to explore overall stress experiences and to
build upon in later analysis.
5.1.1

Stress Frequencies

Research on stress in past populations often presents the frequencies of stress
markers in samples as a proxy for understanding living population’s experience of unwellness (DeWitte & Stojanowski 2015). While this project begins by considering raw
frequencies, it will focus on other forms of statistical analysis. The data on stress
indicators were collected from three sites: Barrett (15McL4), Butterfield (15McL7) and
Ward (15McL11). These sites are varied in their location and features, but are
geographically clustered, allowing regional analysis. Unfortunately, taphonomic issues at
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Butterfield (Chapter 2) prevented the sample from being analyzed independently in this
study (see Appendix 1 for results), but the site’s data are included in the Regional sample.
These frequencies are given in Table 5.1. Note that the sample sizes vary for each stress
indicator, as they were observable on different numbers of people.

Table 5.1: Frequencies of each stress indicator present in the Barret, Ward, and Regional
samples.
Barrett

Enamel
Hypoplasia
Cribra Orbitalia
Porotic
Hyperostosis
Stature
Dental
Abscesses
Tibial
Periostitis

Ward

Regional

Absent

Present

Absent

Present

Absent

Present

7
(15%)

41
(85%)

10
(22%)

36
(78%)

19
(18%)

89
(82%)

89
(72%)
67
(64%)
37
(80%)
30
(26%)
87
(81%)

35
(28%)
37
(36%)
9
(20%)
85
(74%)
42
(19%)

86
(80%)
89
(75%)
57
(77%)
42
(39%)
98
(79%)

37
(20%)
30
(25%)
17
(23%)
67
(61%)
26
(21%)

194
(71%)
171
(70%)
104
(80%)
81
(32%)
208
(73%)

81
(29%)
74
(30%)
26
(20%)
174
(68%)
76
(27%)

At Barrett, 85% (n=41) of the observable sample (Table 5.1) had enamel
hypoplasia. EH are small defects, often linear furrows, on the external surface of the
teeth. In the Ward sample, 36 individuals, or 78% had EH. For the Regional sample, 89
(82%) of the recorded individuals exhibited the indicator. When observable frequencies
are considered, enamel hypoplasia is the most common indicator. However, it is only
observable in around a third of each sample due to the ubiquity of extreme tooth wear in
adults during the Kentucky Archaic (Table 4.5).
Cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis are cranial porosities caused by diploë
expansion during infancy or childhood—CO is found in the roof of the orbits and PH is
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seen on the back of the skull. Both CO and PH could be recorded for most of the
samples—between 70%-90% (Tables 4.6 and 4.7). In the Barrett sample, 28% (n=35) of
those recorded had evidence of cribra orbitalia (Table 5.1). At Ward, 20%, or 37, had the
stress indicator and in the combined Regional sample nearly 30% (n=81) had CO. Thirtysix percent of the observable individuals at Barrett (Table 4.7) had porotic hyperostosis
and 25% (n=30) at Ward (Table 5.1). Seventy-four (30%) of observable individuals were
scored as present in the Regional sample.
To observe differences in stature, the bicondylar length of the femur and the
anatomical length of the tibia were measured with an osteometric board. Male and
females were considered separately to account for sex-based differences in body size.
The observable frequency for stature stress varied; the relatively good preservation at
Ward allowed around half of the sample to be recorded, whereas only around a third of
Barrett could be observed and the Regional sample was around 40% (Table 4.8). Within
Barrett, only 20%, or 9 individuals (Table 5.1) demonstrated stature stress. At Ward, 23%
(n=17) had leg bone measurements under one standard deviation below the mean. Within
the Regional sample 20% (n=26) exhibited stature stress.
Dental abscesses are the result of a puss-producing infection draining through the
bones of the jaw (Hillson 2002: 284-286). They were observable in over 75% of
individuals in all three samples (Table 4.9). Out of those observable individuals, at
Barrett 74% (Table 5.1) had abscesses present. Only sixty-one percent, or 67 individuals,
of those in which they could be observed had abscesses at Ward. Abscesses were present
in nearly 70% (n=174) of the observable Regional sample.
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Tibial periostitis is the bony response of the tibia to numerous physiological
perturbations, such as moderate impact and infection (Ortner 2003). Its presence was
based on macroscopic observation of at least one half of the tibia and was observable in
around 90% of each sample (Table 4.10). Forty-two individuals at Barrett (19%) had
tibial periostitis (Table 5.1). For Ward, just over 20% (n=26) had TP. The Regional
sample had 76 individuals (27%) with the indicator present.
Enamel hypoplasia and stature stress had much smaller sample sizes than the
other stress indicators. This is expected in an Archaic population, which experience
considerable dental wear. Most stress indicators have lower “Present” frequencies,
indicating that they are not the norm among individuals that survive to adulthood.
However, EH and DA both occur in over 60% of adults in every sample. These
percentages may suggest that dental stress was a normal part of all parts of the life course
for individuals within these communities.
These numbers highlight a few broad trends. For the individuals that can be
observed, hypoplasias is consistently the most common stress indicator, followed by
abscesses. However, EH could not be recorded in most of the adults in these samples due
to heavy tooth wear. The Barrett and Regional samples have around 30% of people
showing evidence of cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis, whereas Ward has about
20%. These differences suggest further investigation is necessary. No sample has more
than 25% of individuals showing stature stress, making it a relatively uncommon
indicator of stress compared to the other measured indicators. The high frequency of
dental abscesses suggests that oral health was a consistent problem in adults buried
within these sites. Tibial periostitis was relatively uncommon, with around 25% or less of
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the samples exhibiting evidence. In general, it appears that there were higher frequencies
of childhood stress indicators than indicators that occur in adulthood, suggesting that
experiencing, and surviving, childhood stressors was common for individuals who lived
to adulthood in these societies.
The frequencies of stress indicators should be considered carefully in
bioarchaeological research, as mortuary samples should not be expected to reflect the
living frequencies of stress in these communities due to selective mortality.
Bioarchaeological samples can span considerable periods of time and only include those
who died, not the entire population. For further consideration of selective mortality, see
Chapter 3. Frequencies and proportions cannot account for survivorship, or the ability of
some individuals to live through a period associated with stress versus those who do not.
Thus, the next step of analysis is to explore the stress indicators’ association with change
in mortality, or inversely, survival. A relationship between the presence of a stress
indicator and a difference in the mortality experience suggests that the indicator was
associated with an impact to individual’s survival in these communities.

5.1.2

Survival and Hazard Analysis

To address stress more accurately in bioarchaeological samples, survivorship
must be considered, or inversely, the association of these stress indicators and differences
in the samples’ mortality experiences. Transition analysis was used to determine a point
age estimate. These ages were used as the “time to event” data in Kaplan-Meier Survival
Analysis, where the event is death. Survival analysis allows me to address questions
concerning if and how stress indicators are associated with changes in the mortality
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experiences. However, this analysis cannot determine the level of significance for
differences between the present and absent categories.
Figure 5.1 shows the general survival curves for the individuals at each site.
These curves serve as a starting point for consideration of survival differences based on
stress indicators. They show what proportion of the sample survived to a particular age.
Only osteological adults were considered in this study, so each survival curve has 100%
of the sample surviving until the age 15. The dark band surrounding the black lines shows
the estimated error rate for the age-at-death, based on the number of individuals within
that age-at-death and the probability of mortality. The wider the band, the greater the
potential error, which is impacted by sample sizes. Smaller samples will result in greater
potential error for a given age-at-death.
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Figure 5.1: General survival curves of the Barrett Site (n=138), Ward Site (n=143), Regional sample (n=239).

At Barrett, there is a relatively steady decrease in survival until about the age of
65 years-at-death, with about 55% of the sample surviving to that age. After around 65,
the survival rate begins to drop steeply, with nearly no individuals surviving to be older
than 80. The error rates for older adults are much smaller than they are for young and
middle adults, likely due to the greater number of older adults in bioarchaeological
samples. It should be noted that this survival rate will be higher than most calculations of
average lifespan, as it does not include children and transition analysis corrects habitual
under-aging in bioarchaeology.
The Ward site shows a survival curve suggesting that young adulthood had high
mortality—only around 50% of the sample survived to 40 years-at-death. Middle
adulthood is a relatively stable period, with low impact on sample mortality, but high
error (due to a smaller sample). Some of the Ward adults may also be living slightly
longer, as there are a few above 80 years-at-death and the steep survival drop begins
around 70 years-at-death.
The Regional sample survival curve suggests that young adults and older adults in
the Green River region experience increased mortality, but that middle adults have a
much more stable experience. Around 50% of the sample lived to be 45 years old, and
there is a significant decrease in survivorship starting at 70 years of age.
These graphs are informative on the overall experience of mortality in each
sample, but do not examine how changes in mortality were associated with the absence or
presence of the stress indicators observed in this study. The following sections discuss the
differences between the survival curves for individuals with and without the stress
indicator observed in this study. Note that these sample sizes only include those who
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were observable for both the stress indicator and transition analysis, so they are often
smaller than those seen in Chapter 4. In these graphs, the curve of individuals with the
stress indicator are shown in blue and those without are shown in red. The greater the
influence of a stress indicator, the further apart the two curves will be. Ideally, the curves
will be outside of each other’s colored bands (or estimated error), to fully support that an
indicator was associated with differential mortality.
5.1.3

Enamel Hypoplasia

Barrett has too small of a sample size for individuals with the stress indicator
(n=3) for this analysis to be considered reliable (Figure 5.2). At Ward, EH shows a
potential association with a decrease in survival, particularly during middle adulthood,
but the error estimates still overlap along most of the life course. The Regional sample
(n=86) shows significant error for individuals who are older than around 30 years of age,
but for young adults, it appears that an absence of enamel hypoplasias is associated with
an increase in survival. However, this difference could be related to the inability to record
EH for the oldest members of these populations due to tooth wear. As a preliminary test,
a Spearman’s rho was conducted between the percentage of teeth with EH and the pointage estimates for individuals. A significant (negative) correlation would suggest that
individuals who died at an earlier age just had decreased tooth wear, allowing for the
observation of enamel hypoplasias. The Two-Tailed Spearman’s rho was not found to be
significant (p=.247), suggesting that further analysis, including hazard analysis, on
enamel hypoplasias and mortality is warranted.
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Figure 5.2: Survival curves for EH. Left is Barrett (n=39), middle is Ward (n=42), right is Regional (n=86) sample. Blue is those with
EH and red is those without.

5.1.4

Cribra Orbitalia

Figure 5.3 shows that at Barrett, cribra orbitalia seems to be associated a negative
impact on survivorship, but the curves do not fall outside each other’s error. Ward does
not show curves outside the error estimates, suggesting that the presence of this indicator
does not have an association with survival. However, this is the only curve that suggests
the presence of CO may be associated with increased survival. The Regional sample
(n=205) is much larger and the survival curve for those without CO is generally higher
than those with the condition. However, the curves are still not outside of each other’s
error ranges, suggesting that there is not an association between the presence of CO and
changes in mortality. Hazard analysis will provide further insight.
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Figure 5.3: Survival curves for CO. Left is Barrett (n=80), middle is Ward (n=108), right is Regional (n=205) sample. Blue is those
with CO and red is those without.

5.1.5

Porotic Hyperostosis

At Barrett, porotic hyperostosis is associated with a positive impact on
survivorship (Figure 5.4). However, the graph does not show a clear separation of the
error bars, so this is a tentative result. While some portions of the Ward PH survival
curve errors overlap, this graph shows a strong association between the presence of PH
and a negative impact on survival. The Regional sample (n=190) shows a similar
phenomenon as seen at Ward—those with PH tend to have a lower survival curve, but the
Regional sample is not outside the error range. Thus, further analysis is warranted to
explore if PH was associated with a significantly lower survival curve in Ward and
Regional samples and explore the potentially inverse association in Barrett’s sample.
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Figure 5.4: Survival curves for PH. Left is Barrett (n=71), middle is Ward (n=105), and right is Regional (n=190) sample. Blue is
those with PH and red is those without.

5.1.6
At Barrett,

Stature Stress

stature has too small of a sample size of individuals with the stress

indicator (n=4) for these analyses to be considered reliable (Figure 5.5). Individuals at
Ward with stature stress have a lower survival curve than those without, but the curves
are well within each other’s error margins. The Regional sample (n=116) is consistent
with Ward and does not show clearly different curves. The survival analysis does not
support an association between the presence of stature stress and changes in the overall
mortality experience.
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Figure 5.5: Survival curves for ST. Left is Barrett (n=37), middle is Ward (n=71), and right is Regional (n=116) sample. Blue is those
with ST and red is those without.

5.1.7

Childhood Stress

When combined childhood stress is considered at Barrett, the survival curves for
individuals with CS falls below the error range for individuals without childhood stress,
indicating that there is an association with CS and decreased survival in adults at this site
(Figure 5.6). At Ward and the Regional sample, the differentiation in survival
experiences associated with CS is clearly demarcated, indicating a very strong association
between these stressors and increased mortality. Thus, in the Green River region,
experiencing childhood stress considerably decreases individuals’ survivorship
throughout their entire adult lives. The combined childhood stress indicators have a much
more profound effect than any indivdiual marker, suggesting that childhood stress, as a
combination of factors, influences mortality, but no individual stress experience is
directly associated.
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Figure 5.6: Survival curves for CS. Left is Barrett (n=90), middle is Ward (n=120), and right is Regional (n=227) sample. Blue is
those with CS and red is those without.

5.1.8

Dental Abscesses

All samples show an association between the presence of dental abscesses and an
increase in survival (Figure 5.7). As the sample sizes increase, the differences become
more apparent, suggesting that the error ranges are being strongly impacted by sample
size. Hazard analysis will provide further insight into the relationship between the
presence of dental abscesses and increased adult survival.
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Figure 5.7: Survival curves for DA. Left is Barrett (n=79), middle is Ward (n=100), and right is Regional (n=196) samples Blue is
those with DA and red is those without.

5.1.9

Tibial Periostitis

In all samples, TP is associated with a negative impact on survival, but the error
estimates are not conducive to stronger interpretations (Figure 5.8). Tibial periostitis does
not show a marked difference in mortality except for the Regional sample, where young
adults who have TP have lower rates of survivorship than those that do not. However,
overall, the Regional sample’s survival curves follow a similar pattern to the other
samples.
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Figure 5.8: Survival curves to TP. Left is Barrett (n=87), middle is Ward (n=110), and right is Regional (n=215) sample. Blue is those
with TP and red is those without.

5.1.10 Adulthood Stress
Figure 5.9 shows that in all three samples there is an inverse association between
adult stress (AS) and survival. People in the Barrett and Ward samples who had evidence
of AS had a higher survival curve, or they were more likely to survive any given age-atdeath until they were in their late 70s. However, they do not fall outside the error range of
individuals who did not have adult stress. The Regional survival curves for AS are
outside of each other’s error ranges, more definitively associating the presence of adult
stress with decreased mortality.
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Figure 5.9: Survival curves for AS. Left is Barrett (n=95), middle is Ward (n= 122), and right is Regional (n=235) sample. Blue is
those with AS and red is those without.

The above graphs help illuminate some of the trends between the presence of
stress indicators and differences in the sample’s survival curves. When childhood and
adulthood stress are considered in broad categories, it becomes apparent that childhood
stressors are associated with a negative impact on survival, or increased mortality. This is
consistent with the survival curves for enamel hypoplasias and porotic hyperostosis.
Adulthood stressors seem to be associated with positive impacts on survival, but the
curves are less definitively separated, indicating further analysis is necessary.
Survival analysis allows for an assessment of the association between the
individual stressors and differences in mortality experiences. However, this form of
analysis cannot determine if the differences are statistically significant or consider the
interaction of multiple stressors over the life course. Hazard analysis, however, allows for
the creation of a model to test multiple variables’, and their potential interactions’,
contribution to mortality experiences. These models are assigned an overall significance,
herein the Logs Likelihoods Ratio (LLR), to determine the validity of the model. If the
model is shown to predict differences in mortality by having a significant LLR p-value,
then the individual factors and interactions considered in the model can be measured for
significance. Different models can produce different p-values for the same factor, so the
models must be carefully selected. The models tested in this project were selected to
focus on stress and bioarchaeological characteristics.
To explore the relationship between the stress indicators and mortality, I ran
individual hazard models of the stress indicators and age-at-death (Table 5.2). However,
the small samples for enamel hypoplasia and stature necessitated the removal of these
variables. To accommodate this data loss, I also ran hazard models that considered the
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broader categories childhood stress and adulthood stress. Table 5.2 shows the sample size
(N) and significance (P) for the stress indicators in every sample. In these tests, since
there is only one variable being considered, the LLR and the factor significance are the
same: if the model is significant then the variable must be the significant factor.
Significant p-values, determined at 0.05 or less, or denoted with an asterisk (*).

Table 5.2: The hazard analysis test results for the stress indicators. The “N” column is the
sample size and the “P” column is the significance. Significant results (at P<0.05) are
denoted with *.
CO

PH

CS

DA

TP

AS

N

P

N

P

N

P

N

P

N

P

N

P

Barrett

80

0.099

71

0.472

90

0.012*

79

0.001*

87

0.572

95

0.408

Ward

108

0.413

105

0.002*

120

0.001*

100

0.000*

110

0.100

121

0.035*

Regional

205

0.628

190

0.115

227

0.000*

196

0.000*

215

0.100

235

0.013*

Table 5.2 shows that several measured stress indicators are associated with
significantly different hazards of death in the three samples. childhood stress and dental
abscesses are significant at all three sites at p≤ 0.05. However, as seen in the survival
analysis, their effects are inverse. childhood stress is associated with a higher risk of
death and dental abscesses are associated with a lower risk of death. The Ward and
Regional samples also show a significant relationship between mortality and adulthood
stress, which lowers risk of death. Given that adulthood stress includes consideration of
dental abscesses, this significance is expected, and the Barrett’s sample’s lack of
association (p= 0.408) between adulthood stress and hazard of death is unusual. As
suggested in the survival analysis, Ward has a unique stress experience: porotic
hyperostosis is associated with an increased hazard of death (p=0.002). This will be
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further explored in the following chapter, as it is only seen from Ward. It also suggests
that CO and PH do not have the same relationship with mortality, which would be
expected if they shared etiologies. The results at Ward support growing concern that
cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis are not the result of the same underlying
condition, a result that will be explored further.
While the models tested above look at the individual stress indicators, one of the
important characteristics of hazard analysis is that it can test multiple variables and their
interactions. Table 5.3 explores models that consider the combined stress experience of
individuals. Thus, for each sample, it tests a individual stressors hazard model, which
considers cribra orbitalia, porotic hyperostosis, dental abscesses, and tibial periostitis (EH
and ST again excluded due to small samples) and a combined hazard model that tests
childhood stress and adulthood stress. The p-values for the models are shown in the LLR
columns. If the model is not significant based on the LL Ratios test, then the variable
significance should not be considered, as the overall model has been rejected.

Table 5.3: The hazard analysis test results for individual and combined stressors.
Significant results (at P<0.05) are denoted with *.
Individual Stressors Hazard Model

Combined Hazard Model

Sample Size

LLR

CO

PH

DA

TP

LLR

CS

AS

Barrett

95

0.027*

0.102

0.489

0.003*

0.283

0.073

0.034

0.525

Ward

125

0.000*

0.030*

0.012*

0.000*

0.124

0.001*

0.001*

0.039*

Regional

222

0.000*

0.516

0.178

0.000*

0.684

0.000*

0.000*

0.024*

Based on Table 5.3, the model that considered the individual stress markers was
found to be significant in every sample. At Barrett and in the Regional sample, the only
significant stress marker was DA, which will be further addressed in the Interpretations
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chapter. Ward had a unique experience, with cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis also
having significant associations with impacted mortality. It should be noted that cribra
orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis have opposite associations with mortality: CO is
associated with reduced mortality and PH with increased mortality. This should be
explored further, as it may demonstrate variations between the sites in the associations
between stress and mortality. When the stress markers are combined into CS and AS,
both Ward and the Regional samples’ models are significant. In both samples, childhood
and adulthood stress indicators are associated with impacted mortality, though the
survival analysis (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.9) shows that these associations are inverse.
Barrett, however, does not show a significant association between the broad stress
categories and hazard of death.

5.2

Hypothesis 1 Summary
Hypothesis 1: within each sample, the six recorded indicators of childhood and

adult stress will vary in correlation with risk of death, or conversely, survivorship is
supported by this research. Broad stress categories of childhood and adult stress are found
to impact hazard of death within the Ward and Regional samples, but not Barrett. Dental
abscesses were associated with increased survival at every site. Cribra orbitalia and
porotic hyperostosis were found to have inverse relationships with risk of mortality at
Ward, but not within the other samples. The survival curves of enamel hypoplasias and
stature suggest that these experiences may have decreased survival, but the samples in
this study were too small for a strong relationship to be found.
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5.3

Hypotheses 2 & 3 Bioarchaeological Analysis
The second objective of this project was to look for relationships between potential

markers of identity and evidence of stress. Two forms of data were used as proxies for
components of identity: bioarchaeological and mortuary characteristics. In so doing, I
will be able to address Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with social
identity based on biological categories and the documented mortuary characteristics.
This section will focus on the putative bioarchaeological characteristics associated with
identity: sex, active pathology, healed pathology, and perimortem trauma before shifting
to the mortuary analysis. These data will also be used to address Hypothesis 3:
Differences in frequencies and relationships between stress markers and social identity,
based on biological categories and mortuary characteristics, are expected between the
sites.
5.3.1

Sex Analysis

Sex is often an integral component of bioarchaeological analysis, but it is usually
presumed to be a marker of identity: osteological males and females are routinely
analyzed separately without testing to determine if differences in osteological sex reflect
differences that were also embodied through other bioarchaeological characteristics. This
is especially troubling given recent work complicating the relationship between
osteological sex characteristics and those that are readily observed in living communities,
gender and sex, and non-binary understandings of sex. This project seeks to explore if
osteological females and males had different stress experiences, or different relationships
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between stress, embodied identity, and mortality. To do so, I first begin by looking to see
if there are differences in the mortality experiences between males and females.
Osteological sex was determined using cranial and pelvic features and
morphology (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994; Bruzeck 2002; Phenice 1969). If there were
inconsistencies between pelvic and cranial sex, the pelvic data were prioritized because
of birth’s selective force on female pelvic traits. Due to preservation issues and sample
sizes, osteological sex categories were reduced to female, male, and NA. To determine if
sex was associated with differences in mortality, I began by plotting the survival curves
of males (blue) and females (red) in each sample (Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.10: The survival curves for sex. Left is Barrett (n=95), middle is Ward (n=122) and right is Regional (n=235) sample.
Females are represented by red, males by blue.

Young and older adult survival experiences show little difference between the
sexes, suggesting that there is less heterozygous risk between males and females during
these life stages. All samples exhibit females and males showing some differences in
mortality experiences during middle adulthood: females have lower mortality rates than
males, particularly in the Regional sample. However, only the Regional sample shows
differences that are outside the error ranges, probably due to the increased sample size.
For further clarity, I ran a hazard model for sex as the only variable in mortality
for each sample. None of these models had a significant LLRs, showing that sex alone
was not associated with a significant impact on mortality experiences in adults. Hazard
analysis considers all individuals, and here demonstrates that sex was not a factor in
mortality. However, while sex may not be associated with differences in mortality for
these samples, males and females could demonstrate differences in their stress
experiences during life, which is explored below.

5.3.1.1 Sex and Stress
As mentioned above, the next step in analyzing potential relationships between
sex, survival, and stress was looking for differences between females and males in the
frequencies of the examined stress indicators. To this end, I conducted Chi-Square tests
on each indicator by osteological sex. The data used in these Chi-Square tests are shown
in Table 5.4, as are the p-values for the tests. None of the Chi-Square tests were
significant, indicating that for individuals who survived to adulthood in the Green River
Archaic, sex was not associated with differences in the measured childhood or adult
stress indicators.
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Table 5.4: The data and p-values of the Chi-Square and Fisher’s Exact tests looking for significant differences in the frequencies of
each stress indicator between females and males. Significant results (at p<0.05) are denoted with *. Sample sizes vary by test, Fisher’s
Exact test used when a test includes a value of 5 or less.
EH

Barrett

136

Ward

PH

ST

CS

DA

TP

AS

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Female

3

18

35

13

3

18

30

21

23

37

10

34

32

19

17

42

Male

3

22

51

25

5

14

38

15

31

40

19

45

47

22

20

55

p-value

1.000

Female

6

46

41

28

8

19

48

13

24

41

23

32

48

9

30

36

Male

3

47

44

30

9

18

41

17

24

45

19

34

46

16

28

40

p-value

Regional

CO

0.488

0.131

0.752

0.442

0.315

0.859

0.930

0.537

0.796

0.423

0.525

0.540

0.180

0.783

0.617

Female

11

37

83

45

11

38

82

37

52

84

35

74

87

31

50

87

Male

6

50

106

61

14

38

90

36

64

95

44

92

108

42

55

109

p-value

0.093

0.368

0.666

0.888

0.724

0.968

0.505

0.592

In all tables, the column labeled “Ab” represents the individuals who did not
demonstrate evidence of the stress marker, and the column “Pr” are individuals who did
present evidence of the stress indicator. While sex was not associated with impacted
mortality or different frequencies in stress indicators, it was possible that the interaction
between osteological sex and stress could significantly impact mortality experiences. For
example, it could be possible that males who experienced childhood stress had a different
mortality hazard than females that experienced childhood stress. To look for these
interactions, I ran a hazard model test that considered childhood and adulthood stress,
sex, and potential interactions between stressors and sex (Table 5.5). This model allows
for direct scrutiny of the potential relationships between sex and stress on the overall
experience of mortality in the samples.

Table 5.5: Hazard Models that examine the impact of sex and stress on survival.
Significant results (at P<0.05) are denoted with *.
Sample Size

LLR

Childhood Stress

Adult Stress

Sex

Sex&CS

Sex&AS

Barrett

86

0.0320*

0.026*

0.404

0.008*

0.186

0.157

Ward

116

0.007*

0.002*

0.038*

0.701

0.452

0.492

Regional

218

0.001*

0.001*

0.021*

0.064

0.991

0.685

While the hazard analysis for Ward and the Regional samples’ models is
significant, the significant variables are the stress indicators, which were discussed above.
There is no compelling evidence to support that sex has a differential impact on survival
in these samples. When stress is included in the consideration of hazard based on sex,
there is an interesting effect on the data for Barrett: sex and childhood stress are
significant. However, their interaction (Sex&CS) is not significant. To explore this result,
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I ran another hazard model that considered sex, each individual childhood stress
indicators, and the potential interactions between sex and each stress indicator: no
significance was found. Thus, it appears that this significant hazard model may
demonstrate the importance of carefully considering and contextualizing models in other
analysis. Thus, while the LLR was significant, further analysis does not support this
model reflecting a relationship between sex on mortality and/or childhood stress
experiences.
These results show that stress experiences influenced mortality, and that people
who survived any form of childhood stress had lower survival curves than those who did
not. However, no single stress indicator measured in this project was responsible,
suggesting that aspects of identity that influenced stress experiences in childhood
continued to impact adult’s morbidity, or that those who experienced stress as children
had greater risk of death throughout their adult lives.
5.3.2

Pathology and Trauma

While the focus of this research was to look at six specific stress indicators,
osteological remains can also provide information on disruptions of homeostasis through
the presence of active or healed pathological conditions. Considering the presence of
pathological conditions that were active at death beyond those explicitly considered as
stress indicators in the study allows for a way to broaden the scope of analysis of stress
experienced throughout life. These data can be used as another avenue to explore the
potential impact of socially created identities on stress experiences. Data on healed
pathological conditions were taken as a potential means of exploring survivorship—as
the evidence of healed conditions indicates that the individual observed did not die due to
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a prior stressor. These conditions included healed osteomyelitis and healed broken bones.
For this study, it is more relevant that these individuals had the ability to survive the
stress than if the stress was caused by disease, accident, or interpersonal violence.
Similarly, active pathological conditions are evidence of an external stressor acting at the
time of death.

5.3.2.1 Active Pathology
Active pathological conditions were considered present when individuals had any
osteological lesions that were not fully healed at the time of death. Thus, the purpose of
this category was to include individuals who had disrupted osteological homeostasis at
death, regardless of the severity or underlying etiology. The survival curves for
individuals with active pathology (blue) at each site are shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Survival curves for active pathology. from left to right: Barrett (n=97), Ward (n=124), and Regional (n=240). Individuals
with active pathological conditions are blue, those without are red.

When looking at these samples, there is only a small difference in the survival
curves. Generally, those who have active pathology have a lower survival rate, but the
difference is minor and well within the error ranges. This can be elaborated on by running
a hazard model of active pathology for each site to determine if active pathological
conditions were impacting mortality. None of these samples’ tests were significant,
showing no relationship between the presence of active pathological conditions at death
and a difference in survival. However, active pathologies may still be associated with
different stress experience or interact with other biological characteristics to impact
mortality. Further consideration of the presence of active pathology, stress, and
bioarchaeological characteristics is necessary.
Table 5.6 shows Chi-Square analysis of potential interactions between the stress
indicators and the presence of active pathology. At Barrett, there is no significant
difference between those with pathological conditions in the frequency of the stress
indicators. However, at Ward, both childhood stress (p-value: 0.000) and abscesses (pvalue 0.025) are significant. For the Regional sample, only abscesses were significant (pvalue 0.032). In the Ward and Regional samples, people who had abscesses were
significantly more likely to have active pathological conditions at death. This may
indicate a pattern of comorbidity: those who had dental stress were more likely also to
have other indicators of un-wellness (and vice versa). Ward again shows a unique
experience: individuals who had experienced childhood stress were less likely to die
exhibiting active pathological conditions in their bones. Given the osteological paradox,
this could indicate that those who survived childhood stressors were less likely to die
from active pathology or that they would die too quickly for indicators of active
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pathological conditions to manifest in the bones. Based on the slightly lower survival
curve for those with active pathological conditions shown in Figure 5.11, it is more likely
that childhood stress is associated with a decreased ability to survive long enough for
pathological conditions to manifest on bones.
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Table 5.6: The data and p-values of the Chi-Square and Fisher’s Exact tests looking for significant differences in the frequencies of
each stress indicator between individuals with and without active pathological conditions. Significant results (at p<0.05) are denoted
with *. Sample sizes vary by test, Fisher’s Exact test used when a test includes a value of 5 or less.
Active Pathology

Barrett

143
Ward

Regional

EH

CO

PH

ST

CS

DA

TP

AS

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Absent

5

27

61

29

49

27

26

5

44

55

24

57

62

25

33

73

Present

1

14

28

5

19

10

12

3

13

26

6

28

32

10

9

30

p-value

0.648

Absent

9

33

78

31

82

25

51

16

45

75

39

59

87

21

53

69

Present

0

3

7

5

8

4

6

1

75

10

3

8

8

5

5

9

p-value

1.000

0.071

0.338

0.920

0.483

1.000

1.000

0.233

0.000*

0.182

0.525

0.555

0.150

0.343

0.777

Absent

15

72

155

69

143

59

86

21

101

148

72

135

169

61

98

164

Present

2

17

38

10

30

14

19

4

19

36

9

39

36

15

14

42

p-value

0.732

0.167

0.731

1.000

0.409

0.032*

0.674

0.078

Given the results of the Chi-Square tests, I decided to run a hazard model that
considered both stress and active pathology at each site (Table 5.7) to see if stress, active
pathology, or their interaction was influencing mortality in these samples.

Table 5.7: Hazard Models that examine the impact of active pathology and stress on
mortality in the samples. Significant results (at P<0.05) are denoted with *.
Sample
Size

LLR

Childhood
Stress

Adult
Stress

Active
Pathology

Active
Path&CS

Active
Path&AS

Barrett

88

0.306

0.078

0.517

0.475

0.509

0.732

Ward

116

0.004*

0.910

0.300

0.791

0.180

0.881

Regional

221

0.001*

0.044*

0.107

0.971

0.192

0.922

The LLR of the model for Barrett was nonsignificant, but the Ward and Regional
models were both significant at the P>0.05 level. However, for Ward none of the factors
in the model are significant and in the Regional model, only childhood stress is
significant. The significance of the model with the only significant variable of childhood
stress, further supports the previously established impact of childhood stress on hazard of
death (P=0.00; Table 5.3). However, the non-significance of active pathological
conditions and their interactions with stress fails to support a relationship between the
presence of active pathological conditions and a change in the sample’s hazard of death,
even in samples that had significantly different frequencies of individuals with active
pathological conditions between stress indicators.
The next step of this analysis was to look for potential relationships between
active pathological conditions, sex, and survival. The first step in this process was
looking to see if there was a significant difference in the frequencies of active pathology
between the sexes, which was not seen in any of the samples (Table 5.8).
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Table 5.8: The data and p-values of the Chi-Square and Fisher’s Exact tests looking for
significant differences in the frequencies of active pathological conditions at death
between the sexes. Significant results (at p<0.05) are denoted with *. Sample sizes vary
by test, Fisher’s Exact test used when a test includes a value of 5 or less.
Active Pathology

Barrett

Sex

Absent

Present

Female

47

14

Male

56

21

p-value

Ward

0.925

Female

62

5

Male

61

8

p-value

Regional

0.562

Female

119

21

Male

137

30

p-value

0.487

These Chi-Square results demonstrate that sex was not associated with a
significant difference in the frequency of individuals who died with active pathological
conditions. Given Graphs 5.10 and 5.11, which failed to find differences in the survival
curves of males and females or those with and without active pathology, this analysis
shows that active pathological conditions were not associated with differences in stress
throughout the life course. Active pathological conditions did not impact mortality and
did not have sex-based differences in frequency.
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5.3.2.2 Healed Pathological Conditions
Considering healed pathological conditions as part of a larger study of stress
throughout the life course may elucidate survival experiences for the Green River
Archaic peoples. I began by looking at the overall difference in survival curves for those
with/without healed pathology in the Barrett, Ward, and the Regional samples (Figure
5.12).
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Figure 5.12: Survival curves for healed pathology. Barrett (n=97) on the left, Ward (n= 124) in the middle, and Regional (n=240) on
the right. Those with healed pathological conditions are graphed in blue, those without in red.

The survival curves for Barrett, Ward, and Regional samples are similar, showing
that individuals with healed pathological conditions had higher survival rates than those
without, but that the groups are within each other’s error ranges. Thus, there is some
evidence that osteological indicators of a healed pathological condition are associated
with an increase in survival throughout the life course of adults, but further analysis is
necessary. To this end, I ran a hazard model for each sample, with only the presence of
healed pathological conditions as a variable. None of these models were significant; the
presence of healed pathological conditions did not impact individuals’ hazard of death.
However, it was still necessary to explore potential interactions with stress and other
variables to look for more complicated relationships between stress and mortality. To do
this, I ran a hazard model for each sample that explored the potential impact of healed
pathology, adult stress, and childhood stress on hazard of mortality (Table 5.9).
Table 5.9: Hazard Models that examine the impact of healed pathology and stress on
survival.
Sample
Size

LLRs

Childhood
Stress

Adult
Stress

Healed
Pathology

Healed
Path&CS

Healed
Path&AS

Barrett

88

0.092

0.049

0.165

0.487

0.545

0.127

Ward

116

0.001*

0.754

0.170

0.752

0.068

0.927

Regional

221

0.000*

0.018

0.086

0.589

0.395

0.483

The model for Barret had a non-significant likelihoods ratio. Ward and Regional
had LLRs with p>0.05, but none of the variables were significant. These results further
support the positive association between the presence of stress indicators and increased
hazard of death in these samples, but do not indicate healed pathological conditions were
associated with significant changes in the populations’ experience of mortality. However,
healed pathology could still be associated with a significant difference in the frequency of
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specific stress indicators examined in this study. To test for the potential for relationships
between the individual stress indicators and healed pathological conditions in the
samples, I ran Chi-Square tests between individuals with and without healed pathological
conditions for the frequencies of each stress indicator (Table 5.10).
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Table 5.10: The data and p-values of the Chi-Square and Fisher’s Exact tests looking for significant differences in the frequencies of
each stress indicator between those with and without healed pathological conditions. Significant results (at p<0.05) are denoted with *.
Sample sizes vary by test, Fisher’s Exact test used when a test includes a value of 5 or less.
Healed
Pathology

Barrett

150

Ward

Regional

EH

CO

PH

ST

CS

DA

TP

AS

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Absent

5

33

64

26

46

25

31

3

40

61

26

56

68

30

39

71

Present

1

8

24

8

22

11

7

5

17

19

4

28

19

12

3

31

p-value

1.000

Absent

8

32

76

25

76

24

46

16

45

68

39

53

80

22

53

62

Present

1

4

9

11

14

5

11

1

3

17

3

14

15

4

5

16

p-value

1.000

0.673

0.007*

0.851

0.779

0.020*

0.274

0.426

0.043*

0.056

0.062

0.402

1.000

0.002*

0.091

Absent

15

75

157

58

137

56

86

19

98

145

72

129

169

60

102

156

Present

2

14

35

21

36

16

19

6

22

38

9

44

36

16

10

49

p-value

1.000

0.123

0.805

0.501

0.603

0.009*

0.503

0.001*

These results show several significant relationships between the presence of
healed pathological conditions and the frequencies of the observed stress indicators in
each sample. Stature and adulthood stress are significantly more common in individuals
who have healed pathological conditions at Barrett. Ward has positive associations in the
frequencies of CO and childhood stress and healed pathological conditions. Thus, at these
sites, there seems to be a difference in childhood stress indicators that are associated with
healed pathology at death. However, the Regional sample only shows a significant
difference in the frequencies of abscesses and AS in those with healed pathological
conditions. These differences between the samples in the relationship between healed
pathology and the measured stress indicators suggest site-specific experiences of stress
for people living in the Green River Archaic.
To further explore potential interactions between healed pathology, potential
indicators of social identity and mortality, I looked for differences in the frequency of
healed pathology by osteological sex. Table 5.11 shows the Chi-Square tests of the
frequency of healed pathological conditions in females and males in each sample.
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Table 5.11: Chi-Square of the frequencies of healed pathological conditions in females
and males. Significant results indicated by *. Sample sizes vary by Chi-Square test.
Healed Pathology

Barrett

Sex

Absent

Present

Female

45

16

Male

57

19

p-value

Ward

0.870

Female

59

8

Male

57

12

p-value

Regional

0.745

Female

116

24

Male

132

34

p-value

0.458

Table 5.11 shows that females and males did not have significantly different
frequencies of healed pathological conditions. Given the lack of difference between the
sexes in survival and the non-significant association between the presence of healed
pathological conditions and differences in mortality, further analysis was not performed.
There is no evidence to support that survival of non-specific osteological ailments was
associated with changes in overall mortality in the Green River Archaic. However, healed
pathological conditions were shown to have site-specific relationships with differences in
frequency of the measured stress indicators. Given that dental abscesses are the long-term
manifestation of carious lesions, the significant relationship with healed pathological
conditions suggests that both may be associated with decreased frailty. Ward’s unique
association with surviving childhood stress and later surviving pathological conditions
may be evidence on the same relationship, but only occurring within that community.
Subsequent chapters will explore these results.
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5.3.2.3 Peri-Mortem Trauma
Peri-mortem trauma was considered present when there was a broken bone, blunt
force trauma, cut/chop marks, or embedded projectile points that did not show evidence
of healing. Similar to healed pathological conditions, these data may be better understood
as potential evidence of embodied social stress present at the time of death, rather than an
intentional violent death, as some peri-mortem trauma can be the result of accidents.
Figure 5.13 shows the curves of individuals with perimortem trauma (blue) and those
without (red) for each sample.
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Figures 5.13: Trauma survival analysis at Barrett (n=97), Ward (n=124), and Regional (n=240). Those with perimortem trauma are
shown in blue, those without in red.

The survival curves for Barrett (n=97) and Ward (n=124) suggest differing
mortality experiences associated with trauma. First, individuals with trauma are more
likely to die across all age groups, supporting earlier interpretations that violence and/or
accident is impacting mortality at these sites. However, Barrett’s curve indicates that
about half of individuals who experienced trauma and died did so by the age of 40, with
around 25% of individuals dying with perimortem trauma doing so at 70 years-at-death
or older. At Ward, the frequencies of trauma skew towards younger individuals, with
50% of those experiencing trauma dying by 30 years at death, and only around 10% of
trauma occurring in those who were 70 or older. In the Regional sample, the presence of
perimortem trauma results in a much lower survival curve. However, the error ranges for
individuals with trauma included the survival curves of those without, so these results are
ambiguous. I looked for clear significance by running a hazard model for peri-mortem
trauma at each site, the results of which are shown in Table 5.12.

Table 5.12: Hazard Models examine the impact of trauma on survival at the sites.
Significant results indicated by *.
Sample Size

Likelihoods Ratio

Barrett

97

0.125

Ward

122

0.036*

Regional

240

0.016*

The Barrett hazard model likelihoods ratio was not significant. Ward, and the
Regional sample were both significant at P>0.005 indicating that peri-mortem trauma has
a significant relationship with hazard of death. This suggest that perimortem trauma is an
indicator of social violence that is significantly impacting survival in the Green River
Archaic. These results support an interpretation that there is a relationship between
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mortality and social identity reflected in the skeletal characteristic of trauma. Next, I
wanted to look for a potential interaction between the measured stress indicators, perimortem trauma, and mortality, which required the hazard analysis shown in Table 5.13.

Table 5.13: Hazard Models that examine the impact of peri-mortem trauma and stress on
survival. Significant results indicated by *.
Sample
Size

LLRs

Childhood
Stress

Adult
Stress

PM
Trauma

PM
Trauma&CS

PM
Trauma&AS

Barrett

88

0.199

0.223

0.937

0.330

0.731

0.964

Ward

116

0.000*

0.002*

0.754

0.203

0.145

0.055

Regional

221

0.000*

0.004*

0.538

0.203

0.457

0.270

While both Ward and the Regional sample had significant Log Likelihood Ratios
for these models, the only variable that was significant was childhood stress. These
results support the strong impact CS had on mortality, but do not suggest that perimortem trauma interacted with stress in impacting hazard of death. However, I also
wanted to see if specific stress indicators were associated with an increased likelihood of
peri-mortem trauma. To do so, I ran the Chi-Square tests shown in Table 5.14.
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Table 5.14: The data and p-values of the Chi-Square and Fisher’s Exact tests looking for significant differences in the frequencies of
each stress indicator between those with and without active peri-mortem trauma. Significant results (at p<0.05) are denoted with *.
Sample sizes vary by test, Fisher’s Exact test used when a test includes a value of 5 or less.
EH

Barrett

Ward

157
Regional

CO

PH

ST

CS

DA

TP

AS

Trauma

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Absent

6

36

83

29

60

35

33

8

54

71

27

78

80

40

38

95

Present

0

5

6

5

8

2

5

0

3

10

3

7

7

2

4

8

p-value

1.000

Absent

8

28

75

32

84

22

49

17

45

74

36

59

87

24

52

70

Present

1

8

10

4

14

10

8

0

3

11

6

8

8

2

6

8

p-value

0.661

0.175

1.000

0.488

0.031*

0.569

0.185

0.238

0.378

0.719

0.722

0.717

0.905

0.745

1.000

Absent

16

75

177

68

159

63

92

25

114

161

72

158

190

70

102

188

Present

1

14

16

10

14

10

13

0

6

22

9

16

15

5

10

17

p-value

0.456

0.252

0.176

0.072

0.039*

0.632

1.000

0.846

The results of the Chi-Square tests do not indicate that there were significantly
different stress experiences in individuals who exhibited trauma at Barrett. In the Ward
sample, there is a significantly greater frequency of peri-mortem trauma in those with
evidence of porotic hyperostosis. For the Regional sample, the presence of CS was
significantly associated with increased per-mortem trauma. The Ward and Regional
samples may suggest that individuals who experienced some form of childhood stress had
increased frequencies of peri-mortem violence, but Table 5.13 shows that these two
variables did not interact to impact overall mortality.
While stress experiences do not impact the frequency of peri-mortem trauma, it is
possible that other osteological characteristics may impact the frequencies or interact
with trauma. To address this possibility, Table 5.15 shows the Chi-Square test to see if
there was a significant difference in the frequencies of peri-mortem trauma between
osteological females and males in these samples.
Table 5.15: Chi-Square of the frequencies of healed pathological conditions in females
and males. Significant results indicated by *. Sample sizes vary by Chi-Square test.
Trauma

Barrett

Sex

Absent

Present

Female

55

6

Male

71

6

p-value

Ward

0.672

Female

61

6

Male

61

8

p-value

Regional

0.613

Female

128

12

Male

152

15

p-value

158

0.899

These tests show that there was not a significant difference between females and
males in the presence of peri-mortem trauma. However, given that trauma had a
significant influence on mortality (Table 5.12) for Ward and the Regional samples, I
decided to check to see if sex and peri-mortem trauma interacted to influence mortality,
even if a clear difference in sex-based frequencies was not found. These hazard models
were not significant (Table 5.16), demonstrating that trauma impacted hazard of death,
but sex had no relationship to trauma, which fails to support interpretations of the
archaeological record that suggest osteological males were more likely to experience
trauma.

Table 5.16: Hazard Models that examine the impact of per-mortem trauma and sex on
mortality. Significant results indicated by *.
Sample Size

LLRs

Sex

Trauma

Trauma&Sex

Barrett

95

0.129

0.111

0.178

0.470

Ward

121

0.058

0.129

0.007

0.088

Regional

234

0.068

0.717

0.025

0.781

Finally, I wanted to see if the presence of pathological conditions, either healed or
active at death, would increase the frequency of peri-mortem trauma. There has been
speculation that peri-mortem trauma was associated with opportunist violence, which
may be more common in individuals who were experiencing other forms of un-wellness.
These Chi-Squares results are shown in Table 5.17 below.
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Table 5.17: The data and p-values of the Chi-Square and Fisher’s Exact tests looking for
significant differences in the frequencies of peri-mortem trauma in individuals who
exhibited evidence of active or healed pathology. Significant results (at p<0.05) are
denoted with *. Sample sizes vary by test, Fisher’s Exact test used when a test includes a
value of 5 or less.

Barrett

Active Pathology

Healed Pathology

Trauma

Absent

Present

Absent

Present

Absent

103

35

103

34

Present

9

4

11

2

p-value

Ward

0.742

Female

116

11

108

19

Male

11

3

12

2

p-value

Regional

0.735

0.147

1.00

Female

251

49

242

57

Male

21

7

24

4

p-value

0.244

0.800

The results for these tests are not significant for any sample. When considered
with the previous analysis of trauma, an important distinction becomes apparent. While
trauma has a predictable impact on hazard at death, it does not appear to have any
significant relationships with stress experiences, osteological sex, or the presence of
pathological conditions. Thus, while the violence associated with peri-mortem trauma
may have been opportunistic, sex and “pre-existing conditions” did not influence the
likelihood of experiencing social violence.
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5.4

Conclusions
This chapter sought to present the bioarchaeological analysis of this project on stress

and embodied identity in the Green River Archaic. The analysis presented in this chapter
supported Hypothesis 1: within each sample, the six recorded indicators of childhood
and adult stress will vary in correlation with risk of death, or conversely, survivorship
and found that the presence of childhood stress indicators was associated with decreased
survival within all samples, and adulthood stress indicators were associated with
increased survival within the Ward and Regional samples. When the stress indicators are
examined individually, only dental abscesses were significant in all samples. They were
associated with increased survival. EH and stature may to be associated with decreased
survival, but their samples were too small for certainty. It is likely that they contributed to
the strong association between increased hazard of death and the presence of the
combined childhood stress indicators within the Ward and Regional communities.
This chapter also discusses analysis utilized to address the bioarchaeological
components of Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with social identity based
on biological categories and the documented mortuary characteristics. It explored
potential osteological traits associated with embodied identity: sex, pathological
conditions, and peri-mortem trauma. Overall, no relationships were found between these
characteristics, stress, or survival. The exception was peri-mortem trauma, the presence
of which unsurprisingly increased mortality. Perhaps one of the most unexpected results
of this work is that sex does not appear to be associated with differences in stress,
survival, pathological conditions, or trauma. Thus, osteological sex may not represent a
“difference that matters” in the Green River Archaic. However, other research has found
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sex-based differences in activity (Glencross 2003) and burial goods (Winters 1968).
These results will be expanded on in the following chapter, which explores the mortuary
record for potential indicators of social difference, and in the interpretations chapter.
Finally, this chapter found several differences between Barrett and Ward site in
the experiences of stress indicators, bioarchaeological characteristics. This is the first
portion of addressing Hypothesis 3: Differences in frequencies and relationships between
stress markers and social identity, based on biological categories and mortuary
characteristics, are expected between the sites. While childhood and abscesses had
similar associations between all sites, Barrett and Ward differed in their stress
experiences for cribra orbitalia, porotic hyperostosis, and adulthood stress indicators. The
inverse relationship between CO and PH at Ward will be discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 6. MORTUARY ANALYSIS
This chapter will use mortuary analysis to further address Hypothesis 2 and
Hypothesis 3. Hypothesis 2 states that: Indicators of stress will correlate with social
identity based on biological categories and the documented mortuary characteristics.
This chapter provides an overview of the mortuary characteristics considered as potential
indicators of identity and their analysis. Hypothesis 3 asserts: Differences in frequencies
and relationships between stress markers and social identity, based on biological
categories and mortuary characteristics, are expected between the sites. This chapter will
further explore regional variation within the mortuary program. Understanding of past
identities are enhanced by looking at the material circumstances surrounding individual
interments. The presence of grave goods, position of individuals, and other components
of their burials have been used as potential proxies for aspects of identity including
gender, status, and other factors (Heilen 2012). This project will approach mortuary
analysis as a starting point for looking for relationships between theorized material
indicators of identity and embodied social differences. While the mortuary record is
established after the death of the individual, the material or practices associated with their
burial may suggest components of their identity that were also influencing their stress and
survival experiences. For this research, I will look for relationships between components
of mortuary behavior evidence in the archaeological record and the observed stress
indicators. Using survival analysis, I will look to see if differences in mortuary
characteristics are associated with differences in the experiences associated with death.
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6.1

Results
I collected mortuary data by using microfiche copies of the original burial forms

completed during excavation. These records included photographs, drawings, and maps
from the excavation record (Baugh and Swart 1939; Elliott 1938a, b) as well as the site
overviews published by the University of Kentucky (Webb and Haag 1940; 1947). The
types of data deemed important at the time, such as bodily position or presence of grave
goods, directly impacts what data were collected and is available today. For this analysis,
I focused on burial position, body placement, grave goods, and multi-burials. However, I
collected all data available to me, including the original excavation notes, for use in
future projects. Since the burial forms for non-adults were available, data were collected
on these individuals to provide context for practices associated with adults. Non-adults
are not considered in the stress analysis.
6.1.1

Burial Position

Burial positioning refers to the placement of the limbs of the individuals within the burial
feature, categorized based on the placement of the legs. In the Green River Archaic, it is
common to see individuals fully flexed (legs tightly folded towards the torso) within
tightly fitted burial pits. Partially flexed individuals, or those who are found with their
knees 90-180 degrees outwards from the torso, are also present. Extended burials, or
those who are interred with their legs extended from the torso, are the least common of
these burial positions. These standard categories do not reflect all burials, but they are the
most common in the region.
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I ran Chi-Square tests on the presence of any of the observed stress indicators and
burial position. This analysis determines if there was a significant association between
stress and differences in body placement, which would suggest that burial placement
reflected a social identity that was influencing stress experiences. Table 6.1 gives the raw
data and test results. In all tables, the column labeled “Ab” represents the individuals who
did not demonstrate evidence of the stress marker, and the column “Pr” are individuals
who did present evidence of the stress indicator.
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Table 6.1: Data and results of Chi-Square test for difference in frequency of stress indicators between different body positions.
Significant results (at p<0.05) are denoted with *. Sample sizes vary by test.
EH

Barrett

Ward

166
Regional

CO

PH

ST

CS

DA

TP

AS

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Extended

0

0

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

2

2

1

0

1

1

2

Fully

6

30

76

27

56

30

26

7

50

63

23

73

71

37

30

88

Partially

0

9

8

3

9

3

10

1

3

12

4

9

12

3

6

10

p-value

0.323

1.000

0.793

0.717

Extended

2

3

6

3

8

2

6

0

2

8

9

2

4

3

8

3

Fully

3

25

58

27

66

19

40

13

34

61

20

53

72

19

35

61

Partially

4

7

17

4

11

7

11

4

8

14

11

10

16

4

12

12

p-value

0.105

1.000

0.342

0.435

0.211

0.655

0.236

0.001*

0.221

0.179

0.724

0.042*

Extended

3

6

11

5

11

4

7

0

5

13

12

7

7

5

11

9

Fully

10

58

144

59

130

55

74

20

93

133

47

137

155

62

71

163

Partially

4

19

29

8

23

10

23

5

13

29

18

21

32

8

21

24

p-value

0.489

0.511

1.000

0.483

0.288

0.000*

0.115

0.014*

The agreement between Ward and the more robust Regional sample suggests that
the significant p-values at Ward are meaningful. For the Regional sample, the Chi-Square
tests found significant differences in the presence of abscesses based on burial position.
Individuals without abscesses were more commonly buried in an extended position than
those with abscesses. As adulthood stress is a category that includes abscesses, it is likely
that this result reflects the high level of significance for abscesses. These Chi-Square tests
suggest that there is some identity or temporal component that is influencing both burial
positioning and the presence of abscesses. This will be explored further in the next
chapter. I ran Chi-Square tests to look for differences in the frequency of pathological
conditions and trauma by body position, which were not significant. Figure 6.1 examines
if there was a relationship between survival experiences and the positioning of
individuals in their burials.
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Figure 6.1: The relationship between body positioning and survival. From left to right: Barrett (n=94), Ward (n=118), and Regional
samples (n=229).
Red is Extended, Green is Fully Flexed, and Blue is Partly Flexed.

In general, there appears to be an association between increased survival and
being interred in a fully flexed position. At Ward, extended burials are associated with
increased mortality, particularly among middle and older adults. However, individuals
with extended burials have a relatively small sample size, which increases the error
ranges of Kaplan-Meier curves. This can be seen in the Regional sample: the survival
curve suggests that the differing sample sizes are impacting the error ranges of extended
burials, and thus the interpretations of their relationship with mortality. To better
understand these data, I ran a hazard model analysis using burial position. This model has
a sample size of 229, a Log-likelihood p-value of 0.016, and a variable p-value of 0.034,
indicating that the overall model predicts hazard of death, and that burial position is a
significant predictor of survival. This result supports an interpretation that mortality is
reflected in burial position, and that an extended burial reflects a social identity that is
associated with increased risk of death. As mentioned above, these results do not support
a direct relationship between mortality and burial position (as burial position is
determined after mortality occurs). However, they do support an interpretation of
extended burials being uncommon for adults in the Green River Archaic. This may
suggest that being buried in an extended position is either more appropriate for young
adults or may be associated with an aspect of identity that is affecting mortality.
6.1.2

Body Placement

Body placement refers to the side on which an individual’s torso is placed within
the burial. While this category can be associated with burial positions (i.e., extended
individuals were only found on their back or stomach), it is an independent category. To
see if this burial practice is associated with differences in stress experiences, I ran Chi169

Square tests on the Regional sample, as Barrett and Ward had samples too small for
analysis (Table 6.2).

Table 6.2: Frequency of Stress indicators by Burial Position. Significant results (at
p<0.05) are denoted with *. Sample sizes vary by test.
EH

CO

PH

ST

CS

DA

TP

AS

Placement

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Back

9

50

79

35

77

30

60

12

41

86

47

65

89

27

55

78

Left

3

11

48

11

34

18

17

6

29

35

10

41

45

13

16

47

Right

4

13

42

20

42

12

17

5

36

35

15

45

43

28

23

55

Stomach

1

10

14

6

13

8

10

12

6

18

6

14

14

6

8

16

p-value

0.320

0.411

0.751

0.022*

0.017*

0.194

0.112

The samples size fewer than five for the Absent column for enamel hypoplasias
made Chi-Square tests inappropriate (marked with “X “in Table 6.2). The Chi-Square
tests found significant differences for childhood stress and abscesses. The presence of
overall childhood stress was much more common in those buried on their stomach. This
suggests that stresses experienced during childhood set individuals up for unusual
treatment in the mortuary program as adults. Abscesses were also significant, but in this
case, it appears that people buried on their back were significantly less likely to have
abscesses. Supine burials are the most common in the sample and abscesses are one of
the more common stress indicators. The negative association between the two traits
suggests that there is an association between not experiencing the common adult dental
stress and being placed on the back.
I ran Chi-Square tests to look for differences in the frequency of pathological
conditions and trauma by body placement, which were not significant. Thus, childhood
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stress is associated with stomach placement, but evidence of peri-mortem trauma is not.
To determine if body position reflected a social identity that was influencing mortality, I
looked for an association between body placement and overall survival, shown in Figure
6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Survival curves of individuals in different body placements in the Barrett (n=91), Ward (n=120), and Regional samples
(n=228).
Red is back, green is left, blue is right, orange is stomach.

The survival curves suggest that individuals buried prone and supine have similar
mortality rates, whereas those buried on their sides have a higher survival rate. A CoxProportional Hazard model test for burial placement, which determines if a burial
placement has a significant impact on the hazard of death, supports this interpretation,
with a Likelihoods Ratio p-value of 0.000. Thus, not only are certain body placements
associated with significantly different frequencies of stress indicators, but there are also
significantly different mortality profiles. This suggests that burial placement may reflect
some component of social identity that was also associated with stress experiences in
both childhood and overall survival.
6.1.3

Grave Goods

Material placed with individuals at the time of their interment has been used for
decades as potential indicators of components of identity, including gender, status, and
kinship (Heilen 2012). While the deceased may not have chosen their own grave goods,
these items are still important material links between the community and the individual.
First, I looked for differences in good frequency between individuals with/without each
stress indicators using Fisher’s Exact tests. The data and p-values for these tests are
shown in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: The data and p-values for the Chi-Square and Fisher’s Exact tests of difference of good frequency by stress indicator in
each sample. Significant results (at p<0.05) are denoted with *. Sample sizes vary by test, Fisher’s Exact test used when a test includes
a value of 5 or less.
EH

Barrett

ST

CS

DA

TP

AS

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Yes

1

20

30

15

24

14

17

4

16

36

17

25

34

18

23

33

No

5

21

57

18

44

22

21

4

40

43

13

59

52

24

18

69

0.204

0.296

0.831

1.000

0.050*

0.014*

0.848

0.013*
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Yes

5

14

25

14

28

11

21

5

13

28

12

24

30

8

14

28

No

4

22

60

23

62

19

37

12

36

58

30

43

67

18

46

50

p-value
Regional

PH

Grave Goods

p-value
Ward

CO

0.461

0.402

0.654

0.774

0.560

0.531

0.477

0.137

Yes

6

35

59

31

54

27

41

9

32

68

33

51

69

28

41

65

No

11

54

132

48

119

46

65

16

88

115

48

122

137

48

72

140

p-value

1.000

0.203

0.378

1.000

0.062

0.087

0.368

0.456

Barrett was the only site that showed significant differences in the presence of
burial goods between those with and without specific stress indicators. People at Barrett
who experienced childhood stress, dental abscesses, and adulthood stress were less likely
to have goods than those without these experiences of stress. Given that adult stress
considers dental abscesses, the significance of adult stress supports the degree of
significance of dental abscesses at Barrett. These results should be explored further, as
they may indicate unique associations between stress experiences in life and the
community placing goods with individuals after death. Fisher’s Exact tests found no
differences in the frequency of grave goods for those with evidence of pathological
conditions or peri-mortem trauma. I used Kaplan-Meier curves to see if there was a
difference in the mortality experiences of those buried with or without goods. Figure 6.3
shows these survival curves.
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Figure 6.3: The relationship between grave good presence and survival. From left to right: Barrett (n=97), Ward (n=125), and
Regional samples (n=241).
Red is no goods; blue is goods present.

Figure 6.3 shows that Barrett has differences in the mortality experience based on
the presence of goods: the overall survival curve of those without goods is higher than
those with goods. However, these curves are just barely out of the confidence interval for
each other, showing that it is a very small difference between those with/without goods.
Ward and the Regional sample do not show a difference, further supporting the lack of
association between goods and experience seen in the stress analysis. Cox-proportional
hazard tests were not significant for any sample.
6.1.4

Multi-Burials

Throughout the Green River Region, single burial pits containing groups of two
or more people have been recorded. This burial practice has been speculated as potential
evidence for perimortem violence or disease, and as such may be associated with
differences in identity that created risk for these health hazards. These multi-burials are
often associated with evidence of violent death and may reveal components of social
identity in who was targeted for shared mortuary treatment or violence. It should be noted
that for this study, only burials where individuals appeared to have been interred together,
not those which had impacted a pre-existing grave shaft, were considered as multiburials. To see if there was an association between the presence of an observed stress
indicator and being buried with others, I ran a series of Fisher’s Exact tests on these data,
given in table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: The data and p-values for the Fisher’s Exact tests of difference of multi-burial frequency by stress indicator in each sample.
Significant results (at p<0.05) are denoted with *. Sample sizes vary by test.
EH

Barrett

ST

CS

DA

TP

AS

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Ab

Pr

Alone

6

35

81

34

62

36

34

8

51

77

27

78

78

38

38

93

Not Alone

0

6

8

0

6

1

4

0

6

4

3

7

8

3

3

9

178

1.000

0.105

0.417

1.000

0.318

0.719

1.000

1.000

Alone

2

8

59

26

65

20

43

13

34

63

29

51

70

18

39

60

Not Alone

0

4

24

10

23

9

15

4

13

22

13

16

25

8

19

18

p-value
Regional

PH

Multi-Burial

p-value
Ward

CO

0.704

1.000

0.635

1.000

0.839

0.505

0.729

0.659

Alone

14

69

156

68

140

62

86

21

98

154

62

148

168

62

86

174

Not Alone

3

20

35

11

31

11

20

4

21

30

19

26

36

13

25

31

p-value

1.000

0.477

0.711

1.000

0.756

0.113

1.00

0.122

These Fisher’s Exact tests (Table 6.4) show that there are no associations between
the presence of an observed stress indicator and being buried with others within any of
the samples. Given that the demographic analysis found that older males at Ward had
significantly higher frequencies of multi-burials, it seems that multi-burial does not
reflect a component of identity that influences mortality or stress experiences. However,
when I ran tests looking for significant differences in the frequency of people with
pathological conditions or peri-mortem trauma included in multi-burials, there were
discrepancies between the sites. At Barrett, the only significant result was that individuals
who had evidence of active pathological conditions at death were more likely to be buried
in a multi-burial. At Ward, there were significantly more people with peri-mortem trauma
buried in groups. This may be impacted by a few cases of unusual violence- such as the
single burial with five individuals exhibiting peri-mortem trauma. However, Fisher’s
Exact tests on differences in the frequency of trauma and active pathological conditions
between the site only found significance for active pathological conditions. To look at
this from another angle, I calculated the survival curves for those buried in groups within
each sample, shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: The relationship between being buried with others and survival. From left to right: Barrett (n=96), Ward (n=123), and
Regional samples (n=238). Red is alone; blue is multi-burial.

The survival curves for multi-burials support the analysis: there is no significant
difference in mortality within these samples, except for the oldest members of the Ward
sample. These oldest individuals had a much sharper downward curve for those buried in
groups. Thus, multi-burial is associated with differences in survival for the oldest
members of the community, probably just the males.

6.2

Conclusions
Using the data and analysis outlined above, I examine the relationships between

stress indicators and social differences in several aspects of the mortuary program to
address Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3 more fully. While it is established that the most
common burial position in the Green River region is partly or fully flexed on the
posterior side, there is reason to suspect that there are differences in burial practices that
may reflect components of social identity.
Hypothesis 2 states that: Indicators of stress will correlate with social identity based
on biological categories and the documented mortuary characteristics and is not
supported by this research. This study found several relationships between stress,
mortality, and mortuary characteristics. Individuals placed in an extended position are
associated with a much lower mortality. Given the relative infrequency of extended Older
Adults, it seems that extended burial positioning is more commonly associated with
younger adults or deemed less appropriate for older adults. The analysis supports an
interpretation of prone burials, or individuals buried on their stomach, as unusual: they
are more likely to have experienced stature stress in childhood and more commonly
found in those who had higher mortality. The burial goods analysis found significant

differences in females and those who exhibited enamel hypoplasia and the presence of
burial goods. However, consideration of burial good characteristics suggests that while
there are differences in grave good frequency by age, sex, and stress, these factors do not
impact the characteristics of the goods. However, none of these relationships are
statistically significant in Hazard analysis or create clearly differentiated survival curves.
Thus, while differences were found, further analysis with much larger sample sizes are
necessary for interpretation.
However, this analysis overall did support Hypothesis 3: Differences in frequencies
and relationships between stress markers and social identity, based on biological
categories and mortuary characteristics, are expected between the sites. Notably, the
relationship between stress indicators and mortuary characteristics were varied between
the sites in a number of ways. The tests looking for differences in age, sex, and stress
experiences between people who were buried in groups and those who were in individual
interments found that older males had a unique experience at Ward, but not in the other
samples. Ward’s results support previous interpretations that group burials may reflect
sudden, violent deaths, but not that selection for violence may have been based upon
demographic characteristics or preexisting stress. This appears to be the most significant
difference of embodied stress and mortuary characteristics in the samples studied, though
there were other differences between Barrett and Ward.
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CHAPTER 7. INTERPRETATIONS

I structured this project to address three research objectives concerning the
experience of stress within each site, the relationships between stress and potential
indicators of social difference, and the regional variation in these relationships.
Combined, the objectives of this project are to begin to understand the relationships
between stress, mortality, and identity in the Green River region. The chapter briefly
reviews the results of the bioarchaeological and mortuary analysis, and then provides
their interpretations and implications for the Green River Archaic.

7.1

Objective #1: Evaluate the Experience of Stress for the Study Samples.

Question 1: What were the lifelong experiences of stress for adult individuals buried
within these sites?
This project sought to evaluate the experience of stress within the Archaic Green
River region by focusing on three sites: Barrett, Butterfield, and Ward. My goal was to
address Hypothesis 1: Within each sample, the six recorded indicators of childhood and
adult stress will vary in correlation with risk of death, or conversely, survivorship,
allowing for inference on what forms of stress had the greatest impact on mortality. My
research supported Hypothesis 1, showing that the presence of childhood stress
indicators, as a broad category, was associated with an increased hazard of death.
Adulthood had an inverse relationship, showing an increased survival rate, but the
association was not significant. For the individual stress indicators, only survival curves
suggested association, but the hazard analysis did not find significant differences.
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7.2

Objective #2: Examine the Relationship Between Skeletal Stress and Social
Differences.

Question 2: Do skeletal markers of stress correspond to social differences within each
sample?
This project also addressed Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with
social identity based on biological categories and the documented mortuary
characteristics. The mortuary characteristics documented during data collection were
analyzed with the osteological stress information to determine if skeletal markers of
stress correspond to social differences within each sample. The bioarchaeological
characteristics considered: sex, pathological conditions, and peri-mortem trauma had no
relationships with stress or survival. Similarly, while several fine-grain relationships
were seen when the mortuary data were analyzed, distinct survival curves or significant
Hazard models could not substantiate these results.

7.3

Objective #3: Determine the Regional Variation in Measures of Stress.

Question 3: Do experiences of identity and stress vary among communities within the
Green River region?
The final objective of this work was to determine the regional variation in
measures of stress. Data were analyzed both by individual site at Barrett and Ward, and
in a combined Regional sample. The Regional sample was used to determine broad
patterns of mortuary characteristics and stress biomarkers within the Green River valley,
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whereas the individual sites allowed for consideration of potential community
differences. This allowed me to address Hypothesis 3: Differences in frequencies and
relationships between stress markers and social identity (based on biological categories
and mortuary characteristics) are expected between the sites. This found evidence of
regional variation in the relationships between stress indicators and social identity.

7.4

Limitations

Projects that seek to illuminate the social structure within Green River Archaic
communities are often plagued with issues stemming from the complexities of
interpreting the archaeological record. This work seeks to add to this discussion, while
acknowledging both its own limitations, and those inherent to the archaeological and
bioarchaeological records. There are innate complications and restrictions in
understanding the past using the material record. I will touch on a few of the limitations
that affected this study here, and then discuss the interpretations of those results with
these limitations in mind.
Archaeological sites are rarely a snapshot of a specific moment in time. The sites
discussed herein are palimpsests: the cumulative result of hundreds to thousands of years
of human activity. Thus, the burials I consider as populations based on the geographic
proximity to one another, may, and likely do, represent chronologically distinct
communities. Even if these sites were only used by one community during their
occupation, it is unlikely that social identities and stress experiences were unchanging
through time. This is a limitation in nearly all archaeological studies: there are very few
sites that have a clear and discrete temporal record. However, it does not negate the value
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of doing archaeological research on the Green River Archaic. These sites represent
persistent places (Schlanger 1992) or locations where people would repeatedly return to
for hundreds of years. Their repetitive use suggests cultural continuity within these
groups, which supports considering them as a community. Given that the sites used for
this study were excavated prior to the development of modern standards and the inability
to carbon date Native American remains, the most parsimonious avenue of research is to
work with these samples as populations, while acknowledging the limitations of such
studies. This also means that I must consider all individuals buried within these sites as
members of the community, though it is possible that some individuals were not
considered to be community members by those that buried them.
At this project’s conception, I wanted to call into question the use of modern
naturalized components of identity when investigating past groups, particularly age and
sex. However, despite my best attempts, it proved impossible to create methods and
interpretations that did not rely on my cultural conceptions of sex and age. I tested males
and females for differences and found none, suggesting that sex may not have been a
component of identity that influenced the measured stressors. Unfortunately, I was not
able to perform analysis using a more critical perspective of the sexual binary due to
sampling and preservation issues.
Another of the primary limitations of this study, established in Chapter 4, are the
complications of mortuary analysis. Mortuary archaeology requires researchers to attempt
to create categories of goods included with the deceased. However, these categories will
almost always reflect our own cultural understanding of material objects, rather than
those of the community in which the deceased once lived.
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While this study, and archaeology as a field, has limits to the types of questions it
can answer, these efforts can still provide important insight into past and present
communities. This study uses embodiment theory to reconceptualize skeletal stress as a
means of understanding social identity. In so doing, it explores the possibility of social
difference in the hunter-gatherer societies of the Green River Archaic. The following
sections highlight the result of each research hypothesis and the interpretations of these
results.

7.5

Objective #1: Evaluate the Experience of Stress for the Study Samples.
Objective #1 explores the stress indicators in adults at the three sites. When

frequencies are considered, enamel hypoplasias and abscesses are the most common
indicators in individuals for which these traits could be recorded. EH were most common
in young adults, and abscesses were usually found primarily in older adults, potentially
suggesting impacts on mortality. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the osteological
paradox highlights a fundamental issue with understanding stress in past populations
using indicator frequencies: the presence of stress within the skeletal system is evidence
of some degree of survival. Survival analysis consistently demonstrated differences in the
mortality profiles of individuals with abscesses, but the potential association of enamel
hypoplasias and mortality was lost due to small sample sizes. Ward also showed
differences between individuals who had porotic hyperostosis and the combined
childhood stress indicators. When I ran hazard models, Barrett showed that the presence
of abscesses was significantly associated with changes in mortality. Ward had a unique
experience, in that cribra orbitalia, porotic hyperostosis, abscesses, and the combined
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childhood and adulthood stress indicators were all significant. However, CO and PH have
opposite associations with mortality: CO is associated with reduced mortality, and PH
with increased mortality. For the combined Regional sample, childhood stress, dental
abscesses, and adulthood stress are associated with decreased survival over the life course
in hazard models. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is supported by my research, as all sites show
differences in the mortality experiences of individuals who exhibit evidence of certain
stress indicators. A few of the individuals stress indicators will be considered in more
detail below.
Cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis were found to have a significant impact
on mortality at Ward, but not at Barrett or in the Regional sample. Barrett and Ward are
geographically close, within ten miles, but exhibit differences in site structure, proximity
to water, and midden composition. The differences in stress indicators may be associated
with temporal or occupational differences at the sites. These results provide further
support for interpretations that the Archaic was characterized by increasing biological
stress due to a growing population causing resources shortages.
One of the most important results from the data analysis was the association of
childhood stress, as a combined category, with the differences in mortality profiles. When
the childhood stressors were considered independently, they showed little impact on the
hazard of death. However, when the stressors were considered as a combined group, there
was a significant impact seen in the hazard analysis in all samples. Thus, it appears that
while no single childhood stress indicator was responsible, the combined experience of
stress during childhood impacted mortality. This result suggests that the specific etiology
of the stress experienced during development (i.e., fever, malnutrition, or another factor)
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is less pertinent than the overall presence of skeletal developmental stress. The difference
that impacts mortality is not the type of stress individuals exhibited, but rather, if those
individuals displayed evidence for skeletal stress during development at all. The presence
of childhood stress is associated with decreased mortality, indicating that a stressed child
had increased morbidity throughout their adult life. Those who experienced childhood
stress display evidence of heterogeneous risk of death, which either continued to impact
the rest of their life or reflected social structures that differentiated these individuals
through adulthood. The lack of associated differences in burial positioning, goods, and
other factors suggest that the differences that were recorded in the skeleton during
childhood do not reflect permanent social differences that manifest within the
archaeological record. Instead, even when the social structures that differentiated them
appear to have not persisted into adulthood, negative childhood experiences continued to
impact these individuals’ hazard of death throughout their lives.
Barker and Osmond (1986) first found evidence that disruptions to nutrition during
fetal development were associated with increased morbidity and mortality during
adulthood. Their work suggested a direct relationship between fetal environment and
adult health outcomes, suggesting that stress experienced during development
disadvantaged the individual if they later experience other forms of stress. Armelagos et
al. (2009) looked for evidence of this relationship, called the Barker Hypothesis, in
archaeological populations by testing for a relationship between the presence of enamel
hypoplasias and increased mortality as adolescents and young adults, which was
supported. While enamel hypoplasias could only be inconsistently recorded for this
study, the association between the combined childhood stress indicators and a statistically
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significant higher rate of mortality, further supports the Barker Hypothesis. However, we
must proceed with caution. In the original study (Barker and Osmond 1986), they was
able to control for variables that the bioarchaeological record obscures. It is possible that
the social or environmental pressures that resulted in childhood stress were maintained
throughout the individual’s life and resulted in their increased mortality. However, I saw
no evidence of these factors in the mortuary record. What is certain is that childhood
stress is an indicator of increased adult mortality, though it had no associations with
purported mortuary indicators of identity.
Adulthood stress is a combined category based on the presence of dental
abscesses and tibial periostitis. Thus, it will not be interpreted separately from dental
abscesses, as it reflects their presence in the analysis. In archaeological collections, dental
abscesses are strongly associated with dental caries (Wilson 2010: 245-247), which have
been demonstrated to be indicative of the individual’s overall well-being (Ritchie et al.
2002; Meurman and Hamalainen 2006) and have been shown to correspond to increased
morbidity and lower age-at-death within adult samples (Boldsen 1998; Wilson 2010).
This study found that dental abscesses were significantly associated with decreased
hazard of death in all models.
However, dental abscesses are usually unobservable for the older members of
these samples, as teeth were often worn down to the gumline during an individual’s life.
When the survival curves are examined in detail, it appears that those with dental
abscesses do not enter the error range of those without abscesses until they are nearly 70,
suggesting that survival analysis was able to discern differences among even the very old.
I argue that this supports an interpretation of dental abscesses being associated with an
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increased ability to survive adulthood stress- i.e., sick skeletons indicate healthy people.
Further analysis should be conducted on the relationship between dental abscesses and
hazard of death in the Green River Archaic.

7.5.1

Summary

In general, within the Green River Archaic, the presence of childhood stress indicators is
associated with decreased adult survival. This result supports Hypothesis 1: Within each
sample, the six recorded indicators of childhood and adult stress will vary in correlation
with risk of death, or conversely, survivorship and Barker’s Hypothesis on the impact of
developmental stress on adult morbidity and mortality within the Green River Archaic.
However, this could mean that the experience of biological stress during childhood
increases the hazard of adult stress, or it could indicate that a component of identity that
was influencing presence of stress indicators in childhood continued to impact morbidity
and mortality during adulthood. The presence of the differences in developmental
stressors already suggest that there were differences in the access to resources or
exposure to risk in these populations during childhood. Assuming that these differences
were purely random suggests an understanding of hunter-gatherers as lacking the
“cultural” component of a biocultural understanding of human development. I argue that
the observed differences in stress should be interpreted as evidence of culturally
determined difference within these populations during childhood, whether they can be
found through the preserved mortuary record or not.
Klaus, Harvey, and Cohen (2017) suggest that considering a hunter-gatherer or
egalitarian society as the “innate” or “least complex” social structure is an act of hubris.
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They argue that egalitarianism would require societal mechanism(s) to prevent
individuals accumulating too much power or wealth. Perhaps the association of childhood
stress indicators and increased mortality indicates that these mechanisms were not in
place in the Green River Archaic, and the creation of midden-bearing heap sites and
burials that include many items are proof that these mechanisms could break down or
were less effective for ensuring equal resources among the very young.

7.6

Objective #2: Examine the Relationship Between Skeletal Stress and Social
Differences.
The second objective of this research project was to examine the relationship

between skeletal stress and social differences evidenced by bioarchaeological and
mortuary characteristics. As discussed in previous chapters, potential indicators of social
difference may become embodied within skeletal remains, including characteristics
associated with age or sex-based differences, evidence of pathological conditions, and
peri-mortem trauma. By examining these characteristics, as well as categories based on
the mortuary characteristics of the deceased, I explored the ways that aspects of identity
were associated with different experiences of stress and mortality. As the mortuary
record is created by the community and not the individual, burial treatment and goods
can represent the social body of how an individual was understood within their
community. I found no relationships among the bioarchaeological characteristics, stress,
or survival. Similarly, there were no significant differences in stress or mortality
experiences associated with differences analyzed in the mortuary record. Thus, my
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research failed to support Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with social
identity based on biological categories and the documented mortuary characteristics.
While my hypothesis was not supported, there were several interesting findings in my
analysis for Objective 2 that warrant further discussion.

7.6.1

Sex Analysis

The results of exploring sex, trauma, and pathological conditions’ potential
relationships with stress indicators and mortality experiences are illuminating. When
osteological sex is considered in survival analysis, the Regional sample shows females
having lower mortality rates, particularly in Middle Adulthood. Hazard models do not
support a significant difference between males and females at any of the three sites.
There is also no evidence for a significant difference between females and males in the
frequencies of the stress indicators. These results suggest that osteological sex was not
impacting individuals’ access to resources, or their risk of stress. While sex will be
considered further in Objective 3, the complexities of osteological-impacting social roles
and resource access in the past is illuminated. Glencross (2011) found differences in the
experiences of trauma in the form of broken bones between the sexes in the Indian Knoll
sample, however the current analysis does not support a clear sex-based distinction in the
embodiment of stress. The lack of association between differences in osteological sex and
mortality experiences suggest that while sex may have impacted exposure to certain types
of trauma during the life course (Glencross 2011), it did not impact access to nutritional
resources, etc., in either childhood or adulthood.
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7.6.2

Active Pathology

The lack of association between evidence of pathological conditions and
increased mortality indicates that disease frequencies, as Wood et al. (1992) suggested,
does not accurately represent the illness experiences of the living population. Instead,
while active pathological conditions may illuminate one portion of a life history, it must
be contextualized within an understanding of other stress indicators and overall mortality
within a community. That childhood stress is clearly associated with differences in
mortality, but active pathological conditions are not, further supports that the differences
that manifest as osteological stress during childhood are not maintained into adulthood.
When the stress indicators are considered separately, individuals who had abscesses also
showed significantly higher frequencies of active pathological conditions than those
without abscesses. Abscesses are likely exhibiting comorbidity with active pathology; the
body is stressed enough that it is struggling to maintain homeostasis at a multitude of
locations. The association between active pathology and dental abscesses further supports
the previous argument that dental abscesses are best understood as indicators of survival,
or the ability to live through the manifestation of a prolonged infection.
7.6.3

Healed Pathology

The survival curve showed a general trend of individuals without healed
pathology having lower survival rates, particularly in Middle Adults. However, while the
hazard model for stress and healed pathological conditions was significant, none of the
individual variables were significant. This does not support an interpretation that the
presence of healed pathological conditions was associated with any difference in
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mortality experiences. When stress indicators are examined individually for an
association with the presence of healed pathological conditions, dental abscesses were
found to be associated with the skeletal characteristic. This likely also created the positive
association between healed pathological conditions and adulthood stress, as abscesses are
considered for adulthood stress. Given the length of time it can take for a carious lesion
to become an abscess, the association with healed pathological conditions may be
evidence of the same comorbidity seen in active pathological conditions, though in these
cases the individuals were able to survive.
7.6.4

Perimortem Trauma

The results of considering trauma and stress in this study are nuanced. Ward is the
only site that had a significant hazard model for trauma affecting mortality, and in that
model, there is a significant association between the presence of porotic hyperostosis,
perimortem trauma, and decreased mortality. However, when stress and trauma are
considered together, stress is the only significant variable. Thus, there is tentative
evidence of a potential association between perimortem trauma, PH, and increased
mortality in adults at Ward, but not Barrett. Ward’s impact on the Regional sample will
be discussed below.
Overall, those with peri-mortem trauma showed a lower survival curve than those
without this characteristic, but the survival curve was not outside the error range of the
“absent” sample. When a hazard model was constructed, peri-mortem trauma was
associated with significantly greater hazard of death. This is expected: peri-mortem
trauma is defined by its association with mortality. However, its relationships with stress
and identity are worth exploring. To improve understanding of the relationship between
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peri-mortem trauma and mortality, a hazard model was constructed that included
childhood and adulthood stress interactions with peri-mortem trauma. If the interaction of
these stress indicators and peri-mortem trauma resulted in an increased hazard of death, it
would suggest that those who had already experienced some sort of ill-health were more
likely to die with evidence of trauma in the Green River Archaic. Unsurprisingly, trauma
was most common in young adults, as it is likely a contributing factor to these individuals
entering the mortuary record. The association between the presence of childhood stress
and increased frequencies of perimortem trauma (p=0.39) suggests that trauma in young
adults is not occurring randomly, even if this pattern cannot be seen through hazard
analysis. The association with peri-mortem trauma further supports that childhood stress
is an indicator of a disadvantaged social position, one that is also associated with dying
from accidental or purposeful injury.
It should be noted that none of the hazard models or Chi-Square tests that tested
for associations between sex and pathological conditions or trauma were significant. This
lack of association supports what was seen in my previous analysis: osteological sex does
not appear to interact with the measured osteological manifestations of social stress,
suggesting that males and females were not experiencing significantly different social
roles or differences in mortality in the Green River Archaic.
7.6.5

Mortuary Analysis

Components of the burial record, including the presence of goods and positioning
of the body, were recorded as potential indicators of social identity. This section will
discuss the meaning of the results seen in chapter six, which generally saw few
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associations between differences in the burial record and differences in survival or stress
experiences.
The Chi-Square tests found significant differences in burial positions for
individuals with evidence of abscesses and adulthood stress. As adulthood stress is a
category that considers abscesses, it is likely that its significance merely reflects the high
level of significance of abscesses. This suggests that there was a relationship between
some component of identity that influenced burial positioning and the presence of
abscesses. The hazard models demonstrate that there is an association between mortality
and burial position: an extended burial reflects a social identity that is associated with
negatively impacted survival.
Furthermore, the Chi-Square tests on burial positioning support interpretations
that individuals being buried on their stomach are significantly different from the overall
mortuary program and merit further examination. Also, it seems that osteological sex
does not impact bodily placement until individuals reach older adulthood, a conclusion
that needs to be explored in other components of the Green River Archaic mortuary
practices. While the Chi-Square test was not significant, individuals who were buried on
their stomach also had higher frequencies of stature stress compared to those in any other
body placement. The survival curves suggest that individuals buried on their stomachs
and backs may have similar mortality rates, whereas those buried on their sides have
higher survival. A Cox-Proportional Hazard model for burial placement supports this
interpretation, with a Likelihoods Ratio p-value of 0.000. Thus, not only is ventral burial
placement associated with significantly different frequencies of stress indicators, but
there are also significantly different mortality profiles. Similarly, the Chi-Square tests
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found significantly higher frequencies of childhood stress and abscesses for those placed
in supine positions. This suggests that burial placement reflects some component of
social identity that was also impacting stress experiences in both childhood and
adulthood.
Within the Regional sample, the presence of grave goods or being interred with
other individuals were not found to be associated with any significant differences in
stress or mortality experiences. The Chi-Square tests indicate that there are no significant
differences in individuals who have a stress indicator and their inclusion in a multi-burial.
I wanted to further explore the presence of grave goods and multi-burials on a more basic
demographic level, so I grouped the samples based on their age and sex. I ran ChiSquares on all adult age groups’ (i.e., young, middle, older) frequencies of goods based
on sex (p: 0.024), indicating that there are differences. However, the only significant
difference between males and females in burial good frequencies is within young adults,
suggesting that while there may be differences in age and sex distributions for burial
goods, age and sex do not seem to significantly impact the characteristics of burial goods.
For those found in multi-burials, there is only significant sex-based difference in the
frequency of being buried alone for older adults, with males more likely to be buried in
groups.
7.6.6

Summary

Using the data and analyses outlined above, I addressed the relationships between
stress indicators and potential social differences in skeletal embodiment and the mortuary
program. My data did not support Hypothesis 2: Indicators of stress will correlate with
social identity based on biological categories and the documented mortuary
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characteristics. This analysis of pathological conditions and peri-mortem trauma
complicates their often-presumed relationship with mortality differences, suggesting that
these manifestations of social identity are not directly related to overall differences in
mortality profiles. However, their strong association with the presence of childhood stress
indicators further supports Hypothesis 1. It appears that in the Green River Archaic, the
differences that matter are embodied during childhood and continue to be associated with
different experiences of social stress through adulthood.
While it is established that the most common burial position in the Green River
region is partly or fully flexed on the back, there is reason to suspect that there are
differences in burial practices that may reflect components of social identity, even if I
could not find statistically significant differences in mortality or osteological stress.
Individuals placed in an extended position have significantly different experiences of
adult stress indicators and appear have much higher mortality. The burial positioning is
particularly interesting in that extended burials are more likely to be younger, but also
more likely to have abscesses, which are associated with increased age. Given the relative
infrequency of extended older adults (Table 6.1), it seems that extended burial
positioning is more commonly associated with younger adults or deemed less appropriate
for older adults. The analysis supports an interpretation of individuals found in placed on
their stomach (ventrally) as having an unusual stress experience: they are more likely to
exhibit stature stress in childhood and more had higher mortality rates. The burial goods
analysis found no significant differences in those who exhibited specific stress indicators
and the presence of burial goods. Finally, looking for differences in age, sex, and stress
experiences between people who were buried in groups and those buried individually was
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largely unfruitful. Thus, if group burials may reflect sudden deaths, those deaths are not
associated with demographic characteristics or preexisting illness or stress. It also failed
to support significant differences between the sexes in their frequencies of being buried
with children. While I suspect that individuals buried prone (on their stomach) or in
groups larger than two may represent individuals with unique identities or mortuary
experiences, their sample sizes precluded statistical analysis.

7.7

Objective #3: Determine the Regional Variation in Measures of Stress.
The analysis for Objective #2 considered only the combined Regional sample

that contained individuals from Barrett, Butterfield, and Ward. However, exploring the
differences between these sites allowed for a more wholistic picture of the Green River
Archaic, and for consideration of variation that may have existed. Butterfield’s small
sample and poor preservation prevented meaningful statistical analysis, however, so
Objective #3 focused on the unique experiences at Barrett and Ward, and what their
variation could imply for the Green River region. This allowed me to address
Hypothesis 3: Differences in frequencies and relationships between stress markers and
social identity (based on biological categories and mortuary characteristics) are
expected between the sites. This research found evidence of regional variation in the
relationships between stress indicators and social identity, supporting Hypothesis 3.
7.7.1

Bioarchaeological Analysis

When the stress indicators are considered individually, the Barrett sample shows
increased mortality associated with the presence of childhood stress indicators and dental
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abscesses. Within the Ward sample childhood stress and dental abscesses are also
associated with increased hazard of death. However, as mentioned above, Ward has a
unique stress experience. Cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis are both associated
with a significant impact on mortality. Porotic hyperostosis has an association with an
increased hazard of death at P: 0.002. Survival analysis suggested a relationship between
cribra orbitalia and a decreased hazard of death, but this relationship was not found to be
statistically significant through individual hazard analysis. However, when a hazard
model is constructed that considers the all the stress indicators, both CO and PH are
found to be significantly associated with hazard of death. As suggested by the survival
analysis, their effects are inverse: PH is associated with higher mortality and CO with
lower mortality at Ward.
Cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis are location-specific macro-porosities of
the skull—CO is found on the upper eye orbits and PH is seen on the back and sides of
the cranium. There is a long history of research in paleopathology that considers CO and
PH to be different manifestations of the same process- the expansion of diploë into
thinning cranial surfaces (Angel 1966, Stuart-Macadam 1989), usually thought to be the
result of some form of anemia during childhood. However, recent research has called into
question their shared etiology (Rivera and Lahr 2017; Walker et a. 2009), demonstrating
that in some samples the conditions are not associated. Rivera and Lahr (2017)
documented that cribra orbitalia was associated with significant thinning of the diploë in
the cranial vault, but PH was a symptom of anemias that cause expansion in the cranial
bones. Wapler et al. (2004) found evidence that some cases of CO are associated with
cranial inflammation (scurvy, rickets, trauma) and not diploë expansion. These results
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suggest that PH and CO are the results of different conditions, either biological or social.
This project, which independently considered their association with differences in
mortality, further supports the potential for separate etiologies, as they had inverse
associations with mortality. Given Wapler et al. (2004) arguments, PH’s association with
diploe expansion and higher mortality in adults may indicate that diploe expansion has
negative impacts of later survival but experiencing (and subsequently surviving) cranial
inflammation as a child may increase an adult’s ability to survive other osteological
insults. However, these results, when viewed through the lens of local biologies, suggest
a different manifestation of the social body at Ward and Barrett. At Ward, the social body
that manifests as CO and PH is associated with differences in mortality experiences,
whereas the Barrett sample does not appear to have this manifestation of embodied stress.
Further research should be done to explore potential differences in the presence of these
stress indicators and mortality, both within past and living populations.
Unlike other indicators of stress, such as an abscess, which an individual will
likely experience through pain and discomfort, CO and PH are not actively experienced
by those who exhibit their characteristics. They represent, in a way, a biology localized
specifically within the field of bioarchaeology. CO and PH may present an opportunity
for bioarchaeologists to begin to challenge our understandings of the skeletal body as
universal. If CO and PH are not experienced by those who exhibit them, and if they are
associated with different mortality experiences in different populations, could we create
research that explores their potential as localized manifestations of the interplay between
culture, the body, and the environment? How would a bioarchaeology that does not
assume a universal biological body understand different stress experiences? I suggest that
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further research on CO and PH may be an opportune place to localize past stress
experiences.
Active pathological conditions were not associated with specific stress indicators
or differences in mortality at Barrett. Ward, however, has positive associations between
the presence of abscesses and childhood stress and active pathology at death.
Interestingly, the presence of both is associated with significantly lower frequencies of
active pathology. This may mean that childhood stress is associated with an increase in
frailty and an increased likelihood of dying from pathological conditions. The association
between abscesses and active pathology seen in the sample is likely the result of
comorbidity, both indicating an overall decreased ability to overcome stress.
While those with healed pathology did have higher survival curves at both sites,
they were well within the error range of those without healed pathological conditions.
Similarly, hazard analysis found that there was no significant difference in risk of death
for those without healed pathology. However, healed pathological conditions were
recorded as a potential means of demonstrating increased ability to survive biological
stress and are associated with increased frequencies of stress indicators at both Barrett
and Ward. Barrett showed associations with stature stress, abscesses, and adulthood
stress, whereas Ward showed associations with cribra orbitalia, childhoods stress,
abscesses, and adulthood stress. These results further support the interpretation of
adulthood stress indicators as being associated with increased survival and reduced
mortality. The association with stature stress at Barrett, and childhood stress at Ward is
unexpected, and suggests that while there are regional trends, these sites have differences
that should be further explored. The association between CO and healed pathology at
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Ward corresponds to the opposite associations of CO and PH on mortality at the site,
potentially suggesting that the presence of cribra orbitalia is an indicator of robusticity in
adults.
When hazard models were constructed, peri-mortem trauma was associated with
significantly greater hazard of death in the Ward sample, but not Barrett. Ward, however,
also showed that trauma was significantly more common in individuals who experienced
porotic hyperostosis as children. Given that PH at this site was associated with decreased
survival, it further supports a unique stress experience manifesting at Ward. Only at Ward
were porotic hyperostosis associated with decreased survival and increased trauma,
suggesting that PH is an embodiment of a social positioning that is experiencing
increased stress. While trauma has been considered in relation to identity in previous
research (Glencross 2003), the results of considering trauma and stress in this study are
nuanced. Ward is the only site that had a significant hazard model for trauma affecting
mortality, and there is a significant difference in the frequency of porotic hyperostosis
and the presence of perimortem trauma. However, when stress and trauma are considered
together, stress is the only significant variable. Thus, there is tentative evidence of a
potential association among perimortem trauma, porotic hyperostosis, and increased
mortality in adults at Ward, but not Barrett.
Barrett and Ward are geographically close, but are different in site structure,
proximity to water, and midden composition. The differences in stress indicators may be
associated with temporal differences between the sites—Barrett has been dated to 56204520 BP (Hermann 2002; Herrmann 2007), and Ward to 5120-4800 BP (Herrmann
2007:84). Herrmann (2002), however, found these sites clustered based on biodistance
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analysis, suggesting a close biological relationship. These results provide further support
for interpretations that the later Archaic was characterized by increasing biological stress
due to a growing population and changing resource availability, both of which have been
associated with emerging social stratification. However, these differences between the
sites provide avenues for continued research.
7.7.2

Mortuary Analysis

In general, the mortuary characteristics and their relationships to stress and
mortality were consistent between the sites. However, Barrett showed significant
differences in associations between the presence of burial goods and stress indicators that
Ward did not exhibit. People at Barrett who experienced childhood stress, dental
abscesses, and adulthood stress were less likely to have goods than those without these
experiences of stress. Given that adult stress considers dental abscess, the significance of
adult stress supports the degree of significance of dental abscesses at Barrett. These
results should be explored further, as they may indicate unique associations between
stress experiences in life and the community placing goods with individuals after death.
Figure 6.3 suggests that Barrett has differences in the mortality experience based on the
presence of goods: the overall survival curve of those without goods is higher than those
with goods. Cox-proportional hazard tests were not significant for any sample.
Multi-burials are more common at Ward than Barrett and older adults had
significantly more multi-burials at Ward. At Barrett, there was no difference between
males and females in multi-burials, however, Ward showed a significant difference in
frequencies between the sexes (p-value: 0.027) with males more commonly found in
multi-burials. To look for more exact details, I ran Fisher’s Exact tests on the males and
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females in each age group at Ward. Again, the only significant difference was in the older
adults (p-value: 0.009). These tests show that males at Ward, particularly older males,
were more commonly found in multi-burials, both within their own site and when
compared to Barrett. Thus, these males were experiencing a unique social stress that was
associated with greater chance of being buried with others.
When I ran tests looking for significant differences in the frequency of people
with pathological conditions or peri-mortem trauma included in multi-burials, there were
discrepancies between the sites. At Barrett, the only significant result was that individuals
who had evidence of active pathological conditions at death were more likely to be buried
in a multi-burial. This may suggest that at this site, stress at the time of death changes
mortuary treatment, increasing the chance of multi-burial. At Ward, there were
significantly more people with peri-mortem trauma buried in groups. This may be
impacted by a few cases of unusual violence- such as the single burial with five
individuals exhibiting peri-mortem trauma. However, Fisher’s Exact tests on differences
in the frequency of trauma and active pathological conditions between the site only found
significance for active pathological conditions. Thus, the relationship between active
pathology and multi-burials at Barrett may be the result of a generally higher frequency
of active pathological conditions. The relationship between trauma and multi-burials at
Ward is not due to Ward having greater evidence of trauma overall, but a specific
association between trauma and multiple individuals buried together. At Ward, older
males are more likely to experience this burial treatment, and injury involving the death
of multiple people may have been more common at Ward.
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7.7.3

Summary

This study found significant differences between the two statistically analyzable
sites, Barrett and Ward, supporting Hypothesis 3: Differences in frequencies and
relationships between stress markers and social identity, based on biological categories
and mortuary characteristics, are expected between the sites. Ward had a unique stress
experience within its population, suggesting that even in sites found to be clustered in
biodistance analysis there is variation in embodied stress. I argue that this indicates that
the localized biologies at the two sites are different and may related to different
experiences of identity. This analysis supports interpretations that the later Archaic was
characterized by increasing biological stress due to a growing population and changing
resource availability, both of which have been associated with emerging social
stratification. These differences continue into the mortuary record, which had less
difference between the sites. The Green River Archaic is characterized by a consistent
mortuary program, though there are differences in burial good frequencies and types
between the sites. I found that while osteological sex had little association with stress and
mortuary differences in general, Ward exhibits evidence that males experienced unique
social stressors that increased their likelihood of being buried with others, with results on
the presence of perimortem trauma suggesting that this is a manifestation of social
violence.
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7.8

Implications for The Green River Archaic
Overall, this study found that the differences that were embodied during

development had the most consistent associations with both increased hazard of death.
The differences in stress experience at the three sites could not be as fully studied as the
project originally envisioned due to preservation issues. However, it does appear that
while there are regional trends, Barrett and Ward have unique localized biologies.
Whether this represents a difference in community experience, temporal range, or other
differences at the sites is currently unclear. Further study of the Green River Archaic,
particularly looking at sites with similar time spans and characteristics as Ward and
Barrett could help elucidate these patterns. Interestingly, this study failed to find
associations between osteological sex, mortality, or stress experiences.
In archaeological and bioarchaeological research, sex-based differences determined
using osteological sex characteristics are assumed to be meaningful due to the biomedical
conception of sex as innate and natural. Thus, sex-based differences have historically
been tied to evolution and, while their manifestations were found to differ, some form of
sex-based social roles are often considered human universals. However, in this project I
decided to test if osteological sex characteristics corresponded to different survival or
stress indicators. By addressing sex as a potential indicator of identity and exploring its
relationships with mortality and stress experiences, this project allowed me to look for
sex-based differences in embodied identity, which I generally did not find. The
association between osteological sex and differences in mortality experiences is nonsignificant in hazard models that consider sex as a potential variable. Sex was also seen to
have no association with specific stress indicators. These results indicate that osteological
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sex did not impact these observed stress indicators in the Green River Archaic. Overall,
this project does not support the interpretation that sex is associated with differences in
access to resources or exposure to risk.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS
The interaction between social identities and individuals’ experience of biological stress
has long been an area of interest in biological anthropology. This dissertation project
explores the ways that osteological markers of stress correlate with aspects of identities in
skeletal populations from the Late Archaic period of the Green River Valley. Recording
stress markers that occur during different periods of maturation allows for a discussion of
different identities throughout the life course and addresses aspects of the osteological
paradox. I used survival analysis and hazard analysis to determine if the presence of
stress indicators was associated with a different mortality experience for the individuals
within these communities. By analyzing the stress indicators’ association with difference
in mortality rather than their frequencies, this project addresses the osteological paradox
by considering selective mortality and hidden heterogeneity of risk.
There are several trends of the Late Archaic in the Green River region that mark
the period as ideal for examining identity and stress within forager groups. During this
era, site and population density within the region increased and the shell-midden mounds
that define the period became prominent on the landscape (Jefferies 2008). In general, the
Late Archaic in the Green River region represents a period of increasing inter-regional
interaction, population pressure, and sedentism. Importantly, it lacks evidence of clear
social stratification or inequality that is often associated with increasing population. This
work examines embodied identity in the Late Archaic by analyzing osteological stress of
past peoples, evidence of how these experiences were associated with potential indicators
of individuals’ social positioning, and intraregional variation in stress and identity.
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Within this project, identity is understood as “people’s perceptions of themselves
and how they relate to larger social phenomena that characterize their existence”
(Knudson and Stojanowski 2009:1). Aspects of an individual’s identity (i.e., gender, age
cohort, status, kinship group, community, etc.) are enacted and performed in their day-today life (Joyce 2000, Hollimon 2011). This also allows the body to be viewed as a
medium for the repercussions of power relations, and to recognize the ways in which
social structures and institutions can impact biological outcomes. Even in death, the
manipulation of the body through mortuary practices can reflect worldviews within a
given community (Martinez et al. 2012).
The starting point of this project was the biocultural contextualization of the
presence of stress indicators that manifest throughout the life course in a hunter-gatherer
population. Previous attempts to understand the interplay between aspects of an
individual’s identity and their osteological stress indicators have demonstrated
considerable potential to illuminate the lived experiences of past peoples (Knudson and
Stojanowski 2008, 2009). This research applies this paradigm to hunter-gatherer groups,
exploring the aspects of identity that may emerge as significant within these societies. To
this end, I examined over 300 individuals from three Late Archaic sites in Kentucky’s
Green River region. The focus of this study is six osteological indicators of stress that
occur throughout the life course: enamel hypoplasia, cribra orbitalia, porotic
hyperostosis, stature stress, dental abscesses, and tibial periostitis. I also collected
osteological indicators of age-at-death, sex, peri-mortem trauma, and pathological
conditions. Thus, I was able to analyze the association of these stress indicators to
potential indicators of identity and embodied social status, such as gender or healed
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pathological conditions. To inform and contextualize this osteological analysis, I also
collected archaeological data from the original excavation notes and photographs,
focusing on mortuary characteristics such as bodily positioning and burial goods.
This project began with three objectives: to evaluate the experience of stress in
the Green River Archaic, to examine the relationship between stress indicators and
putative indicators of social difference, and to explore the regional variation in the
expression of these relationships. To this end, I established three hypotheses to address
these objectives. Hypothesis 1: Within each sample, the six recorded indicators of
childhood and adult stress will vary in correlation with risk of death, or conversely,
survivorship. I hypothesized there will be differential risk of death when associated with
the presence of biomarkers. This allows for inference on what forms of stress had the
greatest impact on mortality—the ultimate manifestation of stress. This project supported
this hypothesis. The above results show that stress experiences influenced mortality, and
that people who survived any form of childhood stress had lower survival curves than
those who did not. However, no single stress indicator measured in this project was
responsible, suggesting that aspects of identity that determined stress experiences in
childhood continued to impact adult’s morbidity, or that those who experienced stress as
children had greater risk of death throughout their adult lives.
Building from Hypothesis 1, I sought to see if these differences in stress
experiences were related to potential indicators of social difference. I created Hypothesis
2: Indicators of stress will correlate with social identity based on biological categories
and the documented mortuary characteristics. The mortuary characteristics collected
were theorized as manifestations of the social body, or the manifestation of the
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relationship between the individual buried and the community that determined their
mortuary characteristics. Thus, relationships between osteological stress indicators and
mortuary programs can be understood as evidence that social differences were leading to
embodied identity through a variety of means. This research did not support Hypothesis
2. Overall, no relationships were found between these characteristics, stress, or survival.
The exception was peri-mortem trauma, the presence of which unsurprisingly increased
mortality. Perhaps one of the most unexpected results of this work is that sex does not
appear to be associated with differences in stress, survival, pathological conditions, or
trauma. When mortuary characteristics are considered, there are clear associations with
differences in mortality. Individuals buried in an extended position (with their legs
straight) have much lower mortality and individuals in prone burials (those laying on
their stomachs) are more likely to have experienced stature stress in childhood and had
higher mortality. The burial goods analysis found significant differences in females and
those who exhibited enamel hypoplasia and the presence of burial goods. However,
consideration of burial good characteristics suggests that while there are differences in
grave good frequency by age, sex, and stress, these factors do not impact the
characteristics of the goods. Finally, looking for differences in age, sex, and stress
experiences between people who were buried in groups and those who were buried alone
found that older males had a unique experience at Ward, but not in the other samples.
Finally, I looked for regional patterns and variations through Hypothesis 3:
Differences in frequencies and relationships between stress markers and social identity
(based on biological categories and mortuary characteristics) are expected between the
sites. This hypothesis was designed to allow me to explore the potential for differences in
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the communities within the Green River Region, and to avoid assumptions of
homogeneity within these groups. Previous research has found consistent regional
patterning in the mortuary program, but differences in site location, type, length of
occupation, and the presence of burial goods. Hypothesis 3 was supported by this
analysis: differences in the relationships between stress and mortality experiences,
bioarchaeological characteristics, and mortuary practices were seen between Barrett and
Ward. The differences in stress experience at different sites could not be as fully studied
as the project originally envisioned due to preservation issues. However, it does appear
that while there are regional trends, Barrett and Ward have unique localized biologies.
Whether this represents a difference in community experience, temporal range, or other
differences at the sites is currently unclear. Further study of the Green River Archaic,
particularly looking at sites with similar time spans and characteristics as Ward and
Barrett, could help elucidate these patterns.
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8.1

Interpretations Revisited
“Archaeology is politics, or it is nothing” Watkins 2007: 405

If you were to ask me three years ago, I would have argued that my research is
good. In every step, I assured myself that I was making well-cautioned choices. My
theoretical foundations felt relevant to modern communities but had rarely been applied
to Archaic communities. I thought that I was, in some odd way, sticking up for “the little
guy” by complicating ideas of hunter-gatherers, and looking for complexity in past
populations. My methods were non-destructive, and so, in my mind, ethical to use with
prehistoric Native Americans. I chose to work with sites that were excavated in the WPA
era to avoid further excavation, and I specifically focused on sites that were not Indian
Knoll (among the most famous and well-researched Archaic sites in the eastern United
States) because I felt they were “underutilized resources” and thus should be used to
expand archaeological knowledge. All these steps were taken with good intentions to
create an ethical bioarchaeological project.
During the last three years, I have participated in conversations about
decolonizing anthropology, creating an actively anti-racist anthropology, and my
academic positionality as a white woman. I am not the little guy, and my attempts to
speak for those marginalized voices only furthered to silence them. It was in these
conversations, and conversations concerning the larger social moment, that I truly began
to appreciate the difference between the intent and impact. Most importantly, the good
intentions of your actions are meaningless if you cannot grow from being called out on
their negative impacts. While I may have approached this research project with good
intentions, I also approached it with whiteness, privilege, a settler-colonialist mentality,
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and the arrogance of believing that I could or should act as interpreter for past Native
American communities.
Anthropology, and all its subfields, began as a colonial endeavor. Most
anthropologist I know will concede this ground. The historical seed of bioarchaeology,
the intellectual combination of archaeology and biological anthropology, was planted in
particularly bloody ground. During the 1800s, the U.S. Army had policies in place to
ensure the collection of American Indian remains, resulting in the excavation of sacred
burial sites, graverobbing, and the decapitation and mutilation of the recently deceased.
The purpose of this collection was ostensibly to preserve “dying” lifeways and better
understand living Native Americans, goals that should sound uncomfortably familiar to
modern archaeologists. However, those who are familiar with our own past know that
these human remains were used to cement racialized science and the political
dehumanization of American Indians.
Speaking anecdotally, bioarchaeologists often assure ourselves that while the
history of our field may be racist, colonial, and violent, we are not. However, while our
intentions are good and based in the belief that we can discover new knowledge, they do
not outweigh the historical context of the impacts of our research. Our research is
inherently racist, colonial, and violent. Using myself as an example, I would like to show
how “well-meaning” white bioarchaeologists perpetuate racism and colonialism in our
research and academic praxis while maintaining power structures that continue to
disenfranchise Native Americans. To this end, I will walk through how racism and
colonialism have been integral to every step of my own research.
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My theory is based on Western Canon, and completely lacks non-western insight.
While I read works in critical science studies and considered myself knowledgeable in
my field’s problematic origins, I stopped short of fully internalizing the criticism. I
inserted myself, the researcher, into the narrative of the project and knew that objective
knowledge was an epistemological trap. However, I lacked the courage to fully integrate
Native American critiques of anthropology, and particularly, skeletal anthropology.
While I read works in Native American studies, I failed to integrate these perspectives
into my dissertation project, notably because their integration requires the complete
dissolution of the project.
I chose non-destructive methods believing that I was respecting the best practices
in bioarchaeology. I failed to consider that excavation, curation, and continued research
are inherently destructive practices. Few anthropology museums have the curation
facilities that human remains require. Few archaeologists are prepared to see our own
research as inherently violent towards descendent groups. By demanding that knowledge
of the past meets Western criteria for evidence, and actively pursuing that knowledge
either against the expressed wishes of descendent groups, or reliant upon noncommunication between all stakeholders, we do violence against marginalized people in
every research project.
The biggest ethical tarpit, in my mind, is the collections I worked with. There are
no such things as underutilized bioarchaeological resources because human remains are
not resources. The collections used in bioarchaeology are a nexus of praxis where past
and present coexist, and their continued use passively perpetuate past violences on
descendent groups. Most of the large skeletal collections in the United States came into
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existence due to some form of social violence, be it the racialized violence of grave
robbing in Native American and African American cemeteries, or the economic violence
of harvesting the poor and unclaimed, or one of the many combinations of the two (i.e.,
the teaching collections in the US that consist of impoverished people from the global
south). The collections I analyzed were excavated by the Works Progress Administration
on the premise that creating jobs for poor Americans during the Great Depression
outweighed the destruction of Native American cemeteries and sacred sites.
In discussions about collections, bioarchaeologists, including myself, often rely
on a few arguments: 1) the collection of remains happened in the past and does not reflect
on current bioarchaeology; 2) these collections already exist so the most ethical thing we
can do is to use them “well”; or 3) while their collection may have been ethically messy,
these collections are necessary for research and teaching. However, these arguments do
not hold up to the scrutiny an innately critical field, such as anthropology, requires of
itself. The same critiques that I have heard anthropologists and bioarchaeologists use in
conversations about the continuation of other historic injustices rooted in racism apply to
our own skeletal collections.
Ensuring that the data we use in biological anthropology was collected through
informed consent, and addressing the innate injustice of unethical data collection, is a
core component of anthropological methods. Researchers are beginning to recognize that
the past injustice of the unethical collection of human remains in the past, based on racist
and colonialist ethical standards continues to bleed into the integrity of modern research
using these remains. We must welcome restorative justice, including repatriation, for
bioarchaeological research to grow towards anti-racist and decolonial goals.
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APPENDIX
Table A.1: Frequencies of each stress indicator present in the Butterfield sample.
Butterfield

Enamel
Hypoplasia
Cribra Orbitalia
Porotic
Hyperostosis
Stature
Dental
Abscesses
Tibial
Periostitis

Absent
2
(14%)
19
(68%)
15
(50%)
10
(100%)
9
(60%)
23
(79%)

Present
12
(86%)
9
(32%)
15
(50%)
0

Sample
14

% Other
Samples
30%

28

23%

30

27%

10

17%

6
(40%)
6
(21%)

15

13%

29

23%
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Figure A.1: Survival curve of the Butterfield Site (N=37).
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Both Enamel Hypoplasias and Stature had too few (N>3) cases of “Present” for the
survival curve test to be ran.

Figure A.2 shows the survival curves for Cribra Orbitalia (N=17)
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Figure A.3 shows the survival curves for Porotic Hyperostosis (N=14).
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Figure A.4 shows the survival curves for Abscesses(N=17).
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Figure A.5 shows the survival curves for individuals with Tibial Periostitis (N=18).
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Figure A.6 shows the survival curves for individuals with/without Childhood Stress
(N=19).
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Figure A.7 shows The survival curves for individuals with/without Adulthood Stress
(N=17).
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Table A.2: The Hazard Analysis test results for combined stress. Significant results (at
P<0.05) are denoted with *.
Individual Stressors Hazard Model

Combined Hazard Model

Sample
Size

LLR

CO

PH

Abscs

TP

LLR

CS

AS

19

0.021*

0.098

0.121

0.004*

0.073

0.168

0.906

0.107
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